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CHAPTER I 
I N T ROD U C T ION 
'fhe 191) One--year Grad.uate Course at Clp"istchurch Teachers' 
College, Pi1 imary Division. was in a number of Hays exceptional. First, 
it differed frv~ th~ ,course into which approxj~ately 250 students, mainly 
school lea'I'ers around 18 years of age, entered for a three-y~a:..· College 
progrc.mme teforo beginning their teaching career. ~heirs was a course 
of study cvi1sisting of four main components - English, Professional 
studies, Teaching Praqtice and Selected Studies. The English compon-
ent was concerned with improving the students' own use of spoken and 
written language. Professional Studies included studies of child 
development~ educational psychology and other studies in education, as 
well as the eight Syllabus Studies which looked at the various primary 
school subjects, and Curriculum Studies which tied thp.se together ~nto a 
broader view of curriculum development in the third year. Teaching 
Practice enabled students to develop and practise teaching techniques in 
schools, and Selected studies were academic studies designed to further 
the students' own education. One-year Graduate Course students, with 
their degree subjects counting in lieu of Selected Studies, and ~ith 
their assumed greater facility with English, undertook a College pro-
gramme of Professional Studies and Teaching Practice only. 
Second, the Graduate Course differed from a two-year course for 
primary trainees who had from five to eight university degree unit 
passes. The 14 students comprising that group in 197) joined the 
normal second-year course but were provided with additional' Professional 
\ 
\ 
Studies missed from the first year. In 1974, they undertook the third-
year course. In their case, as for One-year Graduates, university unit 
,. , 
to cope more easiJ.y ldtb. the exb~a demand.s of P.Z'of')ssional Stui~.es. 
The On·)-;:res.r Gradtl1.te Cour3e was c;.uitA ;:Jepat'ate from tne 'J'hreo-
year Course. !1oH(;'Ver, there was £1.180 a thirrl (,OU_~'36 difference, and 
that was froI!l Gra01.lato Courses of previous years. For the first time: 
two of the ColJ ege lecturing staff .mre t.e!npoTcJ.l'iJ.y seconded to act as 
almost full-timb Tutors and co-ordinators of tIle pt'ogram;lle, and there 
were consequent alterations to the I!ontent and stl'ucture of t.he CO!.lrse 
itself. Mcrt:'ov~r, the lel'gest number of stt:dents to date entered it -
39 students, or o'lor "13 per cent. of t!le total Primr~ry Division intake. 
Tho3 Graduat.:l Students themselves t.oo, wele older (average age of 
about ~3 ye~~s), came from a widely varied background of New Zealand IDjd 
overseas experience, and almost one-third had had experience in other 
full-time occupations. 
Because of these differences, together with the relative newness 
of this form of primary teacher training end-on to a university degree 
and the continuing debate by teacher educators over its viability and 
effectivenesR, the course of 1973 was seen to be .in particular need of 
evaluation. The writer's position as one of the Course Tutors gave him 
a particular interest in it (although he had misgivings, discussed 
later, about making a study from such a close position), and the wider 
need for a formal evaluation of various College programmes, including 
this one, hed long been recognised. 
A survey of the literature of curriculum evaluation follows in 
the next chapter, the design and methods of this study are described 1n 
Chapter III, and the data are presented in the subsequent three chapters, 
each of which has its own summary. Throughout the thesis, "the Graduate 
Group", "Graduates" and "Graduate Studentsll are all used in referring to 
students of this particular course, even though a sma.ll number were in 
fact undergraduates (see Table 1). 
3 
CHAPTER II 
CURRICULUN EVALUATION' 
1. NEEDS IN CUR~UCU1UM E.YALUATIOli 
Few ~dncators tortay publicly d~bat3 tt>.e need to thoroughly and 
merulingft~ly 9V&~t~ta cur~icul~ progr.ammes. Indeed, evaluation has 
become something of a catch·word alongside "relev3.nce", "accountabill t.yll 
and "progrB.Ir.l>le api:>raisal". Yet despite th:l.s, only a very small 
proportion of prl)grammes receive more than cursory evaluative treatment 
and the whole field of evaluation methodology remains unclear in the 
minds of many. The 1971 Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Evaluation 
went as far as to say that evaluation has been "seized with a great-
1 . illness II and lacks "certain crucial elements without uhich the science 
or a.rt of evaluation cannot be expected to make significant forward 
2· 
strides". The lacks, it suggests, are in adequate theory; speciti-
cation ot types of information which are most needed; appropriate 
instruments and designs; good systems for organising, processing and 
reporting information; and sufficient well-trained personnel. More 
recently, Worthen and Sanders3 have suggested that other disciplines 
1 Stufflebeam, D.L. et. ale Educational Evaluation and Decision-
Making, Itasca, Illinois, F.E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 1971, p.2. 
Quoted in Worthen, B.R. and Sanders, J .R., Educational Evaluation:, 
Theory and Practice, Worthington, Ohio, Charles A. Jones Publishi8g 
Co., 1973, p.8. 
2 Ibid., p.S. 
3 Worthen, B.R. and Sanders, J.R. Educational Evaluation: 
Theory and Practic~, Worthington·, Ohio, Charles A: Jones Publishing Co., 
1973, p.S. 
effective use b9 lllacl'3 of nea/ilU'erJ'3nl theory wd las-liruII'!9nt.s ti') help C'I.rt'8 
these ills. But rno 3t ilIlportant, they Gay, .tu to provide eV!iI\W.tor s 
with useful t~E'):.~~t.i:la1 frame\i'orks and pral :!ti('!:1.1 guideline.s. 
2. JRONBACH:S ('O~TRIBUTION 
cronbe.Gh,4 in one of the coml)arativel~ oal'ly att.t3mlits to provide 
such a frslIle, .. ork, grea'Gly broadened the traditional measuremen~s ap.(Jroach 
to evaluation w.:lich conce:'lt~!l.ted on preparing -;'(:)sts to produce f'lir and 
pr~cise scores for comparing individuals. Ht. described a process \oIhicb 
plays a broadvr and 'nore vit.al role in rational dei!.ision making about 
course lmprovf'ment, about individuals, and ir. judginff administrl\tive 
operations. "Covxse eValuation should ascertain \oIhat changes a course 
produces" he said, "and should identify aspects of the course that need 
revision ll • 5 Outcomes should range "far beyond the content of the curri-
culum itself,,6 to include such criteria as attitudes, aptitude for 
further learning, general understandings and career choices • 
. -
These out-
comes are mu1tidimensiona~with pupil performance being but one component. 
Opinions, as wall as tests, are to be valued as sources of evidence, and 
the many available measurement techniques such as measures of proficiency 
and attitudes, as well as process studies should be tapped. The lasting 
effeots of the course are also extremely important, giving yet a differ-
ent dimension. On the question of absolute versus relative studies, 
Cronbach sees the evaluator's task aa determining lithe post course per-
formance of a well-described group, with respeot to many important 
objectives and side effects" rather than co:nparing one course against 
another which, he claims, gives lIequivocal results".7 
4 Cronbach, L.J. Course Improvement Through Evaluation. Teachers' 
College Record, Vol. 64, Ne. 8, l~y 1963, pp. 672 - 683. 
5 Ibid., p. 247. 
6 Ibid. , 248. p. 
7 I bidt., , p. 238. 
11) 
3. THE PROFFJ8IONAL JUDC.~lF~Nrr SC;HOOL 
Sinco t·he !Jublica.ti(\r~ of Cronbach ~ s }Jp.pe ... ~, -there has em~rgod d.. 
rather influe:lcial gel1.re .)f more formal cIJ.rrieulum ~valration st:'!l.te-
6 gies, the "p-rof'~ssion!\l judg6ment" school. It, etij")hasl~es judg-elJ'len t, 
as a crjtical ccrupm6r~t of evaluation. 'I'o the forlO: llr.c;l the n3llles o.!' 
Scriven and Stake j with Messick, Astin ar1.1 Panos, ,md Wort-he.n and 
Sandera among th,'1 others making wor'chwhile 00ntribntivns. 
q . 
Scriven' ~orks towards a more adequate methvdology for curriculum 
evaluation, with three sspeots being of plll·ti~"':ular note. First, he 
mpkOB three sets of useful di.stinctioI;·s. 01 roles and ll~ of 
evaluation he says that whereas there are many roles there is only one 
functional gcal, and that is to assess the ~orth or merit of something. 
In other word~, some judgement should accompany any evaluation. He 
sees a place f~r both formative and summativ~ evaluation, where 
Cronb~ch stressed the former, and he separates intrinsic (evaluation of 
the means used to reach certain ends) and pay-off evaluation (evaluation 
of those ends or effects), with a balance between the two being perhaps 
" a "worthwhile compromise". Second, Scriven expresses concern through-
out his paper to evaluate objectives themselves as a prerequisite to 
total programme evaluation. He clearly separates two types at 
quest.ion, "How good is the course?" and "How well does the course 
achieve its goals?" Within a context of evaluation having so often 
been equated with assessing the level of goal achievement, his strong 
plea to appraise the goals per se is a major contribution. Third, and 
perhaps of greatest practical valuo, he presents a taxonomy of criteria 
for evaluation studies which, rather than representing a finite model, 
can be used as a springboard for generating evaluation plans. 
8 Worthen and Sanders, Ope cit., p.126 •. 
9 Scriven, M. The Methodology of Evaluation, Social Science 
Education Consortium, Publication No.110, 1966. 
11 
4"1 
8ta.'(:6·· fO~!lal:~zc3 Scriven I S l!.i.de :rerg~_!l~, p~'ofotmd and ;..;-athar 
p~il(';sophlcal vi.'3w into a systematic procens. He dil3r~arG.s ir.fonnal 
(subjeotive) pro(}edures in fdVOur of the ~ore fo:r'llal (objectlve), in 
order that ratir>rfJ.l judgements can be mad~, and is pr.imarily concsrr.ed 
wit.h total educaticnsl programmes rather ';ihan th3 II!ere products of 
these. '1'00 li'iitls effort haa be3n narle to spell out antecedent 
conditions wld cl~ssroom tr~1sactions in eValuation ~tudie~, and in 
linking these to p:..'ogramme outcomes 1 ho fet,ls, and '..1f.at he a ttempt.r., in 
fact, js to conceptualize evaluation within the context of complex and 
dynamic total ~ducation systems. Descriptions and judgements are the 
two major act:i.vities of formal 6valuation studies, and both are 
essential. 
"The speclalist (evaluator) sees himself' as a 'describer', ona . 
. who describ~s aptitudes and environments and accomplishments. 
The teacher and school administ.rator, on ;the other hand, expect 
an evaluator to grade something or someone as to merit. More-
over, they expect that he will judge things &gainst external 
standards, on criteria perhaps little related to the local 
school's resources and goals ••• neither sees evaluation 
11 broadly enough". 
In elaborating his more measurement-oriented strategy than either 
Cronbach or Scriven, Stake develops two data matrices, one for descrip-
tions and the other for judgements, within which the evaluator may list 
the information necessary to rationally judge a programme. This frame-
work, together ~~th practical details of design, instrumentation, data 
collation and analysis enumerated in his later paper12, are certainlY 
among the most valuable contributions to the field over the last ten 
;years. 
10 stake, R.E. The Countenance of Educational Evaluation. 
Teachers' College Record, 6~, 1967, pp. 523-540. 
11 Ibid., p.525. 
12 Stake, R.E. . Evaluation 
Collection, and Analysis of Data. 
pp. 303-316. 
Design, Instrumentation, Data 
In Worthen and Sanders, Ope cit., 
12 
"3 l,l&dsick, I ,J. ltttle lat(Jr, hiGhlights tho many factors outside 
the prC"gralIlJUc i"iinl;ilf which (Jperate on a at,u.dflnt. Included here :J.s an 
s.ssesumem:, 0:' th€\ compatibility of the pr\lg~'amme with the wider goals 
.<md value!:> of Boci~ty. He also gives a ~r"~Qm1 .. nA:at placr) to I:tppra.isi."~ 
posuible, not j~st intended, outcomes. ScriV'(m had str~ased that 
evaluation \Jas '!lore than g~mging goal achi~·V'e·:r..e.nt, and HeSfJick suggest3 . 
that the side effec'i:;s of II. programme may, lndeod, b~ even more 
important .. Important in the aftermath of mea8uremant-oriented and 
quasi-expurimental designs borrowed from rasearch, he acknowledges the 
:role of valua juugements in evaluation, for example, in choosing goals 
and in choosing criterion measures. He seee a need to both e',railla.t.e 
val\le judgements themselves, and to etudy the relationships between 
them. Finally, Messick argues that individual cognitive style 
variables should be taken into account in evaluation studies. 
Messick offers no clear working model: but Astin and Panos14 do. 
Theirs is a three-component framework ~ inputs (talents and pre-tests), 
operations (means and environments) and outputs (ends and criteria) -
and where all three are handled, and where causal relationships are 
yielded, they claim that the greatest value in decision making results. 
They stress measures of operations, so often less developed in the 
research, as being essential. Four main SOUl'ces of information are 
identified - folklore, anecdotal information, descriptive information 
and research information. In their emphas.is on all three components 
of their model, the practical guidelines given to sort out operations 
13 Messick,. S. The Criterion Problem in the Evaluation of 
Instruction: Assessing Possible, Not Just Intended, Outcomes. In 
Willrock, M.C. and Wiley, D.E. (eds.), The Evaluation of Instruction: 
Issues and Problems, New York, Holt Rinehart ~1d Winston, 1970, pp. 
183-202. 
14 Astin, A.W. and Panos, R.J. The Evaluation of Educational 
Programs. In Thorndike, R.L. Educational Measurement, 2d ed., 
Washington,' American Council on Education, 1971. 
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da.t~, anii in thtlir E)xpreDsed conct.'nl for Obj'3C+,i~rity ~u sound 
methodology fll1d design, the;", ~.dopt a RtarAi'.e v&'~y similar co stake IS, 
~xcept fo::..' ti!9ir emphasis on controD ed ettLihe., 
Worthen e.rl'1 Sanders'; 5 brJ.ng together the key contrlbutior~,s t,o 
the field of CUl'l'iculum evall:d.tion over t.he l!ts+' fl':'teer. years, and 
davelop their Gwn definition. They see e'lTalua'l..,ton as maki.ng It jud~e-
m~nts about the worth of the prograT!l!lIe, produ..:.t or process being 
e~'aluatad", purposely excluding "l3.ctivitje13 BU0h af) describing 
programmes, collecting and reporting inform."'I.ti0n, or !noill,toring ongoing 
p:.c.'ogre.mmes" whIch aro viewai as "evalUQ.ticn-at,tendant activities rather 
than evaluatio:l per se".16 This is a somewhat !larrower definition, 
but in formulating it they make useful di~t.inctions between evaluation, 
research and what they see as separate fields of "development in 
education" and IIdiffusion ll • 17 
4. DECISION-I1ANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO EVALUATION 
Third to the measurement and judgement approaches to evaluation, 
and bound up with the ~apidly groving field of educational planning, 
there has emerged a school of so-called "decision-management strate-
18 gies" which emphasises programme description - the collection, 
organisation and storage of data for use by decision makers. 
15 Worthen:, B.R. and Sanders~ J .R. Educational Ev~luation: 
Theory and Practice, Worthington, Ohio, Charles A. Jones Publishing Co., 
1973. 
16 Worthen and Sanders, 012- cit. , p.J8. 
17 Worthen and Sanders, 012· cit., p.19. 
18 Worthen and Sanders, 012. 'cit., p.128. 
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ava,luatio.:-.1 an Ilf-se!Jsing t):e worth of IICOID~'9ting alternati7t1s .". (or) 
", •• delin l )ai:il1g, obtai.ning B.nd providing 'Us~ful information for judi5ing 
His approach loS klidely known as the CIP)! 
model aft~r his four types of evaluation - cor;te~·~t, E.Eut., ,ill'0cos/J and 
The tllost basic of these is context e'nlluation wilic!-l pr.)vldoH 
a rationale fvl" aetermining objectives by d1af11ling the relevant er .. viron-
m~nt, d3scribing desired and actual conditions in that environment, 
identifying CUlTent needs and unuseci OPPol·tlmities, and diagnosing 
problQms preventing tileae f:rom being mot and u~ed. Input evaluaticln 
is to proYida tnformation on how resources can be utilized in order \iO 
achieve objectives. Once the evaluat:ton ::ltudy is under way, proc:asll 
evaluation is needed to provide periodic feedback, and finally, product 
ovaluation is to measure and interpret attainments during, as well as at 
the end of, the proje~t cycle. stufflebeam emphasises description, 
but also important in a practical way is his cycle in which feedback is 
continually provided and which may result in modifying earlier decisions. 
20 In a very similar approach, AIkin separates five areas. 
£l:stems assessment "is a statement of the status of the sys'tem as it 
21 
exists in comparison to desired outputs II ; .E!Q,g!"amme planning provides 
information to enable the decision maker to select from alternatives; 
EFogramme implementation evaluation "determines the extent to which the 
implemented programme meets the description formulated in the planning 
decision,,22; programme improvement involves on-going evaluations which 
19 stufflebeam, D.L. An Introduction to Educational Evaluation 
and Decision-Naking, I'casca, Illinois, F.E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 
1971. In Worthen and Sanders, op.cit., p.129. 
20 Alkin, M.C. Evaluation Theory Development. Evaluation 
Comment, 2, 1969, pp.2-7. 
21 Alkin, M.O.. Evaluation Theory Development. In Worthen and 
Sanders, Ope cit., p.,151. 
22 AIkin, M.C., Ope cit., p. 153. 
can b>3 of value ill modifying tl!e proer811'!IlO; ;;;WJd ,£!,...Qg1.'alllI.16 c~.~ti£icf'.tton 
yleldl3 information wh:!.ch may help decision ua~:ertl p:~sei3S the worth 01" 
the programma anj the exte;"lt to which it It.qy ~) genF)rali~ed to an·other 
situation. Alkin lias also outlinec. details of e, 'Ic.)st-ef.f~c~.:.iveness" 
evaluation model<'.3 '''hieh is financially ortented, but. ",hlch, he claim~, 
can also be u3ed to assess the warth of "o:.J;i:.ernt;'::iiv~ ways to do a given 
job".24 
5. OBJECTIVES-.PERFOF.MANCE EVALUATION STUDIES 
The fourth and last major approach to Gvalllation emphasises the 
relationships between be~avioural pe~formp~ce ~n clearly stated 
objectives. Leading the way here is Tyler, who~e approachwaa evident 
as early as the 1930's in the Eight Year Study25 and as recent as the 
National Assessment Project in th·,3 United States26• According to him, 
the major steps in programme evaluation are: 
"(a) to establish broad goals or objectives; 
(b) to classify objectives; 
(c) to define objectives in behavioural tsrms; 
(d) to find situations in which achievement of objectives can 
be shown; 
(e) to develop or select measurement techniques; 
(f) to collect student performance data; and 
(g) to compare data with behaviourally stated objectives.,,27 
23 Alkin, M.C. Evaluating the cost-Effectiveness of Instruct-
ional Programs. In Wittrock, M.C. and \'I11ey, D.E. (eds.) The Evaluation 
of Instruction: Issues and ProbleID~, New York, Holt Rinehart and 
Winston, 1970, pp. 221-238. 
24 AIkin, OPe cit., p. 2.37. 
25 Smith, E.R. and Tyler, R.W. Appraising and Recording Student 
Progress, New York, Harper and Row, 1942. 
26 Wormer, FeB. What is National Assessment? Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1970. 
27 Worthen and Sanders, Ope cit., p. 156. 
.. J' 
,.,) 
Evalt".Atiol1. CCTilpaL,fj stud~nt. pe:cformar.ce w-it.h b~b<l.viou.rally st.ated 
Clbjectlvos. It :i S B. rflcurring process, W1';:.1.1 fel;)dl'.ack beine con-
tinuallJ' used to rf;fornulate or redefine c.hjectlves, and witl ... inf~rma-
tion being drawn frem previoufJ stud~.es to moclUy aSI:j:"3st5ment and int,er-
pretatior! pl.~s. 
28 Metfescel and Hichael':J eight-step e¥raluat.io:'l strs.tegy is very 
simila:- to Tyler i ;-l. Their paper is especially val'lable for its list 
of multiple Cl'itel'ion measures and techniques. 
Hammo~d29 makes a plea for local personnel to be trained to 
eve~uate (r1Erhfess".31 and Michael also aJ.m to Lwolve the tot.al 
community), uses Ty.ier's suegestions of spacifying behavioural 
objectiyes ami. utilizing evaluation feedback, and malres a unique 
contribution i::1 t}le f011l1 of a "programme description cube". This 
three-dimensional view of the evaluation process, with its interacting 
variables of behavioUl', instruction and institution, give a more 
"panoramic view", to use Stake's term, than some would allow. It also 
serves as a reminder of important programme factors w-hich are often 
overlooked in evaluation studies. 
"The purpose of program evaluation", according to Provus, "is to 
. 30 determine whether to improve, maintain or terminate a program II • He 
is very specific about explicating standards, gives practical details to 
back up his approach, and with Stufflebeam, focusses the evaluator's 
attention on the several different stages in developing a programme. 
28 Metfessel, N.S. and ~~chael, W.B. A Paradigm Involving 
Multiple Criterion Measures for the Evaluation of the Effectiveness of 
School Programs. In Worthen and Sande~B, Ope cit., pp. 269-279. 
29 Hammond, R.L. Evalua'~ion at the Local Level. In Worthen 
and Sanders, ~cit., pp. 157-169. 
30 Provus, M. Evaluation of Ongoing Programs in the Publio 
School System. In Worthen and Sanders, Ope cit., p. 172. 
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F..is ijhr(;6 phasee a.!"19 iI\a) agre8lllg upon progl'am {jtandard~, (b) de'",e1'-
mining wh>':;thEr ,c.. disorepancy eJd.sUi; batwe'Jll some a;'lpect of the program 
8',ld the s·i..&Il"~ards governing (it) .. OJ and ((;) usIng dist:.repancy in.forma-· 
~1 tion to Een'c,ifl t.t~ weaknesses of the prol~t'w..,I1.-
Fillal.J.y, e. mention of Olle writer who propuses a mothodology for 
investigating tlL8 apparent decision-making behav:1.our of educatol's in 
formulative evaluc.tioil, as they deal with Elduc$.tional objectivas. In 
the argument. between the objectives-perfo:/'tllallce school, and those whl) 
doubt whethe:c all or any objectives can be stated behavioura.lly, Maguire 
~uggests that what appea,:,s to be overlooked is that. I1purposes served by 
objectives may dictate the form of their- st.atemenc il • 32 Critical 
decisions about objectives are made at several points in a programme's 
history, and it may be useful to distinguisll between "initiators" 
(those who propose the objectives revolving around content, sequence, 
materials and strategies) and "recipients" (those who make decisions to 
accept, reject or modify objectives in the knowledge of the local 
situation and about a programme already in existence). Each has 
different purposes which affect the form of the objectives, and both 
implicit and explicit decisions about objectives determine the ultimate 
shape and direction of the programme. For those wishing to improve the 
state of curriculum evaluation, therefore, these are Illegitimate 
objects of stUdy,,~3 he claims. 
31 10 °t c. cJ. • 
32 Maguire, T.O. Decisions and Curriculum Objectives: A 
Methodology for Evaluation. . The Alberta Journal of Educational 
Research, Vol. 15, No.1, March 1969, p. 17. 
33 Maguire, Ope cit., p. 21. 
In summa.r~·, the needs in c\U'riculum eVL4.lt.ation fer viable 
theol'etical fra.lleworks and practical guidelines ·:or advaIlc3 to be 
made ha.ve been pinpolnted, and some recent att,'Jmpts to meet thin 
challenge ha,,·a been surveyed. Fl'om a hiGtorical l~ckdrop of 
measureme'lt and quasi-experimentally oriente.d atra tegies, Gronba,ch 
widened the vieW" of eva.luation !n the early 1960's, and Scriven and 
stake qu.iukly developed his ideas while adopting a strongly judge-
mental role. Stufflebeam and Alkin~ on t~e other hand, emphasised 
comprehensive programme description as a tool for the decision 
makers, while the Tyler school focussed on clearly stated behavioural 
objectives as a necessary precursor to meaningful measurement of 
performance. In the next chapter the approach adopted for this 
study will be discussed and the design explained. 
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CHAFfER ID .. 
DESIGN AND ~~THODS 
1 • BHOAD Pll{fOSE OF THIS S'rUDY t. 
Over reaent years the Primary Division of Christchurch ToacheI's' 
Col.lege has IIlli.de attempts to evaiuate its various programmes. For 
example, the Principal has conducted regular student forums, usually each 
term, with a view to tapping student verbc..l judgemel1ts of courses and 
general college organisation. Although these may be seen as a valuable 
contact between the administration and students, their evaluative function 
is very restrictive due to such methodological shortcomings as the small 
number willing or able to contribute in a large gathering, and to the 
gross subjectivity of the exercise. Many College departments also seek 
students' appraisals at the end of courses, usually written, but these are 
spasmodic, and questions are often so broad and open-ended as to mako 
meaningful analysis virtually impossible. Another form of evaluation 
involves students being invited to join a group of staff to discuss the 
degree of course success, but student representation is usually very small 
and the task of recording the comments may fall to a participating staff 
member, which is likely to reduce objectivity. In perhaps the most 
ambitious evaluation project to date, the College conducted a survey in 
1970 of one hundred Yea~One Teachers who had graduated from Christchurch.1 
The task was to gain judgements of the College programme III retrospect, 
and some useful information was obtained. Yet, in general, the liaison 
1 Year One Teacher SUrvey: Report to the Board of Studies t. 
Christchurch Teachers' College, Primary Division, July 1971. 
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mucil greater vllllle I:,ha1"). the body of useful infurt'1ntion dp.rived from them. 
There is nee(.~ for H formal, carefully planned an1 stl"Uctured approach to 
evaluaiing college ~Irogrammes. 
With t.his backdrop, it was decided (,0 (;Lt,tempt a more profound 
evaluation of some .~.spect of teacher educa.t!or. P.t. C.1I'."is(,churchreachers I 
Colll3ge, and t.he one-rear gl'3.duate programlUe ~laG idp.ntified as having a 
special neede l>':akine provision to prepare l.Ul.1versity graduates for 
primary teaching ~as relatively new; the Collego was still approaohing 
the organ;1.sation and struct.uring of this cou-~e l'nt1'v3r tentatively; for 
the first t.ime,in 197.3, the course was tc. have two tutor-co-ordinators 
seconded to it or. almost a full-time basis; t.he graduate programme was 
only one-thiI'c:. the. duration of a normal college eourse; and, finally, 
widespread negative attitudes seemed present towards students in this 
group from within the College and from teachers. 
~he study was to have a broad frontal a.pproach, encompassing as 
many criterion measures as possible, yet all within a formal and struct-
ured framework. Close and special attention to the programme operations 
phase was felt necessary, as well as particular focus on the student and 
other input variables. A limited follow-up in the first year of teach-
ing, looking at some programme outcomes, was also planned. The main 
purpose then, was to cast a wide net in search of those variables which 
, 
could yield lines of congruence between both explicit and implicit course 
goals and what actually happened, point to functional contingencies,' 
between inputs, the course, and outgoing teachers, and useful comparisons 
between this and other college programmes. This was to be, in a sense, 
a pioneering study in a New Zealand Teachers' College, and the task vas 
now to find or formulate a suitable conceptual model. 
\ 
\ 
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A test. and )lIeaS;ITement orientation s'JemC'Jd inapp:ropriate. The 
charBc.teristics of a good teacher and of g?oi tear;hing, and the cri t.erit 
for effective tea(;her education were by nco ffie&.ns clear, so to forii1u~ .. ate 
tests tv meaSUl"t) these in order to make 8.c'rcas programme comparisons, 
would probably yield littl~ useful informal:.iol1. Moreover, the Gpe~i-
.fici ty of such an ~pproac!1 would make for too narro''''' a programli.e evalua-
tion. 
An objeGtives - performance base was look~d ~t more closely. But 
the real problem here was not just in defining broad and specific pro-
gramme objectives, though difficult enough, but again in the narroT.fing 
of scope which is likely when clearly specified objectives are followed 
up. The programme evaluation could easily become oversimplified with 
only small facets being scrutinized. Also, objectives - performance 
studies, by very definition, focus on terminal rath~r than on-going and 
pre-programme information, and little attention tends to be given to the 
assessment of the objectives themselves. Thus, an approa~h attractive 
in the relative ease with which it allows educationists to check degrees 
of congruence between performance and outcomes, on the one hand, and 
objectives once they are clearly specified, on the other, was put aside 
in favour of a multi-dimensional framework. 
A "decision - management II framework would have been more global, 
as well as being strong in its emphasis on collection, description.and 
organisation of data, and sensitive to continuous feedback. &It there 
would be little place for value judgements, and this approach is alto-
gether too complex and demanding for one researcher to operate in its 
entirety. 
A broadly based descriptions and judgements slant was decided 
upon. The yldening vieW' of Cronbach, with his focus on the dynamics of 
the programme itself and his multidimensional outcomes, was influential, 
and Scriven's stress on assessing·objectives themselves and his taxonomy 
of cri t~l' ia \,rere relevan i:, ~ Put it '.lae Stalri?: J view of tot,a). I-'rogru:,me 
,'Wa1uation '''~.1ich l'lost closely matciled the fel t need,s (',f the stll.dy, a.:~,d 
it was he who p.'ov:l.,ded Ei. viabll) and f~cti.onal rL~alIlework for organifdng 
the data. 
3. THE STAKE MODEl, 
The strengths staklOl' s apP:i:'oach brought to this st.ud~r were its 
syst,emat-ic 81ld formal structure, its specificity and the all-important 
"panora.mie view". Its scope included bot.h ~l'-;scJ'iptions and jl.A.dgements 
fr.an. as many audiences as possible connected with the programme, with 
both inter- and intra~relati(lnships arising \1.:1 thin this dual framework. 
- -
Due cOfsnizance was given to programme "tr:'...'1sactions" as well as to 
"antecedent" conditions and lIoutcomes", with programme "intents" strongly 
developed at all three phases rather than being restricted to anticipated 
student behaviour. Finally, both absolute and relative judgements had 
their p1a.ce. Figure 1 shows how stake's matrices were used to assemble 
the wide-ranging set of data and statements in this study. 
4. DATA COLLECTION 
College records, reports and the writer's own knowledge as a 
Graduate Course Tutor2 wore used extensively for descriptions and some 
judgements, but it was on the results of nine questionnaires that the 
study largely rested. The first questionnaire (Appendix A) went out to 
all 33 teachers who hosted the Graduates in March, 1973,3 and the return 
was 100 per cent. This wa,s followed in July and November of that year 
2 Some concern was felt throughout the study that such close day-
to-day involvement with the group under study would create methodological 
problems and unduly affect objectivity. Certainly some audiences may 
have reacted differently to questionnaires set by a Course Tutor, and the 
writer's own subjective assessments of certain situations (especially in 
Chapter IV) are acknowledged, but no undue methodological difficulties 
arose, and objectivity was striven for in analysing all questionnaire data. 
3 Twelve of the 39 stUdents were posted in pairs, hence only 33-
teachers. 
1. The Course: 
Historical 
~I 2. Structure and 
~ Organisation of the 
Pi! 1973 Course A 
Pi! 3. The Staff, 1973 0 
Pi! 4. The Students, 1973 E-i 
:c=; 
ex: 
1. Students and 
School Experiences 
~\ 2. Students and College 
~I Course Structure 
0 
ex: ~I 3. Students and Course 
ex: Content p::j 
E-i 
I 
4. Students and Staff 
1. Students' View of 
Teaching 
FIGURE 1 
The Statements and Data Y~trix (after Stake) 
DESCRIPTIONS 1~, ____________ J __ UD __ GrE_ME_NT _ S ____________________ ~ 
INTENTS I. OBSERVATIONS STANDARDS JUDGEMENTS ___ ~_ 
The fir 
The ear 
A report to 
A new cours 
New selecti 
Course 
Intents and • • • • • 
Intents and • 
Integration in c alle~ 
t years 
y 1970's 
the Principal 
structure 
n procedures 
taff, 1973 
Academic/other background 
When and why teaching / 
Perception of teaching 
Personal aspirations 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • 
Student groupings 
Higher education f r p~imary 
COl'.rse ! lmgth 
i.eachers 
Academic and otherl bachground 
Selection Committe~ judgel4ents 
• 
I , 
• • • • • "1 • • • student jUdgements-l 
Attitudee of tea~hers 
Duraticn of postings I 
•••• •• , ••• student judgements I 
Integ~Rtion in~0 college I 
Duratjon Syllabus Studi(s, 
Studies in Education Syllabus Studies 
objectives and • I • .1 ~ • 
I 
. ·If • • • st ud';)1'J.: j UC1 ge14&!1-"s I 
Role of Course Tutors 
Enjoyment of teaching 
Expectations of teaching 
Skills of teaching I Role of Cc..,'U:.se Tutors I I SpociaJist leo'urers --, _I 
I I 
. I ~I Future in teaching 
~ 2. Students' View of Class level preferences Relationships children 
8 Themselves Curriculum areas Students' . college r.ourse 
~ 3. School Principals School PrinciI)als' judgements of students 
I 0 4. College Principal CoLLl)ge Principal' judgements of tile ,coU.rse , and Course Tutors Course Tutors 1 Jud 0~ the course L • L~ ________ __ 
N 
'. ) 
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by v:i rtuaJ 1y idont·j.clI.l ql!Ostionnuh'es (Appendic:;ls C and G) to 364 .. md 375 
teachers respBct,ively who harl GradHatE!~ in the:l.,r' classr.ooms for the second 
'.rhe rat'l1.I'n rEted ~.,rerG 94 p':lr cl3nt. and 100 per cel.t. 
ThE) first qu.os t.ionnaire pl.·esented t.() St·.1ci011tS in April 19T~ 
(Ap~.endix B) ~;a3 ;;:tven to all 39 Graduate/3 (100 }ler cent. return), lill 
66 First.-year S':.udents with Higher School Certio;\cat.o as the ruinimuill 
ac~demic qual.ifica"jion on College entry (78.8 per cent. return). and to 
all 64 Third-year Students \otrith one or mora un).~lers:Lty unit passes to 
date (78.1 per cent. return). These part:~culaI' Three.~y8ar Course 
studenJIi'3amples \.I'ere chonen as those likely to be elosest to Graduatas 
in academic pot~ntial and, to some extent, in gen~ral background. 'I he 
main purpose of this questionnaire was '(,0 obtain antecedent descriptive 
data which would make later intergroup comparisons more pertinent. 
At the end of the 1973 College year, a questionnaire was presented 
to six audiences (Appendix D). Its main purposes were to probe ntti-
tudes towards higher education for primary teachers, towards the One-year 
Graduate Course concept, and towards various aspects of course structure. 
The ~udiences selected were (a) the 37 students left in the Graduate 
Group (100 per cent. return), (b) the 76 First-year Students from two 
6 
alphabetically arranged College groups present on the particular day 
(100 per cent. return from those presen~, (c) the 64 Third-year Students 
from two College groups present (100 per cent. return from those present), 
(d) the 54 on the Primary Division, Christchurch Teachers' College teach-
ing staff, excluding the Principal, Vice-principal, Dean and the tuo 
4 There were 38 Students left in the group by July, posted singly 
to teachers. Two teachers were excluded as they had been in the first 
teacher sample. 
5 By November the Student Group was down to 37, and was again 
posted singly. 
6 Although a sample of Students grouped aecording to the alphabeti-
cal position of their surnames is not strictly a random sample, for the 
practical- pur.~·oses of this study it was deemed to be so close as to justify 
using the convenience of the already exist~lg College groups. 
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Courso Tutors (~'I ,5 pel' cent. :i:etnrn), (e) th'3 ,~1 frin~ipal~l ~;J!' Christ-
church schools wllt;:re Grad~.\C:'.teslw.d beeH pJacFd over th~ ~ree.r (90.2 per 
cent. retUl' .. l) a!ld (f) all 96 t·~acher.s T,;hc M.d ~d Graduates with them 
overt.hs year (86.6 'p.:.'r CB.>:.t. l'eturn). It is poj.l1ted out that the 
First- and "'hird-year St'ldeIlt samples £"re not the same dS .cor the first 
student quectionnairt:, and that no·where L"'1 t.he study ar3 data from theso 
two compared. 
At. this 1iime also (November, '1973) t.wo of 'the six audiences just 
described recejv(~d additiona.l questionvaires - one was :the Graduate Group 
(Appendix E) ar.d the "ther the Collage St.aff (Appendi:'{ J!'.). The par"ticil-
lar pruposea hei'e weI'e to have these t""" groups specifically scrutinise 
the 1973 Gradl~ate Cou:rse, mainly to obtain "transactions" data. 
Finally, t,,:o qU9stionnaires ",ent out to schools at the end of 
'I'erm Qne, 1974. The first went to Year-one Teachers (Appendix H) - the 
32 Graduates still teaching (97 per cent. ~eturn), and a sample of 45 
ex-Three-year Course students comprising every fourth Year-one Teacher 
trained at Christchurch Teachers' College in an alphabetical listing of 
Canterbury Education Board schools (77.8 per cent. return). The second 
questionnaire went to all 30 Principals of schools throughout New Zealand 
where the 1973 Graduate Students were serving as Year-one Teachers? 
(100 per cent. return). These two questiormaires sought selected trans-
action and outcome data. 
All questionnaires were returned anonymously, except for those 
from the first and second teacher groups. Most, though not all, quest-
ionnaire data are used in this study, and they are generallY,presented in 
table form. 8 Some other data from Christchurch Teachers' College 
records is also presented in table form. 
7 As three schools had two each from the 1973 Graduate Group, the 
30 Principals in fact returned 33 questionnaires, one for each teacher. 
8 Note that, unless otherwise stated, "nil in a table refers to the 
numbers responding to that particular item, ~~d not to the number return-
ing the particular questionnaire. 
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CIlli'TER IV 
ANT E C E DEN T S 
1. ',-'HE ONE-TML't GRA1JUATE COURSE: HISTORICAL 
(1) '1'~13 First Years 
Ir. 1966, three students entered the lirst Ol'!.d-yea!, course for 
university graduates and neal' graduates at Christchurch Taae-hers' 
College, Primary Division. One held a Ms.ster of Arts degree, ano~he)r 
a Bachelor of Arts and the third was an Arts undergraduate with eight 
units. A group of primary trainees with such academic qualifications 
was a novelty at a time when the majority of colleg,) entrants came 
straight from school, when many other employment avenues were open to 
university graduates and when it was assumed by many that graduates 
would automatically enter the seoondat.y service with its specialist 
subject teaching opportunities. 
Over the next three years the Graduate Group grew from three to 
sixteen. In the first year all had been women, and the group remained 
predominantly female over successive years. Most gradUate students 
held Bachelors'degrees, &ld for the first time,in 1968, the group was 
joined by returning university studentship holders who were in fact 
completing the second of a two-year teachers' college programme.1 
1 University studentships are awarded to teachers' college 
students to enable them to study at university full-time. A very 
small number are awarded to school leavers of proven academic 
ability, but most go to students at the end of their first college 
year during which they have successfully taken university units con-
currently. Some studentship holders return to complete their college 
programme with a degree finished, while others have still one'unit to 
study. 
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Tabl.e I oets out Gn.duate r,r.oup m!illbers, ai.!ad.l~lI,~.C status, thoca who 
h<'lld uni vers:f.1i;Y studentshlps and those with Guilla previous full-time 
employment, for -l:·hf! years 1966 to 1973. 
TABLE 1 
Composition of tne One-year Graduate Gr?up F.t elL: 'istchurch T~aohel"s~ 
College, 1966 .. 19'73 
-= 5 
1966 1967 1968 1;'69 1970 1971 1972 197.3 
Males '2 4 3 3 5 1.3 8 
Females: Single 1 2 5 6 8 12 8 25 
Mar:cied 2 1 1 7 2 6 12 6 
Total 3 J 6 13 10 18 20 31 
Total in Group .3 t: 10 16 13 23 33 39 ..I 
Academic status on 
Entry: 
Undergraduate 1 4 1 2 6 12 4 
Bachelor~ Degree 1 4 5 14 8 15 14 29 
Bachelor's (Hons) or 
Double Bachelors or 
Masters Papers .. 1 1 2 4 4 
Mas·ters Degree 1 1 1 2 3 2 
Ex University 
Studentship Holders 1 2 6 5 9 . 10 
Previous Full-time 
Employment Experience 1 2 5 5 3 5 2 12 
Source: Christchurch Teachers' College records 
By 1971, the ().wnber :f.n t\10 G:cadl",.ltt; Group cc,uld l'~() ~,ongel" bo 
growth bali~d thoughts of .i ts t.:i."',msismc~r s~m() ·il·~aff memberg in the 
college '!J.~,y ha.ve h':d. Mor-soover, it becamI'J 81.'pere.L.t that the group 
need.ed a programme speci-9.lly tailored to lt, Mld that the somewhat 
stop-gap conrse p't'.:'visions made for it; \leT.'~ nl.) 10nger appropriate. 
Indeed, at a time in the CollegA I s history ul .. er. the lectl.!l'ing stafr 
was pr90ccupi ad in planrlirlg and phasing in a completely new three-year 
programme fo~ the majority of students, the Graduate Group was viewed 
by many LS something of an enigma. 2 
(2) "filA ~a~~L 1970' s 
Even though many within the College and outside hQd reservations 
about end-on tralning after the a.cquisi tion of a degree as a viable 
alt~rnative form of primary teacher education, the one-year graduate, 
"--
programme did become slowly recognised within the College. In comment-
ing on the lllcrease in graduate numbers, for example, a report in 1970 
predicted that, 9 or 10 per cent of all students graduating from the 
Primary Division in 1971 could be university graduatAs.) It went on, 
"There is little doubt about the importance of this development to the 
quality of staffing of the schools and to the statuB of primary teach-
ing in the eyes of the public ll , and it identified certain character-
istics which had distinguished the group in the College to date: 
2 The 1967 student intake was the first to undertake a three-
year course at Christchurch Teachers' ColJ.ege. The comments and 
observations made in Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this chapter are based on 
the writer's own experience since joining the staff in May, '1968. 
) Christchurch Teachers' College. Primary Division: One-Year 
Graduate Course, 1970, p.1. (Mimeographed) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
''1 h They teind to have high profescional ido:::ls, ,f,.hough thiJ might 
not ahmys be okwious. They t.end to v&lue l.l.~_[l.hly teaching a~ a . 
profession and ha're a !" trong "flsh to tee.ch. 
2. They are inv . )lved in a d:tfficul'::' transl ii::.on from uni versit.y 
study (or ho'.ne cow.mi tmen~) to the profes ,Jioll • ~. as 9. rule a l.mlver-
sity studeut I;,; renponsibilities anI largely to himself alnne. 
'rhese students rcr..dlly revert to 't,his concern f:or ';~h8mselyes 'When, 
for example, thel become critical of arrangements that are iaadequate. 
3. Though they have varied. aoademic bD~kgrot...lds, they tend to 
display certain hltellectual q1.lalities in coromen: ('.1) outstanding 
abili ty to g:t"8S;? ideas quickly whei.,her from book!:>, people or 
practical situations, (b) a capacity for independent study and 
(c) a high1:r cr1 tical at ti tude of lalind .. evid~'nt in tl:.eir rl?adincss 
to challenge id~as e~d judge relevancy. 
4. They are highl~T mr,tivated 'When they ca'.] see purpose in an 
activity and are able to relate their own kno\lladga and experience 
','0 a situation. 
5. Their approach to professional training is thorough and tliey 
8ho\.[ particu.lar sensitivity to areas of weakne~,s or uncertainty. 
6. They tend to have had little pel'soll2.l involvement in the 
creative arts in recent years. 
7. As their professional knowledge builds up they develop an un-
common capacity to range from practice to theoretical considerations. 
8. They dsvalop a keen group fe~i·ing. ,,4 
The report also noted the academic success these students had had at 
university, bu·t it isolated the needs seen at the "'personal-professional 
development" 'level, namely: 
1/1. to prove themselves as people - they sustain a good deal of 
criticism of their choice of primary teaching, which makes them very 
keen to succeed ~nd to feel satisfaction in their 'Work, 
2. for assistance in making the transition from concern with the 
• product , of learning to an understanding of the process - involvement 
in the arts appear to help here, 
3. (for) a unified, cohesive course with obvious relevance to 
teaching yet not losing contact with their academic strengths, 
4. for methods of tee.ching that are appropriate - in an adult 
atmospher~ with free, frank discussion at all times, 
5. to understand fully the regulations and conditions under 'Which 
they work during training and in subsequent years, 
4 Loc. cit. 
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f,,. t(' w'/e work ~\valuHted - thou!ib the~ dieplay a healthy 
cJnicism towardsma].'ks, they respond yell t.o 10cturerc' commentJ,. 
group .Hscu3sionand Op,ol'tlmity to te:st T,h.flmSlJlvUtJ in practice, 
7. for an iden.tity in the College 'W'ii~h opport.lll1ity to be involyed 
in the wic!s),,. l~_fe of the College, ~nd 
8. fot" guidan.C"e in relating to the pr(lfebSioll and the variou.'!] 
facets of thair training. lI ; 
'fhe b1"oad aiL10 d tho course vere, it ·:.tas au~mested, to assist in the 
growth of "well-o.,3veloped pf}:rsonal qualitie~", ... provide "good academ.i.o 
tr'aining" and help in the acqu:i.aition of 
"superior p:L'ofessional equipment ••• 
1" B'J pres''lnt.ing n cohesive course 'iJhat recognises the mntro'ity of 
thought and the speed of assimilation of idoaa i;haracteristic of 
graduate students. 
2. By providing a programme sufficiently flexible to capitaliR8 on 
the particular educational backgrounds und interests and to meet the 
individual needs of the students. 
3. By affording the opportunity for each student to build confi-
dence as a primary school teacher and to develop specially his 6 
thinking ~~d practice at a chosen level in the primary school." 
Finally, some observations were made on what appeared to be appropriate 
teaching methods with the group. Graduate students can read for them-
selves the philosophy behind a syllabus subject, but are very dependent 
upon Lecturers to explain, outline and illustrate teaching activities 
and sequences. They become interested in their own methods of learning 
vis-a-vis the learning styles of primary school children, and they have 
an floutstandiog potential fl to learn through group discussion and to tap 
the collective knowledge and experience of their group. Ways by which 
stUdents can direct their own learning seemed worthy of special investi-
gation, and it was also felt that the various course components, includ-
ing classroom experience, should be interrelated and mutually reinforc-
ing. This 1970 report was wide-ranging, profound in its analysis, and 
vas the first statement from the College which recognised the potential 
and very special requirements of one-year Graduate Students. 
5 Ibid., p.2. 
6 Loc. cit. 
Yet, detJplte these :report findin',;s,t.hc grol,p rSi'lajned 
ind.d~quately st,{-dfed. 
programml3 of a group wbich had rlst'n to JJ ill -, 972, by meeting "the 
stude)~_ts regularly to maintaiTl the direction ut th€l coul''3e, to be 
alert tc individual needs """' to arrang~ additions and modifica-
tiona to tha cour;:;~, to keep students inf"'rn8~. about C:ollege, and 
'/ 
act in a guiJance capacity", l.as severely i;l~st;l·lcted by his many 
other College respomdbilities. He issued bJ,::>graphical notes on. 
students to sabject L~)cturers to help them "lmdel'stand individuals 
over shoi·t courses, and Gradu~te Students w~ro a6si~ed personal 
Tutors Oll the B8.1I16 basis as for Th:'ee-Year- Students.8 But probably 
few subject Lectur'.n·s really got to know Graduac,osJ and 'l'utors were 
not directly invol-ved in their course work. 
At this earne time a working party met in Auckland to discuss 
the growing graduate course, and it echoed many of the characteristics 
and needs stated in the Christchurch report. But it focussed attention 
more sharply on problems of staffing, on course structure and content, 
and on the anomalous position of returning studentship holders as 
undergraduates being added to the Graduate Group.9 
On staffing, a case was 'strongly argued for additional Lec·turers 
because of the extra demands made by such a group. These students, it 
was suggested, were more demanding both academically and personally; 
their re-orientation from a university environment to the primary 
school classroom required special guidance and help; small groups- ,for 
7 Ibid., p.J. 
8 The tutor system at Christchurch Teachers' College is con-
cerned with a student's personal development, and operates quite apart 
from any course of study. About eight or nine students typically make 
up a "tutor group", and they are assigned to a lecturer who remains their 
personal tutor for their entire College course. 
\ 
'. 
9 Report on Lopdell House Na~ional f~~f Course, November 1970 on 
the One Year Course for Graduates and Near Graduates (Mimeographed). 
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cour~e work ""ero 9specially desi!'able; the sbort:r:t~ss of the eou!'se 
required mo-re a~sigrullents and s"\:,afl' super"vislon; and the w(;ekly 'ilOl1j,'se 
hout's were comd.de:,'ably brtefer than .~or thl'E;t).,year students, Second, 
regarding cotU.'<:lO structure and cont'9n'~, r'epr0sentatlves of all collegec 
agreed that special programmes are essential for the graduate student. 
"Ii:; is unsa.tisfactory and innde~uate t.o 1~1:>80l.'t.; them in othe:r etuJent 
groups' cournes ~less these can be said to be.at the ~cademic pre~suros 
of university COUrsef:i. Even then, this grou';) of s·tudents prefers 
practical wc.rkshop programmes rather than ~:cten~ive leC"i:,l.lring .,,1 0 The 
Graduate I~ourse had lmique needs, different from university courses and 
different from the College three-yeur programme, and it was to be hoped 
that course Rtructure would continuG to be experimental and flexible. 
Finally, in a reference to returning tmi versi ty studentship holders, 
many of whom still having to complete their degree, the report-concluded 
"that the one-year course should not be handicapped by including in the 
group other students with heterogeneous backgrounds of teacher training 
or university studies. n11 
By 1972, therefore, the One-year Graduate Course for primary 
teachers bad becomo established, and efforts were being made in Christ-
chuch to highlight problems and issues and to seek solutions. 
(3) Attitudes ToYards Higher Education for Primary Teachers 
In 1973 six audiences were asked for their views on the value of 
higher education for primary teachers. Table 2 sets out the responses 
12 
of the group to five questions. A one-way analysis of variance with 
10 Ibid., p. 5. 
11 Ibid., p. 1. 
12 See Appendix D, Questions A1 and A2. . 'ro simplify reading, 
the headings of all Tables which Bet out data from questionnaires in 
this study follow the pattern of Table 2, viz. the original statement 
or question is quoted or paraphrased as the heauing, and a reference to 
the question in the original questionnaire is given as a textual foot-
note. Audiences previously described on p. 24 
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TABLE 2 
The trend over reco:1t YCtlrs ha.<.l been towards a higher level of eCtucation 
for prima-lOY tl3acc.ers, and th(~ recruiting of 'IJn:'-ve:h·dty p;raduates to 
trG.in for one yes.! as primary teachers set~~A to have become accepteel 
practice 
-
-co =-"'~ 
_ P!'!!!I.-,=:,~ 
(I) ('1 
. .., +"1 
r/) \,"1 ~ ~ Ol 
';i r-4 CD ~ Q) ~ ~ Po ~ Q) OM ~ 0 ~ (I) 
.~ c:::- - t) ~- ..... ...-.. , ..... gr:1 ct'\ III -..:' ~~ ~$ I-tct'\ to H·..:t ("\ p., (I) Q) III III 
II I-t II 0: II 1>.11 ~II +» II I 
r-I CD b.O 
.J, I:t ,t!,s:I ~ I:t o I:t ,.q I:t III s::: F 0'-" 0- ::1 '-.---' (i) '-" ~~ '0-..t:; CIS I-t oj 0 III 0 ..; ~ fJl E-I (.) r~ 
--------------------~---+---------------- ---------I--~ 
Do you believe that the 
three-year course for most 
st.udents is better, ill 
general, than the previous 
two-year course ? 
All other things being 
equal, do you believe that 
to have a university educa-
tion makes a person a 
better teacher? 3.75 2.77 3.86 2.32 1.96 3.54 24.03** 
All other things being 
equal, do you believe that 
university graduates should 
have better promotion prcs-
pects over non-graduates in 
the New Zealand primary 
school system? 2.97 2.37 3.23 2.30 1.75 3.27 
All other things being 
equal, do you think univer-
sity graduates at present 
have better prospects of 
promotion? 3.54 3.75 3.93 4.05 3.89 3.10 
Leaving aside the question 
of course length meanwhila, 
do you agree in principle 
with end-on training after 
12.21** 
6.83** 
a degree is completed? '4.08 3.79 3.79 3.64 3.20 4.35 6.05** 
a ** Means of responses on the p < 0.01 
following scale -
"Strongly yes" - 5 
"Probably yes" - 4 
IIUncertain" .- 3 
"Probably no" - 2 
"Strongly no" - 1 
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un<..qu<-I.l n i~, W.lS calculettjd fo( ea.ch qua::·tl')n, followed by a 1Te\..~an·· 
Keul~ test of [.. ro.sterio:L'i differences bet· ... san ffiI3WlS. ThB hal'Dlonlo 
mean of thE' l1'.l.nueJ'tl of cases Hi thin cells~.'a ~ ~lsed for tho Ne~IlHa.n-
I~euls tests. All comparisons between resvon~e13 (·f groups in thi~ 
thesis are regarded as unplllnnod, .and the Ne\o.'1lI:in-I\euls test of the 
significance n.r ·(:he diff8rences between ordered 1I!8anS is us,,~d ,mly 
when a significant F-n.tio beyond the 1 per .~ent. level is observee,. 
Tne ana.ly~ds of group differences on the firut topic - the 
meri ts of three-year training versus two-Y€iar tI'aining - ~hoW'ed that 
t'rincipals, 'l'ea~h8rJ, Lecturers and Third-year Students were signifi·· 
cantly more in favour of three-.year training than Fir-st-year Students 
and Graduates.13 This is not surprisi:lg, as neither Graduates nor 
First-year Students had ha.d any close experience of t.he total three-
year course. The second question asked whether a university education 
makes a person a better teacher. Analysis of group differences showed 
that the Graduate Students, School Principals and Teachers' Colleg~ Lec-
turers answered significantly more strongly in the affirma.tive than did 
Teachers and First- and Third-year student;.14 A simple interpretation 
is that those having degrees value university education Dlore highly than 
those who have not had the opportunity nor the inclination to obtain such 
higher education. The third question asked whether university graduates 
should have better promotion prospects. Again the analysis of the 
significant group differences suggests a difference in attitude between 
. 15 those having degrees and those who do not. Principals', Lecturers' and 
13 See Appendix J, Table 44(a) for Neymrul~Keu1s test. 
14 Appendix J, Table 44(b). 
15 Appendix J, Table 44(0). 
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G)~::tduc;.te S-i-.UUf:lJ{ I U answer,3 Uel'd Rignif .Lc~utly mon) strol1Gly t01,iard~ the 
However, whe:l asked +'0 eo:ama.lt on the a0tual prospect,::, 
of pl Jmotion, '~he Graduate Students had signifj.C'a..!ltly l'.~ss confidenco in 
the 1'013 that a ciegree played in promotion than did the ot.'.1er groups. 
This prClsent.t;j anlnterest.ing confllct - 1!f.Jn-t;;!aduate teachers' collego 
studeii.ts believin.g that a Imivel'sity educa+.!'or ... dOt?H not tend to make a 
bette~ teacher ~Ld ~houl1 not playa part in promotion, but, in fact, 
they believe it plays a more significant part in promotion than <A.O the 
. . 
Graduate Students. This relatively negative a+-Gi~ude of non-grad~~te 
students to the pluce of a degree in primary teaching could be a present 
or future SOurC3 "f conflict. The last topic asked for the groups' 
attitude to',lal'ds .an end-on teacher education course following the 
~ulsitioD of a university degree. The only significant difference 
between groups was that Graduates and Principals supported the end-on 
course more strongly than did First- and Third-year Students. 16 
2. THE 1973 GRADUATE COURSE: STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION 
(1) A Report to the Primary Division Princi~l 
At the end of 1972 the Graduate Course at Christchurch Teachers' 
College came WIder the close scrutiny of the Acting Dean of the Primary 
Division, and a number of specific ch~lges were proposed in his report to 
the principal.17 The first recommendation was that more opportunity 
should be given for in-school experience. The shorter time and narrower 
range of class experiences available made the school posting programme 
more crucial for the graduutes than for three-year stUdents. Schools, 
classes and Associate Teachers needed utmost care in their selection, a 
home school to which stUdents were attached each term was "a major 
\ 
\ 
\ 
16 See Appe:ldix J, Tables 44(d) and (e) for Newman-Kenls tests. 
17 Wilkie, D.B. Proposed Graduate Group Course. 1973, a report 
to the Primary Division Principal, ChristchtITch Teachers' College. 
(Mimeographe<i) 
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llf.1CBssity") t';~e f~,::st tfirm po~ting should be Gplit. into t.wo, and cou-
Gideration be given to posting gradUlites in pa.LX's t.o e.lassroo!/'s in their 
first school. other proposals vere that the number of scheduled hours 
be reduced to &:',1.ow greater indlvidual stu',:ly -:'re~iom, that colleg~ 
courses relate more !directly to school experienct3s, tbat courses be 
diffeI'e[ltiat~d to a;lit t.he major sub-gJ.'oupine,B in terms of student back-
ground, and '':,iY'.t 'wi'thin COllI"3es themselves the ldeas and ideals being 
propounded be demollstrated. 
However: a major contribution of th1s report came under a heading 
'lTha Spirit of th8 Course". Here an attempt was made to express con-
corn::; which be,d for some time been voiced by those most closely associated 
with the group. Graduates had made it clear thr.t they desired troatmeltt 
different in somo degree from that given to the younger students, and the 
report stated that graduates !lneed to feel that both they and their 
course is (sic) valued in the institution ••• (and lecturers) ••• must 
never apologise for their courses in any way and should never compare the 
graduate course they are offering with a three-year course, to the 
detriment of the graduate course.,,18 Implicit here was the acknowledged 
second-in-priority' statu~ some lecturers had accorded the Graduates ~ 
merely adapting for them a course prepared for three-year students, rather 
than devising one tailored to the needs of the Graduate Student. Greater 
college recognition of the Graduate Group, in terms of staffing, was 
considered necessary. "It needs a staff member - fully committed to it 
as his major responsibility, one who will take part in the course and 
guide it from within_,,19 The report concluded, "Graduate stUdents are 
still largely unknown quantities and their impact on the teaching pro-
fession still lies ahead. Such now are their numbers, however, and such 
is their potential value that they must demand an increasing share of our 
professional attention.,,29 
18 . 
-Ibid2.' p. 4. 
10 
" Loc. cit. 
20 we. c;tt. 
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(2) .A N8W JOl!J'Se t)~'D:'.::.tU1~ 
An lmportantstaffiug reorganisation waA lD:lde .I:I)r "1973. No 
doubt a major c-ita.lyst fOl' this was the 39 students accepted for thl;! 
cours~, the la!'geat Dl.Lllber to date, but th'3 rapor'~ just. discussed had 
a1~o highlighteu important issues which called for attention. The Dean 
retained. resp0nilibili t.y for the (;ourse, bnt d'318g~ted the a.ll-over 
organisation aui day-to-day l'unning to two J.ec"1.lU'ers who had been 
se~onded from their respective subject depertments~ They retain::.d some 
teaching within th'3ir departments, but for the firllt time in seven years 
the Graduate p:>'ogrernmo now had two Cour::;e Tutors whose main commitment 
was to it. The intention of this staffing chRnge was threefold. Flrdt, 
by being so closely involved with the Gradu8.te Group throughout'th3 year, 
the two Course Tutors would be able to more quic~dy identify and attempt 
to remedy individual and group problems and special needs. Second, 
better total programmo unity and cohesive~ess would be aimed for, 
especially if the Course Tutors were also closely involved in students' 
work in schools. Third, because of the primary teaching backgrounds 81J.d 
particular educational interests of the Course Tutors, the emphasis pre-
viously given to students' academic backgrounds would be likely to alter 
to a greater highlighting of students' professional needs. 
There were some changes too in course content. The major study 
components of the Graduate Programme for 1973, and their duration, are 
set out in Table 3. The main difference in the programme itself was 
the great deal of Course Tutor involvement, both in planning and in 
teaching. The respective College departments assumed responsibility 
for six of the eight Syllabus Studies, while the Tutors taught most of 
the Language and Social Studies Syllabus Studies. A course titled 
"Educating Exceptional Children lJ ,was conducted by the Tutors, and they 
also assisted in. some other education courses. Studies in Teaching and 
curriculum St.udies were entirely developed and taught by the Course 
Tutor8., Th~re were three school po stings in 1973 - a two-week period 
followed later by three weeks in the same class in Term One, two two-week 
.:8 
TABLE :1 
Major course a and their e..uration in the Ona-Y8::r Gradu1.te Progra.nme, 1973 
cour3E1- ~...,-=======-==== ~====="- =-l 
F'oundatio'1 studies in Ed\..lcation 
The School in Socie)~y 
-I 
Mencal 'lea.lth and Classroom Climate 
A Study of Primary School Children 
How Childre~ Leacn 
Educati:ug E.xceptional Children 
Total 
studies in Teachli1g 
Classroom Interaction Analysos 
Microteaching 
'rotal 
Curl'::.culum Studies 
Cur:riculum Issues, Planning and 1'eachi..'1g 
Teacher Planning Workshop 
Total 
Syllabus Studies 
Art 
Language 
Mathematics 
Music 
Physical Education 
Reading 
Science 
Social Studies 
Total 
Administration (approx.) 
other 
Group meetings, forums, visits, etc. 
Total in collegea 
First School Posting, Term One (50 + 75) 
Second School Posting, Term Two (50 + 50) 
Third School Posting, Term Three (100) 
Total in Schoolsb 
Total Course 
I 
a 26 of 39. weeks were spent in College (= tvo-thirds). 
b 13 of 39 weeks were spent in schools (= one-third). 
9 
9 
5 
10 
17 
2 
8 
25 
10 
25 
25 
·30 
25 
25 
40 
40 
20 
125 
100 
100 
-=a.=:= .. 
Houl'S . 
50 
10 
35 
230 
25 
50 
420 
325 
745 
peri0ds 1u on\;! C1[1.138 in Term Two: and a finfLl post.iug of fou .. consecv ti V \:I 
weeks in Tel'IJ 'rh~~ee. 2dor to eac.:h, the GOl:.r'oC Tl1tors uonsult8d with 
the Prin0ipctJ Lectl:,rer in charge of pC'stings ,:,n individual placements, and 
21 they briefed c~l A3sociate Teachers" Du:l.'ing lJach posting the Tutorz 
visited schuoh'" di,scusr.ing the observing students I work. F:~nally, the 
Tutors called ,i.'·3gular group mee+,ings, arranged forums wi'th vi/:dtinf; 
speakers, org8ni0od visits to various edllc~tional agen~ies and weru 
constantly available J:'or one-to-olie guidance. 
The 39 graduaiie students were sub-d;~v.1.ded into "liwv groups, with a 
Course Tutor asoigned to the group which b8st matched his own special 
interosts. The basis for the division W'tiS u,liversity background - those 
with science and social science (oth~r tbnn EdllC'ltion and Psychology) 
degrees were placed in one, and those with English and the humanities 
in the other. Students with Education and Psychology majors were 
divided between the two. This attempt to build on the specialised 
knowledge of students was essentially a carry-over from previous years 
when degree subjects received some prominence. students ,were grouped in 
tlrls way for most personal and professional meetings with Tutors, and for 
\ 
Borne of the'teaching programme where the size of the total Graduate Group 
made a two-way division preferable. 
(3) New Selection Procedllres 
The 1973 group had been subjected to new selection procedllres 
too. Hith greatly increased competition to enter the course,22 and an 
awareness that a single interview is unreliable as a method of selection, 
it became important to look for other procedllres. Moreover, the 
21 . 
Associate Teachers are teachers to whom students are attached 
dllring their school postings. They are specially appointed and receive 
an allowance for each week they have a student in their classroom. 
22 Over 70 applications uere received from graduates for the 
cOllrse, a small n~~ber of whom withdrew before being interviewed. 
29 of these were accepted. 
1973 
Only 
COl"_~ Idtm t:i.al 1m'orma tion supplie.d by t.he :;;.:.;hoc.l for E\. schoo.l lc::iver applj •. 
c,::nt) early cantLc ~ with the Recrl.'.i tIDent Officer ar.d an opportulli "JY to 
spend t~ro or tln:ee days in a primary school at the timo of application, 
were not. al\./a~v·tl !J.'Tililable for oldor applic8.nts. 2.3 Consequently, it W'<:.s 
felt t.h.l.t deep~r consideration [;hould be given to three broad exeas -
"the rel""'181101:' for primary teachillg of tho degree subjects taken, 
the person::tl (lUalities of the candidate, par t.icularl,'T in the ability 
to .adapt readily frOID ar. academically oriented <!'.)urse to one which i~ 
professional and yocational in nature, and a.:'l ability to relate 
easily to both cruJ.dren and adultE:, 
(and) a ccmm:i..t.ment to teaching which should show some evidence 0:f'24 
iD.volvement ~dth people, and an abilit.y to comlnunicate readily." 
It w&S clccided by the SeleeM.on CO!llll1ittee to give' grach18.te candi-
dates the o!")portunity, aft,er they had been through the initial inter-
view, to -
"meet and relate to, children, 
reveal adaptubility and resourcefulness in a novel situation, 
sho\-1 seneitivity to a practical teaching situation, 
relate to a fellow professional, 
(and) demonstrate quality and depth in thinking, particularly in °a 
socially oriented sense." 25 
>' 
This was done on an experimental basis by having each candidate conduct a 
discussion with a small group of five- or six-year-old children, by. 
having a senior member of the profession interview the candidate again, 
and by obtaining a written comment on a teaching situation portrayed on a 
videotape. The results of these new procedures are discussed later, but 
the fact that they were used aguin for 1974 and 1975 applicants indicates 
that other useful dimensions were Been to have been added. 
23 Information had been obtained from the head of the university 
department in which the graduate applicant had majored, and from referees, 
but these related only to academic achievement and potential, wld to his 
character. 
24 Mann, JeF. Teachers' College Selection Not 'Hit-or-Miss' 
Procedure, National Education, vlell., N .Z.E.I., 2.3 sept. 1974, p. 174. 
25 Herblson, J .M. Selectiol. of C8.ildidates for 1973 Associate 
Teacher Newsletter,Priruary Division, Christchurch Teachers' College, 
Vol. 2, No.2, Hay 1973, p. 1 e 
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Six audie.o,cer \.mrt; asked dlU'ing 1973 for t['J3lr views Or! till) desir-
able lengiJh of 1;1. 'l'(,acners' College course end-on 1..0 a 'imivEJl'slty degree or 
26 
a degrge mim.1 S U!".~ unit. The responses aJ 'E' set out in Table 4~ 
TABLE 4 
Assuming that an GI!.d-on cour'se for university gl'aUullt8s is o.cceptablEl, how 
long do you think it, should be ? 
-=========1r-'===================r=~====='~==~=========2-----==--=~ 
-- ~ Sch~ol st:;£L,_-+-_____ ...iC-"-Oll~ge Personnel::.-__ _ 
1 st Year .3rd Year Gr.g,duate 
,Principals Teachers Lecturers Students Students Students 
____ ~,~ _=._3_4_) _(_n_==_7_6 )-t-_{_n_:..-_4_2_)_{_n_,-_·· _6_7 _) _( n __ :;;:_59_)_ •. ~_=_3_4) 
Less than --1 
one year 
One year or 
about one 
year 
Two years or 
about two 
years 
Three years 
or about 
three years 
Total 
61.8 
2.9 
100.0 
40.8 
55 • .3 
.3.9 
100.0 
.31.0 
66.7 
2.4 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing this course length. 
1.5 
68.7 
4.5 
100,,0 
11.9 
71.2 
16.9 
100.0 
88.2 
11.8 
100.0 
Only 11.8 per cent. of Graduate S'tudents saw their one-year course as having 
been too short,27 whereas 88.1 per cent. of Third-year Students wld between 
59.2 per cent. and 7.3.2 per cent. of the other four audiences regarded a one-
26 See Appendix D, Question A .3. Audiences described on p. 24. 
27 Note that almost one-third of the Graduate Students were returned 
university studentship holders who were completing the second of two years 
at College. This means that some of these stUdents may have believed that 
their two years at College was too long, althOi.1:'~h the question was somewhat 
ambiguous for them. 
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;fear COUl' ~:o t;..:: to\,.' short. An intGrpretatiolL cf th~se figur(.:;1 Jr: thut 
all &.tldiences, other titan G:r&QUcl. te Students, be.J.i~vad that gradue.tcs frolll 
p:reviou8 (lne-yeRr collrge cour ses have been ullo.er,-pl'epared for teaching. 
Also, an attitude vf slight resentment by ~lOl'H3 Th:trd-year Students~ that 
Gl:'ailuate Students ;,pent only one year at CJllego to the normal thlee 
befol'e g:)illg ont on an equal footing into i~ Y9aJ" One teaching position, 
28 
may be reflected. ht'i'9. 
3. THE STAFF, 1973 
As all"eaJy nctee, the Dean continued to have oversight of the 
Graduate Course in 1973. For the first tel'lIl hl~ role in tho College 
was essentialJ.y that of Primary Divisioli. adrr.inistrator under the 
Principal and Vice Principal, although he din some teaching in the Third-
year Curriculum Studies course. Among his pe..rticular responslbilities 
in the total College W~lre short courses, the tutoring system, the Curri-
culum Studies course, university stUdies by College students, and rooming. 
His background was in primary teaching, lecturing in mathematics and 
Education in the College, heading the College Education Department, and, 
finally, secondment to the primary inspectorate for the previous year 
while holding the Dean's position at College. In May he resigned, and 
a new "Dean of Professional Studies" was appointod with a wider respons-
ibility for all professional courses in the Primary Division as well as 
having the former administrative tasks. His previous designation was 
Principal Lecturer in Education, and his background was also in the 
primary teaching service. Throughout the year the two Dea!1s had only 
one meeting each with the total Graduate Group, b~t kept abreast of the 
course through contacts with individual stUdents and occasional meetings 
with Course Tutors. 
28 This cornmen·C is also based on informal and unsolicited remarks 
made by Third-year Students over the year. 
The ()ou.rse 'l'utor.:; l-lere Le(!tur:')rs :L1 l>,;.,'w;lish. and Socia], Studie:'c 
.l'espectivel:r, Each M.d beE'm on the College 8 ~aff alx.'ut 1'i 1Ze years Qnd 
had come frorr: tr:lacliing posi tion~ in p!.'imary schools. Both were trained 
specialists it! Science, and had spe:1t their 1 il' .. ~t few yearl'l of serVj.ce al:3 
itinerant Science Organj.sers. One h!.ld spent three years as relieving 
Lecturer in Science at Dunedin Teachers' GI)lleg'-\, and a filI'ther eighteen. 
months as prli1cipal of a Grade III B school. Botb held Bacholor 0f 
Arts degrees, in Geography and Educb.tion resp~et.ively, gained by part-
time and extra-mural study t and both '-lere (!o!!lple ting the,sis research 
for Master.s' degrees in Education at the beginning of the year. 
Tench.i.ng the Graduate Course wan shared b~7 41 of the 66 total 
teaching staff available at that tiwe. Just over balf the staff taught 
course units of more than two hours' duration. Three-quarters of the 
staff had had teaching contact with Graduate Students in a previous 
year, and just over 10 per cent. had been personal tutors to Graduate 
Course :students prior to 1973. 
4. THE STUDEN'l'S, 1973 
(1 ) 29 Academic and Other Background 
Thirty-nine students entered the '1973 one-year graduate pro-
gramme.30 Six of the 31 women in the group were married on entry, and 
two others married during the year. Twenty-seven came straight from 
full-time university study, including the ten who had been on spe~ial 
College studentships for university study, and another who was re-
admitted to College afte~ completing a degree at her own expense. The 
other twelve (nearly 31 per cent.) had spent up to seven years in various 
other occupations j~ediately prior to entering College, compared with 
29 The source of information for this section, and the next on 
Selection Committee judgements, was Christchurch Teachers' College 
records. 
30 'rhrough one death in Hay, and a termination of studentship 
during Term Two, 37 actually completed the course. 
just ,wcr 8 per cant. of a'll entl'.:int;:; t(l Jlihe t:;ree,~.year 00m'f.J'~ in 197) 
.... ho had some p:ceYious fUll-time work experieuce. Of .. ~he ten ex-
unl vel'si ty at".Jdents:.lip holders, !:lix ha:l ee,rIie>,' Spl:int the fi:('3"(, yee:r of 
the three-yefJ.r ~:OUl'E;e at College, wJdl.3 the v\;;i1e',- four had gone to 
Ilniversity straight from school. FoUl' of the ten still had to complet~ 
their final degr'e8 unit durincr 1973" 
Two students held a Master of Arts degree', t.hree bad completed 
M.A. papers, one ~as a Bachelor of S~iencc (H0uourA), and the remaining 
29 grac!ua tes held BachelorA I degrees, throB .L"1 Science and the rest in 
Arts. The great.est number of units p~l.ssed was in English, with tha 
t.hree social sciences ,- Sociology, Psycl1ologJr and Education - together 
with Historyr also having been popula.r. Of special note was the one-
third who had taken introductory units in the biological sciences, and 
although only five advanced in the sciences, the proportion with some 
scienoe background was higher than for any previous Graduate Group. 
Table 5 shows the undergraduate and postgraduate subjects passed by the 
-197.3 Graduate Group. 5-A- per oent. of all passes were at the "A" grade 
level, 48t per cent. at the "BIl level, and 46 per ,cent. were IIC" grade 
passes. Only just over 3 per cent. of all units sat by the group were 
failures (not included in the Table). This was a highly qualified 
group academically. By comparison, the higbest attainment of the 232 
entrants to the three-year course in 1973 whose records were surveyed, 
was -
a pess in up to three university units 
some other tertiary qualification 
Higher School Certificate 
University Entrance 
and School Certificate 
(2) Selection Committee J·udgements 
4.7 per cent. 
103 per cent. 
23.7 per cent. 
69.8 per cent. 
0.4 per cent. 
group. 
In terms of SalecM.on Committee judgements also, tl1is was an able 
Candidates for the Graduate Course went through the same initial 
selection int'Jrview as did all other applicant.s, and were rated on the 
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TABLE 5 
University EUt>jcct::J paused. by bne-year Grb.du..1.te Gour::;e S'':,udents, 197') 
=====,.~~~.======"",==:;:;::=~....=:::=:" 
English 
Sociology 
Psychology 
History 
Education 
Geography 
Biology 
French 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
Religious Studies 
American Studies 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Lay 
Chemistry 
Botany 
Economics 
Mathematics 
Musio 
Geology 
German 
Greek Studies 
Latin 
Total 
Unllergrl3.duate Passes 
.3tage stage Stage Total 
1 2 3a 
J5 
24 
20 
29 
17 
8 
12 
9 
4 
4 
9 
6 
3 
1 
7 
4 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
207 
23 
9 
10 
5 
9 
5 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
80 
13 
8 
11 
4 
10 
6 
71 
41 
41 
38 
36 
19 
12 
11 
3 9 
2 . 9 
2 
2 
1 
2 
9 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
64 351 
Dip.lli.. 
Papersb 
1 
1 
a Includes "Additional" units and "Starred" papers. 
b Two papers. 
c Al1 M.A. papers completed (viz •. only thesis to do). 
lot.A. 
Pe.pe't'sc 
1 
3 
Passes 
T 
o M.A. t 
Complete 
1 
1 
2 
a. 
1 
°1 
'1 
3 
oj 
6 
~~rune 20-point S~llle. Less than O!1e jn tIoR.' of the original gr,1.liuate 
applicants (n~t c(,unUng J.'etu"t'nil1i5 universit,Y .':l'i-udentsh.i.p holders) we:ro 
Ilccepted for t.110 cou~~se, and an Wlalysia of .se1.~)c-~ion Committee ratings 
reveals that 5rd.dt1at(~s rat.9d signifhant.ly hi€;llel' on the jnitial intervi~'W 
31 timn students entoring the three-year course that year. Table 6 sets 
out the Seleetion C(lmmittee ratings on +.he j nit,i<...l intervit:lH' for both 
graduates end '~hr€e-year students, together w1 th ratings .of graduates for 
the additional selection procedures at. Elmwood Normal School, jescd.bed 
in Section 2 (3) of tr~s chapter. Neither three-year course candidates 
nor return:lng untversj ty studentship ho~.derfl who were to jOi l l the one-
.year course, were required to go through thesp- additional procedu~es. 
Table 7 compares the indi"idua:i. r.9.tings given to the 24 graduates 
'Who went through thE: additional selection procedures at Elmwood Normal 
School. Although Student A's high initial rating was not replicated, and 
student S's contact with children was marked dovn, the Elmwood ratings 
confirm the student's ~igh ratings on the initial intervie'W.32 This is 
not surprising as those selected to undertake the Elm'Wocd tasks were those 
already regarded as suitable. 33 A problem in using the applicant's 
ability to relate to young children as a criterion for selection arises 
with Student E who came out top on both interviews but low for the Elmwood 
teaching experience. Student E held a science degree (which included no 
study of human communication or relationships), and also had had no 
previous t.eaching experience. She thus may have been prematurely judged 
31 . Mean of Graduates 1~.17, versus mean of Three-year Students 
17.75, F == 5.22, P < 0.05. HO~.jever, if returning university studentship 
holders are excluded (they returned to Collp-ge automatically and did not 
have to compete for entry at this time), the intergroup difference would 
be even greater (Graduate mean rating 18.63 - see Table 7, F = 13.91, 
P < 0.01). 
32 Student A was subsequently judged to be unGuited to teaching and 
her studentship 'Was terminated ill Term Two, and Student S resigned from 
teaching early in her Year One teaching podticn on her on volition. 
33 Care must therefore be taken in using these Elmwood results as 
evidence to support the quality of the initial interview. 
/{/ 
TABLE 6 
Selection CommitT,'Je rating;:) of 8ntrants to the OX!E:;-year Graduate and 
Three-year C0ur3~B, 1973 
=1 -= -
-l-=-- one~ye9.1' G:i:'adl..1a te 
~.---
In~tial Elm\.JOod 
Rating a Interview Interview 
Grou.TI.._ 
Elmwood b 
Tee~~hinl? 
Three-ye§.!' Group __ 
Initic\l 
InterviFlw 
-------------~~----------------------.--------+------------------
20 7 6 1 
'i9+ 
19 6 4 4 
18+ 1 
18 '13 7 5 
17+ 1 3 
17 8 4 5 
16;- 1 1 
16 2 1 2 
15+ 
15 1 
14+ 
14 2 
None recorded 2 15 15 
Total 39 39 39 
Meanc 18.17 18.33 17 .. 38 
a 20 was highest on the scale. 
b Ratings for the third component of the Elmwood 
exercise - written comments on a video-taped 
lesson - were not available to this study. 
c A plus (+) is taken as .5. 
8 
1 
40 
1 
82 
2 
78 
2 
5 
7 
6 
232 
17.75 
TABLE '7 
Selection CI.'iiTmi t, tee retings of the 24 Gre.u.tla:to 
through the Elmwo\,)'l s~·lect.1.o11 procadurf1s 
r :::::-- = ~ j Initial Elmwood stUdeni __ ·--=nte"::iew Inter-'rie\.{ 
A 19 16 
B 18 17 
C 20 18 
D 19 20 
E 20 20 
F 18 17+ 
G 20 20 
H 18 16+ 
I . 18 20 
J 19 18 
K 20 18 
L 17 19 
M 17 18 
N 20 19 
0 18 20 
P 18 17 
Q 18 18 
R 18 18 
S 18 17 
T 20 17 
U 19 19 
V 20 20 
W 18 19 
X 17 18 
Mean a 18.63 18.33 
a Plus (+) taken as .5. 
entrants who went 
--== 
Elmwood 
Teaching 
14 
17+ 
18+ 
19 
16 
16 
19 
18 
18 
17 
.20 
17+ 
17 
18 
17 
17 
15 
19 
14 
17 
18 
19 
18 
17+ 
17.38 
\ 
\ 
\ 
'I:! 
on s~llls fo;~ which t.he College G01..'r8f-) wa'-; cree.t.9d to hp,lp her jev;~lop. 
The daIlger in t,bis:')xercise is the possiblfi aS3,\ll1'.ptiol.l the t tl-.e ~.:.eaching 
skills demonst.J."'ated bl the candidate on CoHeGe entry equate ~lith teach-
ing potential. 
When the high initie,l Selection COIilIllit.tec ratings were taken. into 
account, toge-::.hcr \Jith i,he one in two acceptance ratio, it wac ob-dous 
that many poteot::!_i3.1ly able +.l3achers THere lo~t t.o t,he primary s91"vi0e, at 
leJ.st for 197.3. It is interest.ing to no-(.~ that, w~lereas the Department 
of Education'A quota. for graduates entering each teachers' college was 
fact selected. for entry to the 197.3 Graduat.e Course at Christchurch 
Teachers' College • .34 
(.3) When and Why the Decision to Teach 
Three student audiences THere asked early in 197.3 when they had 
decided to take up a teaching career, and their responses are given in 
Table 8 • .35 Most of the Graduate Group (69.2 per cent.) decided to enter 
teaching after leaving high scbool, THhereas only 17 per cent. of First-
year Students and 16 per cent. of Third-year Students had made up their 
minds after leaving school. The difference between graduates and other 
students would have been greater had the ten ex-university studentship 
holders been excluded, as their commitment to teaching would'generally 
have come while at school (as for three-year students). Just over 
15 per cent. of Graduates said that they had decided while at primary 
school, but as many as one-fifth of First-year Students and one--third of 
Third-year Students reported that they had made their decision this 
early • 
.34 Compare the Christchurch numbers with those of the three other 
primary teachers' colleges which bad well-established Graduate Courses in 
197.3: Christchurch - 29 plus 10 returned studentship holders, 
Nor~h Shore - 41 plus 5 returned studentship holders, 
Auckland - 40 plus 5 returned studentship holders, 
Wellington - 4.3 plus .3 returned studentship holders • 
.3~ See Appendix B, Question A.3. Audiences described on p. 24. 
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'l'ABLE B 
As far as IOU .::a:o. r'~IUf.Jmber J l-lhnn did you (~.Elcido on a. teaching career ? 
,= r7::dua::-==~;~:;= 
Group St.udonts 
(n = 39) (n ~ 53) 
.. _....,.-, = = 
Third..,.year 
studeilts 
(n = 50) 
-----+---_._----._-_._-------
Durint; primary school years 
During third or fourth form 
years 
DUl'ing fifth or I.;;ixth form 
years 
During seventh form 
La.ter 
Total 
2.6 
10.3 
2.6 
69.2 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing at this time. 
20.8 
,4.5 
.35.8 
17.0 
100.0 
.'32.0 
6.0 
42.0 
4.0 
16.0 
100.0 
The same three student audiences were asked for their main reasons 
for choosing a teaching career.36 Nine possible reasons were stated, 
and students were asked - (a) to indicate which of the reasons had been 
seriously considered by them (they could choose more than one), and (b) 
. to rank those reasons s~riously considered in order of importance. The 
results are summarised in Table 9. Not surprisingly, more Graduate 
stUdents than First-year or Third-year Students cited the limited 
currency of their degree subject qualifications in other occupations as 
a reason for entering teaching, and a slightly higher proportion of 
Graduates were attracted by teachers' salaries. However, the me'an rru1k-
ings for all three groups are similar. 
Seven possible reasons for choosing primary rather tha.n secondary 
teaching were presented to the same three stUdent groups, and they were 
asked to indicate one or more reasons which they had considered.37 The 
results are shown in Tab~e 10. 
36 See Appendix'B, Question A 4. 
37 See Appendix B, QuestionB 6 (a). 
TABJJ~ 9 
What were yOUC' mafti ':ealJor,s fl.n· e!locslng a t.e.'lchiug car'3er ? 
~=====_, ==""-"'_==,_ a ====="",J ===-'::=_'=",=:o. ... =~=======-. ...,..,= 
I ~radua.te Group Firat .. yoar Third.,year .>tudents students Students '-~~= ~3J:.-9)~_--+_...:;(n=---= ..... 5,,31 )<.-_--+-_.>..:;;(11=-...= 20 ') 
(.]a6 a Hear!. Was a Mean 
Reason Hanki:1ga ReaGon It..:nking 
Was a Mean 
Reason Rhllkinf, 
_________________ . _______________ . _________ ~ __ --------'-M------.~---------------------
Enjoyed working 
wi th childrerl. 100. Ob 
Job varlety of 
teaching 76.9 
Offered a stepping 
stone 41.0 
Academic quaIs. 
not suit:Eld to 
other occl.lpations 59.0 
Attracted by long 
vacations 82.1 
Teachers' salaries 
appeared good 82.1 
High public stand-
ing of teachers 46.2 
Were talked into 
teaching 7.9 
Close friend 
entering teaching 12.8 
1.6 
3.0 
3.8 
5.1 
6.0 
a On thisra.nking scale, 1 is highest. 
b Percentage reporting this a.s a reason. 
96.1 1.6 1.5 
76.5 76.6 2.6 
38.8 3.2 
73.1 3.8 87.8 
69.2 3.6 3.6 
36.5 6.1 
11.5 4.3 
7.7 8.2 
TABLE '10 
Why did you c'I.c,cidu upon p:"'imary rather than se ... :ondal~Y t3<lc;her training? 
Gradu.e,+,e 
Group 
(n :: 39) 
F:.lr~t Year 
Stud\:lnt.s 
(n :: 5.3) 
Third Year 
Students 
(n = 50) 
---~.--------,,'-~+-~-------.------
More interested in 
primary age group 
Mo:r.e confident with 
priillary age group 
Academic qua15.fi.ca tions 
more suited to primnrj 
Prei'erred Primary to 
SI:.,condary Division oe 
Christchurch T.O. 
Primary offered better 
promotion prospects 
Did not wish to do the 
necessary university 
study 
Did not feel capable of 
doing the necessary 
university study 
T~al 
1.3.6 
8.6 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing this reason. 
'. 
36.3 
'1.3 
1 • .3 
8.8 
12.5 
100.Q 
39.2 
2.5 
8.9 
3.8 
100.0 
Proportions citing an interest in primary children are very similar 
acrosa groups, and only a slightly lower proportion of Graduates com-
pared with First-year and Third-year Students give confidence with . 
primary children as a reason. The 12.4 per cent. of Graduate Students 
who preferred the Primary Division to the Secondary Division of Christ-
church Teachers' College indicates a knowledge of both Divisions (true 
or otherwise) passed on by friends and acquaintances, and supports 
unsolicited comments made by Graduates over the year that they found out 
about primary and secondary courses from people within the College, or 
from those lolho had passed through as students. other group differences 
relate to university qualifications, and are essentially differences in . 
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the oockgroil..'1ds of t.he respecti"B groups, 
I"inalJ.y f the degre:'l of confidence over tho choi,~e of teachirlg with 
wI-deh the threv s t,11dent groups en.tered teac~ling VIas nought, and Table 11 
shows £ significunt. difference across grouIJS. 38 
TABLE i 1 
How sure. are ~ou about. your choice of teachIng -:is a careE,r ? 
~ ::=-: = :a:..-=.-: = =--
Gl'",duate First-year Third-.year 
Scale Students St.udents Students 
(n = 39) (n = 53)' (n = 50) 
------.-
I shall d6::t:ild tely 
not change to allot,her 
occupation 4 5 11 15 
I am not likely to 
change 3 11 33 23 
I may possibly change 2 16 8 9 
I shall probably change 1 7 1 3 
Mean 2.36 3.02 3.00 
F = 9.09 
p < 0.01 . 
Graduate Students were significantly less certain of their choice than 
both First-year and Third-year Students, but there was no significant 
difference between First-year Students and Third-year Students.39 
(4) Perception of Teachigg 
Graduate Students, First-year Students and Third-yea~ Students 
were asked early in 1973 whether they believed teaching to be a pro-
fession. 40 Their responses are given in Table 12. 
38 See Appendix B, Question A5. 
39 See Appendix J, Table 44(f) for Newman-Keuls test. \ 
40 See Appendix B, Question B2(a). 
= 
TABU~ 1~ 
In g0neral, do .vOl.' b~J.ieve teaching is I). profas[J ton ? 
========~===~-
Graduate 
Students 
(n = 39) 
t'i.n:lt~;-fenr 
Studeuts 
(n :: 5.3) 
Third-year 
Students 
(n = 50) 
----- -----l.--~-- -~--------, 
Yes 
No 15.4 7.6 
Not stU'e 2.3 .1 12.0 
Total 100~0 100.0 100.0 
-----------------~----------------------~---------------~--
a Percentago of responses in 
~ 
, X/' 
= 
this category. df 
-
P < 
By inspection it is obvious that the First- and Third-year Students do 
not differ from each other. The data were reanalysed after pooling 
,First- and Third-year Students and pooling the "no" and "not sure" cate-
goriest The chi-square for this two-by-two contingency table was also 
significant,41 suggesting that Graduate Students are less certain about 
the professional status of teaching than First- and rhird-year Students. 
Another question sought responses to statement~ on teachers' 
salaries.42 On a four-point scale (with 4 the highest) of the general 
adequacy of salaries, the means of 2 • .33, 2.12 and 2.04 for Graduate 
Students, First •• year Students and Third-year Students respectively, 
showed no significant difference.43 
41 ')(2 = 7.81, df = 1, P < 0.05. 
42 See Append~ B, Question B3. 
43 F = 2.43. 
\ 
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By £eGking judgem8nts of t.r.e "social J..evelIA~~· of teact..i.l1g, com·· 
pared with othQr oc~upatj ons., a '~hi!'d attempt \/a.::; made to aSfJesS 
perceptions by the rmme t.hree student croups tmr~trds teaching 8.S a 
profession.45 The results are shok11. ::n Tablv 11. 
TABLE 13 
Indicate the e.pprlJximate "social level II of each occupation by writing 
a number froin '( to 5 opposite it. 
__ z::"~ 
....... -;=c 
Graduate Fir::;t-yaar Third-year 
Studfmts. Stud3n~·s Students F 
(n = 39) (n .: 53) (n = 50) 
---- -
Member of Par] iaraent 4. 17tJ. 
Accountant '~.21 
Dentist 4.07 
Airline Pilot 3.58 
-
Secondary Teacher 3.47 
Primary T8acher 3.40 
City store Manager 3.50 
Minis'Car of Religion 3.35 
Private Secretary 3.00 
Newspaper Reporter 3.02 
-
Carpenter 2.92 
Clo'ching Shop Sale8man 2.00 
Women's Hairdresser 1.8<) 
Waterside Worker 1.48 
a Mean rating on a five-point scale 
with 5 the highest. 
4.44 
4 . .,28 
4.26 
4.08 
3.84 
3.60 
3.58 
3.63 
3.26 
3,32 
3.18 
2.12 
1.96 
1.60 
4.55 1.68 
4.31 0.24 
4.18 0.60 
4.10 5.97 * 
* 3.91 5.85 
3.62 1.'~1 
3.55 Os 13 
3.60 1.38 
3.34 2.51 
* 2.97 4.05 
2.95 2.19 
2.00 0.43 
1.97 1.52 
1.26 2.27 
* p < 0005 
** p < 0.01 
44 Adapted from Nuthall, G.A. Research Note: Sex Differences in 
~tings of the Occupational status of Teaching, N.Z.J. of Ed. Studies, 
Vol. 4, No.2, Nov. 1969, pp. 170 - 176. 
45 See Appendix B, Question B1, which als~ describes the five-
point scale used. 
* 
* 
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S-.. udents' for rao,~ ~ cccupal,lons, but the intergl'cutJ difference was 
sig:-lific.ant, b~y()nd th{;; 1 per cent. level for cnly t.~1O. For bo·th an 
Airline Pl1o-i:, I:UlLl aSp.:condaJ.·y Teacher, GraJua. ees l'a ted the social lev<'lls 
significantly lower than did the other two Student GroupB, but t.here was 
~6 
no signii'icant d:l.:fffJrent'0 bebleen First-year amI Third-year Students. ~ 
Probably of lliO:~t interest is this difference between groups in 1,he 
pel'ceived status of Secondary Tellchers. Possi~ly having a degree them-
selves causes Gradt:ates to see Secondary Teachers in a dlfferent way 
from Ffrst- end Thir{}-;year Students. 
Of special interest in this study was how Graduate Students saw 
themselves as teachers. First, did the prospect of teaching areas of 
the curriculum most closely associated with their degree majors assume an 
importance to them? Certain assumptions are made by the College Staff 
that there is a relationship between degree units or College Selected 
Studies47 and subsequent curriculum areas of teaching strength, and the 
new selection procedures described earlier did seek information on "the 
relevance for primary teaching of the degree sub~ects taken.,,48 Whether 
or not such a relationship exists, and to what degree, is seen as a 
potentially useful field of research, but of greater concern to this 
study was the extent to yhich an enthusiasm for their subject may have 
loomed larger to the Graduates than did a bl'oader view of the curriculum 
and an understanding of children's learning. Graduate Students, First-
year Students and Third-year Students were therefore asked early in 1973 
46 See Appendix J, Tables 44(g) and ~4(h) for Newman-Keuls tests. 
47 Selecterl Studies courses are elective courses taken by Three-
year Students not studying at university. They are tertiary level 
courses, not necessarily related to teaching. 
/'8 ~ See Section 2(3) of this Chapter. 
to indicate which or 8. number I)f a.spec·i,s ot t~R !}hin;; tlo1,.11d gi va the 
gr('atf~st pel'sone.l aatisfDct~.on.'~9 Only on€' aspect. ",os to be choscm, 
and the :-esults <-:1'(;1 given in Tublo 14. 
TABLE 1/+ 
Vlhich one of tho following aspect!:: of teachingw.ill give you personally 
the greatest 3atisfaction ? 
=::="!'"=-== 
Grciduate 
Students 
(n = 39) 
----~-- ------40--------
Seeing chilcL~en grO\T in 
kn01o/ledge and skUls under 
your guidanco 
Working with enthusiastic 
children 
Reaching an undel'standlng 
of children's ne'.)ds and 
development 
Teaching the subject matter 
of special interest to you 
Total 
a Percentage citing this aspect. 
21.1 
10.5 
2.6 
100.0 
First-year 
Students 
(n = 53) 
63.0 
5.6 
27.8 
3.7 
100.0 
Third-year 
Students 
(n ::: 50). 
66.0 
18.0 
14.0 
2.0 
100.0 
The important finding here Was that Graduate Students were little differ-
ent from other Dtudents, and they were more like Third-year than First-
year Students. Only one Graduate stated that teaching his own subject 
was most important -1:.0 him, and this was soon after entry to College~ 
before the full impact of the course with its emphasis on children and 
their learning could have had much effect. 
Second, the same three student groups were asked to rank a number 
of teacher models according to personal preference, and Table 15 shows 
the results. 50 
49 See Appendix B, Question B4(a). 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
50 See Appendix B, Question B11 for a description of the eight 
teaching models. 
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T.~.BLE 15 
Most young te9.(' h013 have a "particular model or ztyle of te,<\.ching 'r,hat, 
the;)' wculd likl3 to emulate. Rank the foHo'.rlng teachers in the order 
that they appeal!..o y()~l. 
Qnest:Loner 
Partner 
Tutor 
Prompter 
Nanipulator 
'Thorapist 
Model 
Entertainer 
Graduate 
Students 
(n "" 39) 
1.600. 
2.83 
3.28 
3.48 
4.70 
5.05 
5.97 
7.10 
a Mean ranking with 1 the highest. 
__ ~_-::=:t==:?i ~.==-:'=-==-
\.~irst,-year Third-year 
Stud~nts Studontr 
(n ~ 53) (n ::: 50) 
1 e8(.., 2.0~ 
2~46 2062 
3.08 3.48 
3 0 6:3 3.21 
4·9'7 4.81' 
5.45 5.52 
6.20 6.52 
7.12 7.63 
The rankings are the same for all groups, with one exception. Third-
year Students expressed a preference for the "prompter" model over the 
"tutor". 
ex .... : 
An apparent assumption by those who place Graduate Students into 
Year One teaching positions has been that, because of their degrees, a 
higher proportion than of three-year course students will want to teach 
in intermediate schools. So, third, the same student groups were asked 
to indicate preferred teaching levels, and Table 16 shows the results 
(any number of levels could be chosen).51 It is true that just over a 
half of the Graduate group choices were preferences for interillediate or 
higher, but so vas it true with other students. 52 The relatively even 
51 See ApP'3ndix B, Question B5. 
52 The nature of the First- and Third-year samples must be remem-
bered here,' however. They were stUdents of the hie-;hest academic attain-
ment in their :respective intakes, and may, therefore, have been more 
likely to pursue further university study and teach at a higher level. 
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TARLE 16 
/tssuming that, .f0" h:id thu qualii'icf;tiollS to t8acn ut. a'ly of '~he 
following lev?l(!, lil1ich ~.jould /'Hl choo ae .,a 
Pre-EJt::hocl 
Junior Pr:i.mt,;,ry 
Middle Priroar:r 
Intermediate 
Lower Seconc1ary 
Uppc.r Secoldary 
Adult 
Total 
Graduatti 
Studen'ts 
(n == 39) I I 
First-year 
Stu.dent:'! 
(I, -: 53) 
-.-~-.----:----- " 
Chose Han,King I Cho~ .. ~ Rrmking I 
Level - t Lev~__ I 
11eOb 4.6c 9.6 4.8 I 
16.5 2.5 16.0 2.5 
18.9 1.1') 24.0 1.4 
17.3 ~.5 19~2 2.8 
11.0 4.5 12.0 3.4 
11.8 4.2 10.4 3.8 
13.4 3.7 8.8 5.7 
100.0 100.0 
'rhird-yeE\.1' 
St\Jdents 
(n = 50) 
Chose Ranking 
LevA 1 
11.5 .4,.-1 
16.4 2.0 
1'1.0 1.8 
17.0 2 .. 8 
12.7 5.0 
12.7 4.8 
12.7 4.7 
100.0 
a Students vere also asked to rank their t::hoices in order. 
b Percent.age choosing this level. 
c Mean ranking, with 1 the highest. 
spread of Graduate choices through all age levels was very similar to 
those of Third-yea.r Students. 
Fourth, Students were asked to express a preference for school 
and class type, as shown on Table 17. 53 Only one choice of school and 
one choice of class was to be made. The only nvtable difference between 
groups was the smaller proportion of Graduates expressing a preference 
for country schools andi:.he nUlllber in this group \lith no expressed pre-
ference for a particul~r type of school. 
53 See Appendix B, Questions B7 and B9(b). 
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If you art' still tt"1<lching i.n tan years whr:..':' SOL-to of school wOll.ld you 
l:lke to be in~ ar.<i if you were to teaeh ill en intermediate school what 
type of class \lOuld yo'oJ. like ? 
·x <-==:t~-"'-·-el==--..==e= __ :s_ ' " 
GrCiduate ~"lirf.;t-year Thicd-ye.llr 
Students St.udents Students 
(n == .39) (n ::-: 53) (n ;:; 50) 
Ci ty scl!ool 30.8a 35.9 42.0 
Small town· school 38.5 30.2 28.0 
Country school 18.0 34.0 30.0 
No preference expressed 12.8 
Total school preference 100.0 1()0.0 "100.0 
--------------.. -----------+-------------------- -
Mixed ability c1asu 38.5b 39.6 .38.0 
Average ability class 28.2 30.2 26.0 
Top stream class 23.1 22.6 24.0 
Low stream class 10.3 7.6 12.0 
Totali class preference 100.0 100.0 100.0 
a Percentage choosing this school type. 
b Percentage choosing this class type. 
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t-'inu] l~, the three .3tudent audienc8s .iore ankedb :inclbat'3 th'J 
positions thElj he'Ded to hold (a) aitel' filT0 Y9<irs of s~r'dce and (b) 
ft t f i 54 a er ell yeal'S 0 ,1erv ceo This W'J.s an oPGn·~encled question, fwd 
answers were g;"1oupcd unde:r General Tea~hiIJ.g Fo.s~ ~ions, Positions of 
Responsibility ruld Special Teaching Positions. Table 18 shows the 
responses to tW.s Question given early in "'9'13 s /;md follow-up qW'lstions 
of intentlons and aspirations were to be tcken up ugain a year 1ater. 55 
About one-fifth of' ee,r~h group did not. res1X>nd to either part 'Jf th'i3 
question, supporting verbal comments from stvdents over t.he year that 
they held no clear ambitions at that stage, blLt preferred t.o wait and see 
how effective they felt in their own cb.s~roOllls. 
/ 
Graduates differed 
from other St1ll1entu in two main respocts. F€,He~1 were desirous of 
taking on position~ of responsibility, and appreciably more had their 
sights set on specialist teaching positions. A possible interpretation 
of the first is that Graduates had made up their minds to teach more 
recently than et.her Students, and not having consolidated their position, 
felt less confident about future positions of responsibility (if indeed 
they had even thought of these). The special interest shown by 
Graduates in specialist positions is likely to have been 1ir~ed to the 
high proportion with Sociology, Psychology and Education degrees. 
54 See Appendix B, Question B9(a). 
55 See Chapter VI. 
Assuming ,you f.rC. :J·~;ilJ. irA the tldunatiolL ser\j(.''3, what position do you 
hope to hold aft~lr r"'i VG yeurs of teaching, arld ""fter ten yflars of 
teD.ching ? 
Craduatcl t < 
St11dents 
(n = 39) 
After After 
5 yrs 10 yrs 
---... -~ 
General Positior.s -
Genera] l'e::iCher 40.9a 22.7 
Relhwing Teacher 
-
-
Independent School 
Teacher 
-
2.3 
Teaching Overseas 
- -
Secondary Teacher' 2.3 2.3 
Total General 43.2 27.3 
Positions Responsibility -
Sole-charge Teacher 4.6 2.3 
Senior Teacher 
-
6.8 
Deputy Principal 
- -
Principal 2.3 2.3 
Lecturer 2.3 4.6 
Total P.R. 9.2 16.0 
Special Positions -
Subject Special~st 
in a School 2.3 4.6 
Teacher in fiald of 
Special Education 9.1 11.4 
Adv:iiser 6.8 9.1 
Social vlorker 
- -
Teacher-Counsellor 9.1 9.1 
Total Special 27.3 3/ .... 2 
No Response 20.5 22.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 
a Percentage choosing this position. 
,~ 1. ~ .. c , 
Stndents 
(u ::; 53) 
Afi..or After 
5 yrs '10 yrs 
46.3 16.7 
-
1.9 
- -
1.9 
-
- -
48.2 18.6 
5.6 3.7 
7.4 14.8 
1.9 7.4 
1.9 14.8 
-
1.9 
16.8 42.6 
5.6 
-
506 9.3 
- -
- 1.9 
- -
11.2 11.2 
24.1 27.8 
100.0 100.0 
-===---= 
... 
-
Th~rd Ylo:.:ar 
Students 
(n = 50) 
After 
5 yrs 
-
54.0 
-
-
4.0 
-
5800 
-
12.0 
2.0 
-
-
14.0 
4.0 
2.0 
-
-
2.0 
8.0 
20.0 
100.0 
\ 
\ 
After 
10 yrf:J 
-
29.6 
-
I 
-
1.9 
1.9 
3384 
-
20.4 
3.7 
:7.4 
109 
33.4 
5~6 
1.9 
1.9 
-
7.4 
16.8 
16.7 
100.0 
6] 
5. SUHI<ARY 
From tal;'! f"lrct sm::..ll, somewhat enigmati.c group of 1966, it l,j'as 
four years beforo a Gollege report sought ... \) d(:;fi~le the special char.act-
eristics and Ft'ofessional needs of G::..'a/iuata SttldE:nts! aild another two 
years before seriouc moves were made for CO'llrnc changlJs and a gre1.t.er 
College recogtlition of the group. Me'3n\Jhil~, this grcup grew to 39 in 
1973, and two Lecturer3 were secor:d'3d nlmo8t :t"r111-time to act as course 
co-ordinator:;; and as Tutors to Graduate Students. 
In regard to tbe length of the courSt;t, t.he majority of School 
Priilcipals, Teachers, Teachers' College Le~turers and Three-year Course 
Students surveyed in 1973 felt. that t 1..'O yef.~X's l-'q,S tho minimum needed for 
teacher training, whereas the Graduate Gro~p of 1973 felt that one year 
was sufficient. students, Lecturers and Teach~rs with degrees valued 
university education significantly more than 0id those without degrees, 
yet non-graduate Students believed that a degree played a more signifi-
cant part in promotion than did Gradu~te Students. Also, Graduate 
Students ~nd School Principals supported the end-on course more strongly 
than did First- and Third-year Teachers' College Students. 
Graduate candidates for 1973 went through 8.dditional selection 
procedures for the first time, but the real screening still took place 
at the initial interview where successful Graduate applicants rated 
significantly higher than other applicants. Furthermore, only 29 out 
of 70 Graduate applicants were finally accepted, despite the Department 
of Education's upper limit of 40. 
Most Graduates decided to enter teaching after leaving school, 
tmlike other Teachers' College Students, though their reasons for the 
decision were similar to those of other Students. However, Graduates 
were significantly less committed to their choice of teaching as a 
career (see Table 11), and significantly more Graduates felt uncertain 
of the professional status of teaching than other Students did. Fewer 
GrwJ.l.Htes expre~;si..'cJ. a de:;,ir,"') to take up posi< .. ions of responsilJility i,l 
tile future, bU.t mol'S ',.'erG lO<'l<:ing toW'ar'ds s}.'ecia:I i~4.; positions in the 
educationalse)'vic3. GractUfJ.tes were simi.1.ar to othAr Student::! (,<;I) ill 
their ranking of th'd usocial levels I' of certain ccct:pations (although 
they had a differer-t percep+.ion ()f seconda:ry teachers); (h) in aspects 
of teaching likely YO give tho grea.tel4t s&.tj.sfaction; (c) in preferred 
teaching mod131s; and (d) in preferred class levelo j and school and 
class types. 
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CHAPTER V 
T RAN SAC T ION S 
1. STUDF,NTS AND SCHOOL EXPERn~NCES 
"Teaching practice periods provide for 5tvdents I practical exp<}r-
lence in the classr.oom. Their purpose is "!~o enable students to acquire 
the skills wld techniques of the art of teaching and to gain the nec~ 
essary confidence to develop competency and an individual style of teach-
ing. ,,1 The Asso(~iate Teachers to whom students are assigned are expected 
to offer help and guidance, and at least once during each school posting 
a College Lecturer visits the school to observe the student's teaching 
and to discuss hL.~ wo:rk with him. In 1973 the One-year Graduate Group 
spent a total of 13 weeks in three different schools. 2 This represented 
one-third of its course, compared with the 23 weeks or one-fifth for 
Three-year Course Students, and was virtually tr.6 same as for provious 
Graduate Groups, de spite the Acting Dean's recoDlmenda"tion that it be 
increased.3 
1 Christchurch Teachers' College. Primary Divi:gon Calendar, 1971, 
p. 24. 
2 See Table 3. 
J See Chapter IV, Section 2(1). 
/,ft3r 01'0 \;e'PDl' >3 te<:> . .::h.i..ng in the.:r 1974 Zear··one VOi:i.tt.ion~ 6X-
Graduate GOUl.'se ,s'lxdents and a. sample of Thl'a",-ye ... tl' Cour;l8 Students4 W'07.0 
asked to judeA the quality of snpport, and ~uidl3rlCe received during ilchool 
postinP,s wbile at college. 5 T'be result. s sre SUlllW1I'.lsed in Table 19. 
On four criteria - support and guidance from teachers, demonstrations .of 
teaching 'i:.ec·r...r:iqUf'b~ opportunities for tealJbinc; and developing a better 
underst,lJllding of children - both groups rated. suboo1. experiences to hEl.ve 
been "of much val.u6"o "Sume vaJ.ue" ,,"as seen by both groups In the help 
received frolr. yifli ting Lecturers, in help frciD the school in plannlng pro-
grrunmes of work and in developing a better illlders-:'W'"Jing of the role of 
the school in .u.s cC'i.amunity. The only siginficant. intergrollp diffel'CnC& 
wa.s that Grad.lk'1tes l'ated the help received from Lecturers higher. This 
is probably because t.he t.wo Course Tutors visited the Graduat.es on two out 
of three of their schooi postings. A Three-year Course Studentori the 
other hand was often visited in schools by ~ Lecturer he had not met 
before, or one "'ho was primarily involved in Selected Studies courses 
which had no direct relationship with the primary school classroom. 
At the end of their College year the impressions of the same 
Graduates ,.rere sought on the degree of acceptance and help th~y had : 
6 
received during particular school postings. Over one third (37 per 
cent.) had felt "accepted as a professional colleague" in all three 
schools, the same proportion in two of the t.hree schools, a quarter 
(24 per cent.) in one school only and two students had felt accepted in 
no school. On the question of "help and encoura~ement" from Associate 
Teachers, half the group felt. they had received this in all schools, 41 
per cent. in two schools, one stUdent in only one school, and three 
4 Sample previously described in Chapter III, Section 4. 
5 See Appendix H, Question C 4. 
\ 
\ , 6 See Appendix E, Question G 11 (a) and (b) • 
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TABLE 19 
Hot,.r 61.1cc€.tssful f jro genera:"" were your scho(ll post.ing8 during your 
College course, in te~~s of -
Ex-3raduate 
Course Studer!ts 
Ex-Three-Y0D.r 
C,)urse Students 
(n '"" 34) (n = 32) I 
.'-.---------.-------+--'----~--\--------+---
Re:::eiving support and 
guidance from teachers 
Having teaching tech-
ques demonstrated 
aaving oPPoI-hmHles to 
practise teaulling skills 
Having opportunitjes to 
develop bettl::l~ lUlc,erstand-
ing of children 
Receiving support and 
guidance from Lecturers 
Receiving help in planning 
programmes of work 
Developing a better under-
standing of the role of the 
school in the commmlity 
a Mean on the scale -
"Of very great value" - 5 
"Of much value" - 4 
"Of some value" - 3 
"Of a little value" - 2 
nOf no value II - 1 
4.00 
3.97 
3.84 
3.53 
2.75 
/ 
A.06 0.06 
3.9'7 0.07 
4.21 1.16 
~ .• oo 0.01 
* 3.31 4.30 
0.07 
3.19 3.23 
* p < 0.05 
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studEmt::; faIT.. that help had not r)(:en forthco;nhg iIi; any nchool. 
vere thns SO:Je sl:ortcomings :La the school-stucienl:. !·ela.1jionship which n,u::;t 
have restrict.cvl the ext8nt to "/b1ch thd obj ect:Lv,~!S of school postings 
were attaine(~. 
(2) ,Att.U'.:llC1-:lS of Teachers 
Attiturlos tc~;/ard3 Graduate S·tudents were ~ought froU! thl3 three 
groups of Associa.te Teachers with Io"hom thQ 1973 lh'fduatef1 VAre placed for 
their teaching pra.ctic.eo. 7 Associate Teachers for the first posting were 
a 
all in the two Christchurch Normal Schools. All but three had previously 
bari. First-year Students in their ·classl'ooms, wd over two-thEs had had 
Graduato' Stude.nts in previous years.9 Th(;y WRre asked to compare Grad-
uates w:ith FiJ.'st-year Students on their first posting, as the teacher 
training course was just beginning for both. Fifty-one and a half per 
cent. preferred Graduates, with most of the remainder expressing no pre-
ference (see Tahle 20). This supports a number of verbal comments from 
these particular teachers regarding the "more mature" and "more percep-
10 tive" Graduate Group. 
The Associate Teachers wlth whom the Graduates were placed for 
their second posting were asked to make a comparison with Second-year 
students, as both groups were half way through their College course. A 
little over 13 per cent. expressed a preference for Graduates 1 ~lhile a 
similar percen"tage expressed a preference for Second-year Students (see 
Table 20). 
7 See Appendices A, C and G, Question 5 in each case. 
8 Demonstration Schools attached to the Teachers' College, to 
which teachers are specially appointed. 
9 See Appendix A, Questions 3 and 4. 
10 Unsolicited comments made to the Course 'rutors in 1973. 
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l'A.BLE '20 
All other ~Jhinci~ being equal, who would yOd pl'ef"n.' to ue posted to your 
019.38 " 
First Teacher 
Group 
(n = 3.3) 
Secono. 'l'eacher 
Group 
(n :: 33) 
Third Teacho31' 
Group 
(n :: 36) 
----------~.--------
A Graduate Stu~ent 
A First~year Stu(lont 
A Second-year Student 
A Third-year Student 
No Preferencs 
Total 
51.5a 
6.1 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing this student group. 
.J 8.;~ 
15.2 
66.7 
·100.0 
8.3 
44.4 
47.2 
100.0 
The group of ASl30ciate Teachers for the third posting were asked 
to make a comparison with Third-year Students, as at this stage both 
Third-years and Graduates were having their last section of school 
practice. This group of Associates, like the second group, was drawn 
from a wide variety of schools, but unlike the second group, expressed a 
strong preference for Third-year Students (Table 20). 
'1'he trend is obvious - a decrease in the preference for Graduates 
as the comparisons are made from Fir8t- to Third-year Students. The 
reason may, in part, be due to the nature of the two courses - Third-year 
Students had a courseo which was more strongly oriented tow8.rds their 
final posting over a longer period, and they had more unscheduled time 
during the College day j~ which to prepare programmes of work. Third-
year Students may also have understood more clearly where they were going 
during extended periods of teaching, and they may have beelli seen by the 
teachers as more useful in the classroom. It is possible, too, that 
because Graduates by now were compared with Students closer to their own 
age, they-had lost the advantage of maturity which seemed important to the 
Associate~ in the eEtrly postiogs. 
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The ethel' bdi '!at:J!' of t1.ttHud8::J tmv,rds Gru(lU::"t.: . .'S in tlhl schoc,11s 
came thro'l:gh FA. ql103t.i(-m~ail'e itC!1 Hhich a8ked t.he ,jW!i8 ll.s;:;ocL.te Teachers 
in 1973 to judg8 the teaching performanco of Gra6uat.ea compared witlj 
Three.-yea.r Studoll:c.s. 11 Tha. criteria of teac':)_in~ perfornance cho(~an. fot' 
this item Wf:'re bE~fjod on a Christchurch 'l'ellehers I College printed report 
form -wh:ich A~;socii:l.te3 rflgularly l'se to aS,Jess :::;t.1..ldents, and thesl.? crite:,ja 
'Wore, t!'.8reforA~ vell known. The results of the questions are shown in 
Table 2'1. A cl.ear pattern is shown 'Whe)~eby GraduF"tes are per:!e'ived to 
be bettel' than Fil'st-year Students en all erite:da, about the same or a 
little bettor than Second-year Students (except for- classroom control aIld 
the U:30 of th .. ~ blackboard and other aids), and about tho same or 8 Ii ttJ_e 
below Third-year St.udonts (except that Graduates arc seen to respo.r'ld to 
advice better and be more flexible in planning). Intergroup differences 
on all criteria are significant, but a Ne~nan-Keuls test was not run across 
groups as the order is consistent throughout - Graduates are seen best 
alongside First-years, next best alongside Second-years, and worst along-
side Third-years. These findings strongly replicate stUdent group pre-
ferences of these Associate Teachers (see Table 20). 
(3) Duration of School Postings 
Eight audiences were asked to indicate the desired number of weeks 
12 One-year Graduate Course Students should spend in schools , and the 
results are given in Table 22. All audiences thought that there should 
be appreciably more than the 13 weeks spent. in schools. Also, l\ssocia te 
Teachers, First-year students, School Principals, ex-Graduate Course 
students and Graduate Students all believed that the number of weeks in 
11 See Appendices A, C Wid G, Question 6 in each. 
12 Six of the eight audiences - School Principals, Associate Teach-
ers, Lecturers, First-year Students, Third-year Students and Gradua·te 
Students - "'8.'<..'e asked in November 1973 (see Appelldix D, Question A 4). 
The two Year-one Teachor groups were asked in April 1974 (see Appendix H, 
Question C '5). The nature of the audiences has previously been described 
in Chapter III, Section 4. 
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How doed the Eit,ud'2!nt 11Q~ with you c,)mp:.l::L'e wHh '.1.'hree-year CO~Tse St,uJ~~nts 
on the following crj.teria ? 
r=::::r=--=.= = == . :=..~_~ =-=--:~~:::::::r===!== 
I First Teaeher Se,!ond Te~~ch8r Third l'eacllel~ 
a 0 c Grou~ Group Group F 
(n = 31) (n = 34) (n = 37) 
-------------------1----
Enthusiasm for 
teaching 3.79d 3.17 
In:ttiative 
Personal qualities 
General help and 
co-operation 
Response to advic6 
Ability to talk and 
mix with c.'1il':!.ren 
Warmth and encour-
agement towardi:l 
children 
Understanding 
children's needs 
Classroom control 
Quality of planning 
and preparatiolL 
Originality in 
planning 
Setting realistic 
and specific 
objectives 
Flexibility in 
evaluating and 
modifying the plan 
Use of blackboard 
and other aids 
4.30 
4.25 
3.74 
3.93 
3.90 
3.90 
4.16 
3.80 
3.73 
4.12 
3.58 
3.08 
3.55 
3.39 
~ ':/,,' ~.-') 
3.2] 
3.14 
3.27 
2.85 
.3 .17 
3.17 
3.14 
3.35 
2.91 
a First Teacher Group compared Graduates 
with First-year Studento. -
b Second Teacher Group compared Graduates 
with Second-year Students. 
c Third Teacher Group compared Graduates 
with Third-year Students. 
d Mean rating on the scale: "Much better" - 5 
"A little better" - 4 
"About the same" - 3 
"Not quite as good" - 2 
"Decidedly inforior" - 1 
3.00 
** 2097 "13.20 
*-~ 2.24 10.37 
* 3.02 4.32 
3.29 * 3.56 
3.00 
{;.* 
2.97 21.19 
** 2.97 10.97 
2.59 ** 16.51 
2.83 
3.08 9.34 ** 
2.88 13.46 lHf 
2.77 7.$9 ** 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.01 
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schools shou..l c1 hJve b':".m sJ.gnificantly higher thail the llwnber ex:press~'d 
. 13 by Teaci.lers I r;c.lleg6 Lecturers •. 
enee in length betwc-en the vim-lS of the practl doners and those in train·· 
ing on one hbnd, an(: those doing the traiuing on the other. 
'fABLE 22 
In 1973 One-year Craduate Course Studslits spent 13 weeks in schools com-
pared with 26 w8eks in College. In your vie", uhat length of time in a 
One-yea!.' eourne shQuld be spent in schools ? 
School Pri'1cir-nls (n = 37) 
Associate Teachers (n = 82) 
Lecturers (n = 43) 
First.-year students (n == 75) 
Third-year Students (n = 58) 
Graduate Students (n = 37) 
Ex-Graduate Gourse Year-one Teachers (n = .}1) 
Ex-Three-year Course Year-one Teachers (n = 32) 
2. STUDENTS AND COLLEGE COUItSE STRUCTURE 
(1) Iptents and Student Judgements 
Hean Dl3sired No. of 
Heeks in Schools 
18.86 
20.28 
15.25 
19.09 
17.87 
18.48 
18.77 
18.91 
F = 3.63 
p < 0.01 
The report to the Principal of the previous year had recommended 
fewer weekly time-tabled hours for Graduate Students. It suggested that 
a major theme or assignment should be introduced during a Monday group 
meeting, that most of the week should be given over to independent study 
and that a Friday meeting be used to pool ideas. Accordingly, for the 
first term, the number of time-tabled hours for the 1973 Graduate Course 
13 See Appendix J, Table 4l~ (i) for Newman-Keuls test. 
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\la.s kept ,;:,1.0;30 to i,he 13 ~lllf,cest,ed. H<..'H8v'?r~ ~ueh Here the eXJJressed 
need8 of indivldllal,,: .,:wd the group, ~d such '·lilS ~~he i,wpatience i.;·f 
stwtents to g.)t un \d t:l the task of prnpar,J.t.ioil 1'.)1' teaching 8_nc1 to 
.receive greater crofessionn.l cl1.rection, th,1.t wlch '..feek subsequent17 
contained li10:r.e sch.aduled hours. Table 23 8uIDlna.;:-ises the time Gradl..:ate 
Studel1ts were schedu18d to be !lin class" e.t College. 
TABLE 23 
Number of hours Gruduate Studonts were Sch0duled t.o be in College, 1973 
~-=-=-= =-=r~ 
Term One: One week at 15 hours 
· . · . • • • • 15 
Two weeks at 15 hours 
· . • • • • • • 
30 
Five Heeks at 13 hours 
· . • • • • • • 
65 
.. Term Two: Four weeks at 18 hours · . • • • • 72 
Foul' "Teeks at 20 hours • • · ~ · . • • 80 
Term Three: Three weeks at 18 hours • • · . • • 54 One week at 10 hours • • • • • • 10 
Foul' "Teeks at 16 hours 
· . · . 
64 
One week at 20 hours • • • • · . g. 20 One week at 10 hours 
· . • • • • 
10 
Total scheduled hours in College • 0 
· . • • · .. 420 
Source: 1973 Graduate Course Timetabl~s 
At the end of the year Graduate Students were asked to make judge-
ments on the timetable. 14 l'wenty-four per cent. said the amount of 
scheduled time had been "about right", 5 per cent. only lI\;Iould have pre-
ferred more free time during the dayll and 70 per cent,. felt that "some 
courses could have been longer even if this had meant more scheduled hours 
in some weeks". Even allowing for some ambiguity in the last statement, 
the response reinforces the impression gained by the Course Tutors that 
Graduates were prepared to \;lark harder than they did in Term One (and 
even harder than they did in the rest of the year) so long as the tasks 
were seen to be relevant .to their professional needs~ 
14 . . 
. See Appendix E, Quostion G 2. 
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Th.:.'oughout the yeel' an atte,npl:. Haf:, lllarlo t,1) proT;ide e~lOugh f',ll~ovElr 
programma SL:':"LlC":.urB to make the broad objf'.ctives clea.!', aYlel. yet to .9,llow 
en':lUgh fleY..ibili-t.y to modify and restructur '3 eOlU.'ses at any time as cir~ 
cumstances changsd. An oyer-all timetable for '<"he year hau been d:cs.wn 
up and a mOl'e detailed ""eakly timetable devised for each term. Un-
specified we91~ly gr.oup meeting and forum t.i.mes fj(lded to programme flex,~· 
ibility (thoy could 10 used in any way the Tut0rs saw fit), as did the 
appreciable amount of course teaching by the Tlltors. Sixty-two per cer;,t. 
of 1973 Gradvate ::ltudents judged the bal8.i').c('l between structure and flex·-
bility to h£..ve beel( "about :dght" , 1 0 per cent. thought the programnle had 
been "a. little too rigid at. times" and 24 per c6at. thought it was "a 
15 little,too U:1.stru~tured and flexible". Only one student saw the pro-
gramme as having been "far too unstructured a.nd flexible ll • On a separate, 
but closely related issue, 43 per cent. felt that their programme requests 
had "always received attention", the same proportion said these had 
"usually received attentionfl and the rest (14 per cent.) judged requests 
as having only sometimes been met. 16 No student. responded to the "only 
occasiona11yfl or flnever" categories. 
(2) Student Groupings 
The basis for assigning 1973 Graduate Students into the two tutor 
and teaching groups was university background. 17 Again, this closely 
followed a recommendation in the report to the Principal of the previous 
year. No student judgement of this differentiat.ion was sought,'but the 
Course Tutors felt at the end of 1973 that, as no useful purpose had been 
served by such groupings, a change would be made to arbi tral'Y group 
allocation (a.lphabetically by surnames) for the 1974 intake. Experience 
15 See Append.ix E, Question G 3 (a). 
16 See A d' E Q t' G ~ (b) ppen DC I, ues 10n • 
17 For a full description of this, see C!mpter IV, Sect.ions 2. (2) 
and 4 (1). 
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hu.d inJic(-<('0d tbJ.r, t.h~, l:OlllUOC. bond of' prof'e:Jsionul 'preparation 'Jut·· 
weighed aT! hi:;hlig;1tlng of different acachlln.Lc 1,Xl:::kg:i'ound:=;. aj1d thaL a 
eross-fcrtili7.crtion of ideas cOlLld be an e.d:;1H.:ioilal benefit C!0ining from 
(3) J~.t,ion into CoJ)~ege Life 
H:i.th a s';,udy programme ,-;eparate from the -t:iu'e~-y6ar eouro8, and 
with student affil.te.tionfoi haYing already been €'stllbliGhed with university 
organis!ltions, there had ahlD.ys been a tendency for Gr.:J.duate Groups to 
remain outside the corporate life of the College. OV8r seven years the 
group had grmm stea.dily in size, and nou Ghat a specb.l staffing prv-
vision had been made for it, aut.horities in the C.)llege viere more eon-
eerned than eyer to integrate Graduate Students. This could only be 
done to a very limj,ted extent through common courses because of time-
tabling and differing group needs , and the main avenues seen w~re through 
the various cultural and sporting clubs, and such facilities as the 
student cafeteria and commonroom. 
The 1973 Graduate Group was asked at the end of the year to comment 
on the level of involvement in College affairs it thought was desirable 
and possible within the constraints of the course as then struetured. 18 
Responses fell into three categories - 36 per cent. believing that there 
should be greater involvement even though it was difficult, 30 per cent,. 
feeling that such involvement \~as not important but that one's contribu-
tion to the Graduate Group itself vias, and 33 per cent. saying that wider 
involvement in the College was quite impossible anyway. 
On a question of actual involvement in 1973,19 o~ly one-fifth 
judged their College activities outside the course to have been comparable 
with that of most Third-year Students, and just five Students had in faet 
been associated with more than one College club or organisation. A large 
18 See Appendix'E, Question G 13 (c). 
19 See Appendix E, Question G 13 (a) and (b). 
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bolders renlOwing Lheir elirli~r' associat.ion::> j t' s:)me cases, so the partie:t-
pation I'ate in wlcl.8:r.' College affairs seemr part),cularly Im.[ for the rest. 
in the group. Howwer, compo.rable proportions Jf t.he TfU'e,3-year Student 
population participating in College affairs aI'fJ needed before any real 
assessment can be n::lde. 
Afl over fl half of the 1973 Graduate Course was taken up by the 
Syllabus Studies c(ltU'ses, and because they varied in length in a depart-
ur3 from general College policy, . ei~ht auC!ien,!es from school staffs, the 
College and Year-one Teachers were asked to maJ-::e judgements about the 
relativ~ importance of each. 20 Table 24 Gets out their responses. An 
obvious trend is that all of the eight audiences felt that more time should 
have been spent on Language, Nathp.matics and Social Studies. These three 
areas, together with Reading and sometimes Science, were consistently 
judged to need more time than the other Syllabus Studies. Thus, the 
principle of varying the lengths of Syllabus Studies courses in 1973 to 
stut the judged needs of One-year Students was supported here, although 
the actual length of six of the courses fell short of what the Graduates 
as Year-one Teachers now felt to be desirable. 
3. STUDENTS AND COURSE CONTENT 
(1) Syllabus Studies Objectives and Student Judgements 
During 1973 all eight College departments teaching Syllabus Studies 
courses were asked to provide a short statement of their objectives for the 
Graduate Programme. In November Graduate Students were presented with 
20 See Appendix D, Question A 6, and Appendix H, Question C 2. The 
audiences have previously been described in Chapter III, Section 4. 
TiBLE 24 
Alongside th0 eight subjects, indicate the il1.iJr...rtrJ').ce you attach to €:tach 
in a One-ye~!S:.9~. of teachor prepc,rD.tioYl, ),y placing a tick under the 
pr8ferrecl course length. 
-========-- ~-= -:: .. ......... ....-"===" ==-= g= =-
~ ('j 
• .-1 
+' 
ttl IZl 
~ (]) 
::1 '''; 
t'l rlj ~ () ~:<l ''-; (]) +' rl 
bD ~ ttl b.O (]) ~ d () 1.1 () rl (\) '''; 'r-l Q ro ,1:; 'r. IZl nj Q) '''; 
+' § of'· Ul ~ m '''; () ~i ~ .8 ..c: (]) 0 0 ct! H ~ r-:....~ p., ~ Ul (I} 
School Staffs (Nov. 1973) : 
Principals (n ~, :;6) 20a 40 40 25 25 40 25 30 
Associate Teachers (n = 76) 20 40 40 25 25 40 30 35 
College Personnel (Nov. 1973) : 
Lecturers (n = 33) 25 35 35 25 25 35 30 30 
First-year Students (n == 73) 25 35 35 25 30 35 30 30 
Third-year Students (n == 54-; 25 35 40 25 25 40 32.5 35 
Graduate Students (n = 37) 25 40 40 25 30 40 35 30 
Year-one Teachers (Hay 197LI'): 
Ex Graduate COQI'se (n :::: 31.) 35 40 40 30 30 40 40 40 
Kx Three-year Course (n = 32) 25 40 L~2.5 30 30 45 35 37.5 
a Medlan course length in \oTeeks. 
they believsd tlww to be. 
8~1.ch COQ":S8 was IIjr; achieving these stated o~').jfJct,iv,,)sn, alid to comuwnt on 
21 the out-llf-cla.s,:.. wArk-load of eachQ The r~.-,ults are ,swmnurised in 
Table 25. First, most sets of ob,j ect.iveo ",ert~ S8,,!Ll to be IDrgely relG~ 
va!1t, bUT· wi t'h 9. :rmge from Husic o.t the .1 owes+J 1e\Tel of rolev:mce to 
Science at U:w hit,lw.st. Second J in !'iu therMl. t. ir..: s ~ Physic-a1 Educa tlon and 
Scienct.;; object:'V8S Here judged to have been ='-2.l.·gely achieved, and in the 
other subj ect.'l they had bean achieved only to nume extent. Third, in 
term3 of work-load~ Science most closely ma'~chf)d wh8.t Students saw a:3 a 
dosirable alllOuni.., R8ading was seen to have demanded a little too ouch 
and La:lguag-=:, Art I.!.nd Social Studies not enough. 
The responsos to open-ended questions on Syllabus studies course 
t th d h t· 1 d at the same t:u' 11e22 d d th s reng s an Sl.'.or COffill1gS as ce were groupe , an e 
most frequent groups of comments are no,.[ reported. The particular 
strength of Art seemed to be the knowledge of materials and techniques 
gained during practical sessions, with limitations revolving around tho 
rigidity of course structure, the shortness of the course and its isola-
tion from Art in schools. The shortness of the Language and Social 
Studies courses was highlighted,23 but Students appreciated the course 
flexibility and the relationship with the wider curriculum in Language, 
and the preparation of teaching WIits in Social Studies. Mathematics 
achieved a good balance,in the Student view, between being taught and 
their practising teaching techniques, and it gave a good coverage~ But 
the course was seen to be too short by many, and to be lacking in practi-
cal teaching me·~hods and aids by others. Students responded favourably 
to practical sessions in Music and Physical Education, but some expressed 
21 See Appendix E, Questions G 5 and G 6, for a full statement of 
course objectives and the specific questions asked. 
22 See \ d' E Q t' G 5 1: ppon l.X " ues ~on • 
\ 
\ 
23 See also Table 24. 
T\BLE 25' 
How reali stic 8!ld apt'Jl·opri:'1. te do you. b(' lie V8 t.he 0 bj ecti V0 S W8r'8 ~ h,)\/ 
successfuJ.l; 171"31''3 i:.hes(1 ob,ject,4.ves Qchiev8c~.mj(.: hew did Y(lU find tLe 
01.l.t-o/-/.!lass \.f07."k j_oad for e9.ch Syllabus Study C0ur;38 ? 
========-~ =-~-=- ,-~ ~~--, --= ,- -- ~'-
~ 0 
.r! 
"td 
C) 
1'1) 
;J 
'd 
u Ii:l 
.r! 
Q) of;) r--I 
b.D «J C\J ~ EI C) Q) C) 'r! Eo rG ·d CIl 
.j..J ~~ +' 1'1) E ~ ,gj ?=! ~ ~'-4 P-! 
---.-~~--~- I" -T 
. 
Objectives Here ~'enlistic 
and app,copriate 3.89a 4.36 L,.48 3.75 
Objectives were achieved 3.43a 3.28 4.02 3.77 
Out-of-class work load ') U b .... + 2.50 2.92 2.95 
I. 
a 11ean on the scale: "Completely" - 5 
b 
"Hostl~r" - 4 
"In part" - 3 
"To a small extent" - 2 
"Not at all" - 1 
Hean on the scale: "Far too demanding" - 5 
"A little too demanding" - 4 
"About right" - 3 
"Not quite enough" - .2 
"Far too little" - 1 
I r.45 
3.97 
2.74 
bO 
~ 
ro 
1) 
'~ 
4.02 
3.37 
3.69 
I 
2::-
Q) 
C) 
s:1 C) 
.r! 
C) 
U) 
Lr.60 
4.51 
3.09 
\ 
\ 
==:..~ 
1'1) 
0) 
.,-1 
'd 
;:i 
+> 
CIl 
~ 
C) 
S 
1...27 
3.56 
2.65 
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concorn r)l,'er 'cne lade of i3pec.ific hel? :.ill prs[laring. lessens ill. those +,wo 
aroas. r.ead-
ing drew fav()l~rablB comments a.bout tna.tcriA:Lo i;.snod and the COllrS0 cover-
age, and criticism 0entred around itn t.heo.ret.ica: nature, it·s emphasis on 
skills, tho lack of a clear. perceived COUl'se structure, the lecture-based 
appr'oach tind the fact that the CCurSA did not l'Ui} right through the year. 
The practical natl'.:ce of the Science course, t!18 enthusiasm of its Lectur-
ers and the eoverage Ot the syllabus ~he teach:'.ng wet-hods \.fare appT'Aciated 
by Studr.mts, und no particular shortcoming:3 CQ,IiJ8 through strongly. In 
short, a.spects of Graduate Syllabus Stu1ies com'ses "'hich were important 
to Students il1cluded 13. close relationship Hith classroom practice, prac-
tical learnin~ sessions, course flexioilHy, help and practice in preparing 
lessons and unj.ts of study for children, and programmes which ran over a 
reasonably long period. 
In April 1974, Graduates and a sample of ex-'l'hree-year COlU'se 
Students24 were asked, as Year· One Teachers, to judge the all-over value 
they had found so far in each College Syllabus Studies COl~se as a pre-
paration for teaching. 25 Four other curriculum areas \lere added for 
. 26 6 judgements also. The results are shown in Table 2. All significant 
intergroup differences favoured the Three-year Course. The disparity for 
Reading is especially large, and it received the highest rating of the 
eight .syllabus Studies by one group, and the lowest by the other. This 
also ties in with the Graduates' feeling that the objectives for Reading 
had not been achieved.~7 
24 Sample previously described in Che.pter III, Section 4. 
25 See Appendix II, Question C 1. 
26 
Handwriting and Spelling are handled at College as part of Read-
ing Syllabus Study, and Health Education and School Sport as part of Pbysl-
cal Education. Because it was judged that these may be seen separately by 
Year One Teachera, they were listed apart from thl3 .eight Syllabus Studies. 
27 
See 'l'able 25. 
&1 
TADLI:; 26 
Nov that you "ave you" c::'aSJ prog:'amme ~.n tllQ various curriculw1\ al'<?e.s 
under \.lay, h hi S1J.c('csflful do yoa feAl your Gollf3ge course ".'as in pra-
paring ;)TOU fo1' this t8,t~k ? 
Ex Graduate Goul'se 
Students 
(n ~~.32) 
2x 'I hre(>year Course 
student 3 F 
(n = .34) I 
).58 ,:::-Art 
--.-----~--.~---.-+-------------
Lrulguage 
Hathemat:ics 
11usic 
Physical Education 
Reading 
Science 
Social Studies 
Hand"rri ting 
Health Education 
Spelling 
Sport 
a Hean on the scale: 
2.87 
3.39 
2.75 
.3.61 
2.84 
2.13 
1.53 
2.59 
2..06 
nOf very much value" 
"Of much value" 
"Of some value" 
"Of a little value" 
"Of no value" 
- 5 
-A 
- 3 
- 2. 
- 1 
~~ 
3.45 4.79 
.3.48 
2.52 
4.00 
4.0.3 
.3 • .32 
3.09 
2.18 
1.82 
2.06 
2.M. 
* 
11* 
p 
P 
\ 
\ 
\ 
< 
< 
0.01 
2.45 
-lH, 
8.47 
** 24.31 
1.21 
0.82 
0.05 
2.12 
* 5.0A 
2.00 
0.05 
0.01 
8? 
GrD.c1uute Progrl'tmme, thoUGh one ir. \"hich it has b';en found dife ... cult to 
cater for \{'i,!el:y varying backgrounds J t.he&J.ucai:..~,on COtU'S3S Here prer.ented 
to Graduate .3tudonts for comment at thf) en(1. of '1973, and the results ar8 
shO\ill in Table 27. 28 The quest-ions were open •. 8nd.~d, and the ,:ll1swecs 
asse[;\bled into th!.'oe bl'OG.d categories - those Hhic:l generz.lly praised the 
course, thos8 which were c.citical, arid answers 1.-I11ioh were incleflnit8. 
"The School ill Society" was a short, nine~hl!u!' course, at the beginning 
of the year, a.nd obviously many Students could i10)':' remember much about it. 
Praising and critical comments were 8ver.ly balanced and not particularly 
strong. "Hen tal Health and Classroom Clililate" drew st.rong praise for the 
quality of its teac~ing, the relevance of its scope, the ne\illeSS of its 
content to most Students, and the fact that it was spread out over nine 
weeks across two terms. "Studies of Children" "Was too short at five 
hours to succeed, and I'Hmr Children Lean", "With it.s five tHo-hour \.Jeekly 
lectures taken by four different Lecturers (being thus very disjointed), 
fared worst in Student oplllion. All Students! co~ents ~ere supportive 
of the UEducating Exceptional Childrenu course. The visits and visiting 
speakers were popular, and the greater amount of time available to this 
course allowed for a deeper development of ideas. On a separate five-
"9 point scale','::" over half of the group judged it "excellent rl , and another 
third livery good u • 
(3 ) Developing the Skills of 'I'eaching 
The College makes assumptions about its role in helping Students 
grow in. the understanding~ and skills of teaching, but these are rarely 
st~ted in specific terms. Indeed, it is very difficult to define and 
measure such growth, yet six skills and understandings which seemed 
28 See A d' E Q ti G 7 d n 8 'b) ppen ~x " ues' ons an L.r \ • 
29 See Appendix E, Question G 8 (a). 
'L'ADLE 27 
Cornmont on tho C'~~le'''an'Je, strengths and sho::"0Gomiugs of t.he f.ducation 
courses this yeal'" 
="'--==--="=r;::rnents 
, Ge(lerall~T 
Praising 
The School in Society 
Nent.nl fIealth F.U1U 
CIa s sroom 'Jl iu1U te 
studies of Children 
HOloT Child.:cen Learn 
Educa ting F .... '(c,':pti onal 
Children 
94.6 
21.6 
--
Indefinite 
-------' 
29.'/ 
13.5 
10~8 
COIl1IDo::mts 
Generally 
Ct'itical Total 
37.8 100.0 
5.4 100.0 
64.9 100.0 
70.3 10000 
')00,0 
----~---~----,-~------------~----.----"----
a Percentage of comments in this category. 
b This percentage is ft'dm a separate question which 
simply asked for any comment on the course. 
important ll1 this College were chosen from doubtless many possibilities, 
and Year One Teachers were asked to make a judgement of the College's role 
in their development in Students.30 Table 213 shows the mean responses of 
two audiences - ex 1973 Graduate Course Students and a sample of ex Three-
year Course Students. 31 Generally, Year One Teachers regarded the 
College course as having been between "a little tl and "some" value in 
helping them develop these skills and understandings. In only five cases 
were mean ratings greater than "of some value". On only two of the, 12 
criteria were intergroup differenc~s significant. Graduates felt they 
had been helped at College in their understanding of children less than 
other teachers felt they had, which supports their earlier low opinion of 
the child development and learning courses.32 They also believed that 
30 'See Appendix H, Question C 3. 
31 \ Sample previously described in Chapter III, Section 4. 
3:2 See Table 27. 
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TABLE 28 
ioJ't.er yom' first t3rm as a Y8PX One TeCl.cho::c, !lovl Sl1ecessful do you new 
feel your tGJ~al l";oJ.lege celll'se was in prelarirl}~ you for t.he follol·Ting 
aspects of teac1:i.ng '/ 
Ex GJ'aduate CourSE: 
Students 
(n = 32) 
Ex Three-year Course 
Studeats 
( - .... 4' r..-;))
:F' 
----~-- ----i----~.-----.--.-"----.----_+-.-
Understa.ndinG chiJ.o.ren 
of '~he age in yout' class 2.50a 3.12 9.48 ** 
Teaching s~dlls (e.g. 6** questioning) 2.91 3.53 9.0 
Tedmiques of control 2.78 2.88 0.11 
Plmming prog)~amme s of 
work 2.81 3.21 2.31 
Use of audio-visual 
aids 3.31 2.88 1.05 
Classroom management 2.61 2.55 0.54 
Legal aspects of 
teaching 2.78 2..67 1.82 
Provisions available for 
exceptional children 3.16 2'.97 0.65 
Advisory services avail-
able to teachers 2.84 2.88 0.03 
Administration within a 
school 2.94 2.85 0.17 
Administration of 
schools in New Zealand 2.52 2.29 1.18 
Parent-teacher relation-
ships 2.56 2.56 
a Mean on the scale: "Of very great value" - 5 ** p < 0.01 
"Of much value ll 
-4 
"Of some value" 
- 3 
"Of a little value" 
- 2 
"Of no value" 
- 1 
fcltLt had, and ~GrhF.J.ps this is r01ntec to ttc=lir l"f~quest for W1 inereas8 
jn th8 time speirC .i 11 schools duri.ng t.raining (~(:le Table 22). 
The G'SJl1e Ye8.1' On9 'reachors were ~~ski)d to lndicate the single rnos+, 
valu8.blG cOIllI;Kment 'Jf their College covrse,·'3 and the responses to this 
open-ended question "rfJre assembled into four bread areas ~ School Postings, 
Syllabus ;:ltu,Ues cotlr.::;es, Other L:ourses and Goneral. The results are 
shovm in TahLe 29. The impact of school postings on Students is generl)lly 
recognised, and over Eo. quarter of both Gre.duates alld ()th~p.· Year One 
Teachers singled this out~ Nearly two-thl.rus of ex Three-year Students 
chose a particular College course as having beer. most valuable, yet just 
under one-third of Graduates did. However, the major difference between 
the groups is the 20 per cent. of Graduates choosing IIgroup atmosphere", 
whereas none of th9 Three-year group chose this category. This probably 
reflects the cohesiveness of the GradUate Group. 
Finally, two questions were asked about the all-over standard of 
the College course.34 In November, 1973, in response to a specific 
question on course quality, none of the Graduates judged.:. all course com-
ponents to have been "of a high quality", 24 per cent. said most uere, 
68 per cent. said some Here, and the rest felt that lIonly very fell parts 
were of good quality". After a term's teaching, Graduates and a sample 
of other Year One Teachers35 were asked to rate the general challenge of 
their respective College programmes, and Table 30 sho\.,TS the results. 
Both groups leant towards a belief that their College courses were not 
"full and demanding", but on the other issues both were rather uncertain 
33 See Appendix H, Question C 6. 
34 See Appendix E, Question G 1, and Appendix H, Question C 7. 
35 The same sample as for preV'ious Eems (described in Chapt.er III, 
Section 4). 
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'l'AJ3LF. 29 
\·l1lat spec:':' fie nspec:i 01' COrnpOD0.nt of your C.oll€.ge conI'se sto.ndJ Ollt as 
ht:wing bee'1 the lUI)Jt valuable to your person0.11y '{ 
School POGting .. '1 
Syllabw; Studies Courses 
Art. 
Language 
Ma.thematics 
Husic 
Physical Eu.ucation 
Reading 
Science 
Socia.l'Studies 
Spelling8-
other Courses 
Curricl.l~um Studies 
Education b 
Human Relationships 
Eicro-teaching 
Selected Studies 
Vlorkshop Courses 
General 
Clubs and Students' 
Executive 
General College Teaching 
Group Atmosphere 
Help from Tutor 
Help from Other staff 
University Studies 
Total 
= 
Ex Graduate Couxne 
Students 
15 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
5 
1 
11 
7 
4 
54c 
(n :-: 31) 
27.'(Slv 
13.0% 
16.7% 
42.6% 
100.0% 
a Spelling was taught as part of Language 
~rllabus Study course. 
b Human Relationships refers to the "Hen~al 
Health and Classroom Climate ll CO"lU'se. 
c Total number of responses for this group 
(many teachers gave two responses). 
=== __ =-__ =c=~ 
Ex Throe-yea.r Course 
St.1ldents 
(n = 35) 
12 
26. '1:'0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
26.1;0 
1 
3 
1 
7 
5 
37. crlo 
2 
1 
1 
1 
10" 9"; 
46 
100.0% 
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the College re '3ourel~ s. There \-lAre no sigc.i..ricQn~~ iHt.Lrgrcmp iifferenc8s, 
and thic is con:dstent \-lith other evidence. preDenc.ed in this s ~uc1y, ("[hicn 
'ilsa ,suggests tLil!-, Grc.cluate:> and ot.her Sturle:lts 11::e equally enamOl1l'ui of 
or disenchan~·.ed wit.h their resp~~ctive CollegEJ ()oltrses~36 
fABLE 30 
In general, how dr:> you rate your College COl.ll'S8 ? 
~- _t 
=rEX (1raduate Course 
I Students 
I (n -. 32) 
Has your course re':l.sonably 
full and demanding? 
Should you have h8U more 
scheduled time during which 
you were required to be at 
College? 
Should you have been given 
more assignments or guid-
ance for your out-of-
college study? 
Did you try to get the best 
out of courses rul~ make the 
best use of College re-
sources? 
3.44 
3.06 
2.88 
a Mean on the scale: "Strongly yes ll 
"Probably yes" 
"Uncertain" 
"Probably noll 
"Strongly no" 
36 
. See, for example, Table 28. 
- 5 
- L~ 
- 3 
- 2 
- 1 
~x 
-== 
-
'fhree-year Com'se 
Students F 
(n = 34) 
2.68 
3.29 
3.21 0.2/-1-
3.06 0.45 
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The aims of seconci1ng tuo Tutors t.o t.he Gra,duatc Guurae in 1973 
Here to invoJ.v':! certahl staff mere cloJely ·\.Jit.h Studt->A~s, tu make for 
bett::lr progr"uom\.' Ul1i ty anu cohesiveness, an i 1;0 h5.ghlight t.he plofe:J.1-
ional grovlth of 3tu',Jents ruther morc than their academic b:lckground. 
Certa.inly, the gr0at8ct amount of stag - stUdent illtertl.ction in this 
course was bet\.reen Course Tutors and Student.s. Gix audiences were ~.sked 
at the end of the y'38,"C: to judge the effectiY81H.SS o:~ the two-Tutor arrange-
ment,37 and the responses are in Table 31. All groups supported the 
TABLE 31 
For the first time,in 1973, two Course Tutors have been charged with the 
oversight of t.he Graduate Programme. Do you believe this arrangement has 
been a good one ? 
Scale 
strongly yes 5 
Probably yes 4 
Uncertain 3 
Probably no 2 
Strongly no 1 
No response 
Hean 
Ul 
~ 
.r; 
Q 
Q ......... 
.r; ~ 
H<V'I p.., 
II 
r-I 
o s:l 
0'-" 
,.q 
Q 
(I) 
17 
13 
5 
1 
4.34 
......... 
2 
III 
H /I 
Q) 
,.q Q 
Q......-
cr.I 
Q) 
E-i 
36 
31 
12 
1 
3 
4.27 
37 See Ap~endix D, Question A 7 (a). 
cribed ll1 Chapter III, Section 4. 
(J) 00 (J) 
11 ~ ~ Q § Q) Q) 
.'d 
'g 11 ~ 
..--.. ~ ........ ~ ........ +' ........ 
00:$ (I) l!'\ (I)-..;t (1)[> C"-- ~ C"\ H ~ II ~ II Q) Q) II +' iI S Q (\) co ~ f.l 1>-1 s:l l>-! Q 
+' '--' 
----
....... 'd '--' Q +' 'd cO Q) (J) t{ (Fj-H .--
16 3 7 31 
19 39 27 5 
6 20 18 1 
1 2 
2 13 10 
/+.19 3.72 3.72 4.81 
F = 16.87 
p< 0.01 
Audiences previously des-
W) 
uelicvetl fiignifi~3.ntly wore strongly than nJ.l nth3!' gj'OllP0 that t,ho 
arrangement haft been 8. good one, and Ftrst- and Third-year Students 
together wer".! flis.njj~i\.::mtly more uncertain e bout ~his than all ot~l.el' 
groups • .3 8 It is also to be not.ed that a high"'.!!' propC':ctJon of First- and 
'l'hirc1-year Stl1dent.s clJ.d not rE.,spond. Probably they knG\1 leazt about the 
arrangement, wht'reE.S Principals and Teachers ha.d all met the Tutorl1 t.o 
discuss Students i progress, and Lecturers lI8r8 alflCJ familiar WiCfl t,he 
Tutors' function. The Graduates themselves strongly approved of the 
'!'utor system, :re:tnforccd elsewhere by 2C per cent. selecting "group 
atmosphere" lcl'.ilt up over the year, and 13 per I~ent. specifically Jho()s~ 
ing the quality of Tutor help and support as t.he single most valuable 
component of the tota.l course. 39 
(2) Transactions "lith SPEcialist Lecturers 
AttHudes of College Lecturers towards Graduate Students were 
sought in a brief quest.ionnaire given in November, 1973, to which 44 res·· 
ponded. Forty Lecturers answered a question enquiring as to which type 
of Student they preferred to teach, Third-years or Graduates. 40 Fourteen 
expressed a preference foi.~ teaching Third-yea,r Students, four expressed a 
preference for teaching the Gradu.ates and 22 ha.d no particular preference. 
A sign test was run on the 18 LectlU'ers who had expressed a preference for 
a particular group and p < 0.05 (two tailed). 
Lecturers Here also asked to judge the 1973 Graduate Group ,in terms 
of general attitude and achievement at College, compared with 'rhree-year 
students and Graduate Students of previous years. 41 The answers are 
summarised in Table 32. In terms of attitude towards preparing them-
selves for teaching, 1973 Graduate Students were seen by Lecturers to have 
38 See Appendix J, Table 44 (j) for Nel,.nnan-Keuls test of the diff-
erences in means. 
39 -S~e Table 29. 
40 See Appendix F, Question D 5 (a). 
41 See Appendix F, Questions D 3 and D 4. 
<)0 
TiL.BLE .32 
Ho\-! <ioes the GrJ.<luak Student this y'~rJJ: compul'U Hi th the other otudcnt 
Groups named ? 
. ~"'-r---=;=---' 
GOl11pared 
First-yenr 
Students 
CompD.red 
Second-year 
StudenJvs 
G01.~p&red 
Tbl'ct-yecu' 
Students 
~Olilp=I-~--= 
Jrnduates r: 
preVi~us I
--_._--_._------_._-----
In terms of lJ.tti·· 
tude to'olard 8 prf; 
paration for 
No .np~'IE'c.n b 
teaching 23 4.00 
In terms of 
No.Rp Hean No"Fp Heo.n No.llp Mean 1--'-
22 3073 25 3.08 
achievement In ".:1-
your subj ect ~ __ 3_. 8_3 __ 19 __ 3_0_3_7 __ 2_° _ _ 2_0_5_0_1_9 __ 3_o_7Q_, ,*-3_" _GO' 
a NLUnber of the 44 Lecturers replying 
to this item. 
b 11ean on the scale: "!'fuch better" ~'5 
"A little better" - 4 
"About the same" - .3 
"Not quite as good" - 2 
"Decidedly inferior" - 1 
*:1-
P < 0001 
been about the scme as Third-year Students, but significantly better than 
First-and Third-year Students and previous Graduate Groups.42 In terms 
of achievement in t.he Lecturers' subjects, Graduates were seen to be 
slightly below Third-year Students but significantly bet.ter when compared 
with t.he o'ther three groups. The feeling that 1973 Graduates were better 
than Graduates of previous years on both criteria is interestll1g in that 
it reflects a measure of Lecturer support for the changed course organisa-
tion and structure that year. However, only approximately half of the 
Lecturers completing the questionnaire responded to this item, the main 
reasons being that 12 had not taught the 1973 Group and some others 
probably felt they had too little knO\.,rledge of groups to make meaningful 
comparisons. 
42 See Appendix J, Tables 44 (k) and (1) for Newman-Keuls tests. 
as p~rceived by L8~ttll'OrfJ, COmpUl'Ac-( fav0ure.l,J.;)' "d.th First- c.nd Second-
yoar Stwlents, ifi geneTlllly repeated. when R. GOPl"t-larative an8~ys1s is mud0 
of actual. final st, .. rien 1, marks fnr all SyllE'.uus Stndief) courses in 1973. 
These B.ssessments 8.re set out in Table .1.3 /+3 From raw Gcores, all 
Collego COllI'S') 11111 l"iC;3 are translated to a stb.nine s(!alCl. Before staninea 
for Student groups m") conf:i.rmecJ, however, thr:.y are "moderated" by the 
Chairmell of the AS[leSsment Cormn.1 ttee ~.n discus.Jion with the Locturer in 
charge of thp. course, and the ratings roilY be ad,iusted in the light of alq 
subj ecti va ,judgements T,Thieh a~ce made. Sc it is }:w):'e, ae, .well as posdbly 
at the earlier stagf' \·,hore the first raw marks ure given by Lecturers (as 
some flexihility is .allowed for in the distribution of Student munbers tc 
each stanine l'ating), that subjective judgements may show Lecturer atti-
t1.i.Jes tm.rards differeni;' Student groups. In Table 33, the Graduate 
Students rank fourth out of the five groups on mean stanine rating for 
Art, and they rank second for Hathematics. But for the other five 
subjects, they rank first. These do not show that Graduate Students 
~@ generally bettor than First- ane: Second-year Students, as the res-
pective courses were not identical for one thing, but that Lecturers 
perceived them to be better. 
5. SUNNAHY 
Both Graduate and Three-year Student groups regarded school post-
iugs as an important aspect of teacher training. The total duration of 
school po stings should have been longer according to all Students' Groups, 
Lecturers, Teachers and Prlncipals, and all other groups felt it should 
have been significantly more than the duration suggested by the Lecturers. 
43 Note that Physical Education is not included as Graduates were 
not given a stnl1ine rating that year. ..uso note that Syllabus [itudies 
courses are only taken by Three-year Course Students in their first two 
years. . 
a Mean on a stanine scale. 
92 
Source: Christchurch Teachers' 
College records. 
\ 
\ 
ment .fro~ll all A;:Js0c:ia:~o Teachers. Grndud·;:, ... );'l 1'8. God t.he help given by 
The 'I'eachcil's hostlne: '19'0 Gradua.tes (a) exprossod f', pr.eferenco for thorn 
over~ liliU bGI18v~;d them t.o be be·:~ter than, ilrst-year Students, (b) 
expressf;d nu pl'efa: . .'ence bl2t'.Jeen Grttdua tes and::8con<.l~.yeal' StudentI'! , and 
SLH.J' Graduates a8 u.bout the sarno or slightly better than Secoml·ye.'ll's, 
and (c) pre.:'erred Third-year Students, and saH Gra.rluates to be about thG 
same or ::-;ligh'~ ly bf:ilo
' 
.. r them. 
Hi thir, tho College, three-<lue.rters of G:r-a.cluates would have accepted 
more scheduled wet-:kly hours, t~To-thi.rds supported the bala,lCe botvcen 
course structure and flexibility in 1973, and mo~,t felt that t,heir 
personal requests had received a.ttention. Only five Graduate Stllderlts 
joined more than one College organisation outside the course, und few 
believed such involvement was important anyw~,y ~ 
All Student Groups, Lecturers, Teachers and Principals believed 
that the umguage, Nathematics and Social Studies courses should have 
been longer, and it was also generally felt that these three, plus 
Reading and sometimes Science, should be longer than the other Syllabus 
Studies courses. The stated objectives for the Syllabus Studies wore 
seen by Graduates as mostly relevant 1 "Tith Mathematics, Physical Educa-
tion and Science achieving these to the greatest extent. But Graduates 
as Year One Teachers rated the value of the courses in Language, 'Physi-
cal Education and Reading significantly lower than did ex Three-year 
COlll'se Students, with the discrepancy for Reading being p!lXtlcularly 
great. 
Two Education courses received strong endorsement from Gro?-duates, 
two \/ere judged to have been unsuccessful and the fifth received a 
mixed reaction. The College's cont.ribution towards tho Student's 
understanding of children and his development of t(Jaching skills was 
rated significantly more highly by Three-year Students than by Graduates. 
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Thu role ')f':.hd Coura:':l 'j'utm:s \·laS I'mppol'Gf:d by all. S-Ludent 
Groups, Locturer [4, T8o.chers ct.nd Principal'3, but by Gruduate Students 
gignif5.cantly mOL',) DO than by the rf)st, a.nd by 1ir;:;t- m.d Third·-year 
Students ci8nificc .. ntJ.y 10s8 so. 
Le(:tw'c:r.q believed Graduates to be bettor th6,n Fi:r:-st- and Second--
year Students, an(i. Graduate Students of prtOvious years on genoral ctti-
tude towards theil' preparat.ion for teaching, ar:d the same /3.S Third-year 
students. In terms of achievement at C,011ege; Lec~tU'ers rated Gl'adnatei3 
slightly below 'l'hird-year Students, but significantly higher \·:hen com-
pared \·d th First,·- and SecOlJCl-years and Graduates of previous yeurs. 
Finally, there HI:1.S a signiflcant tenden(;y for COllege Lecturers to 
express 8.. pl-6ference for teaching Third-yee.r St-u.dents rather than 
Graduates. 
CP.APT~~R VI 
o U 'f C 0 11 E g 
1 • STUDENTS' VIIM OF TEACHING 
After thJ:·ee months' teaching in their Ye8.r One positiofLS, Students 
of the 1973 Gl~adU;:1.te Course, together with a sample of Three-year Course 
1 Year One Teacbers, were asked to indicate whether teaching so far 'had 
b t · f' 2 een. sa loS yl..ng. Their responses are summarised in Table 34. 
TABLE 34 
In general, have you enjoyed teaching so far ? 
All the time 
Most of the time 
Part of the tirneb 
Seldomb 
b Never 
Total 
Ex Graduate Course 
Students 
(n = 32) 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing this category. 
b . 
These three categories \.fere pooled 
for the calculation of X2• 
Ex Three-year Course 
Students 
(n =: 34) 
41.2 
55.9 
2.9 
100.0 
X2 =: 
eli' = 
P < 
16.37 
:2 
.001 
1 Sample previously described in Chapter III, Section 4. 
"'. 
2 See Appendix H, Question A 1 (a). 
A chi-[:quaro test re,,'~alcJ that Gl'adus.tes hn.d tmjo~iod their teHchinl5 
significan't1:r h:GS t.hn.n othol' T;iachers. 
The Bame tt.ft' 'l'caoher groups we.:-e asked tu give the most and least, 
enjoyable a::1pect. of teachiv..g to them,3 an·i the responses to these open-
ended questions \-181'e grouped and are ShOHll in Table 35. 
TABLE 35 
vfilat siilgle things huve you enjo;red most and least about tt-Jaching? 
.===?~~=~==-====~==--~--~=~=.=======-=-=-~--==-==== 
E...'C Gradu-:lte Course 
Students 
(n° = 32) 
Ex Three-year Course 
Students 
(n = 34) 
,---~------------~-----------------------------
Nost Enjoyable: 
The children 
Feelings of success 
Professional freedom 
Other 
Total 
Least Enjoyable: 
Extra pressures 
Behaviour problems 
Personal anxieties 
Other 
Total 
5.8 
100.0 
42.4 
36.4 
12.1 
9.1 
100.0 
a Pementage choosing this category. 
67.6 
5.4 
16.2 
10.8 
100.0 
62.5 
9.4 
9.4 
18.8 
100.0 
Some characteristic of their children (children's enthusiasm, spontan-
eity, varying personalities and their responses to the Teacher) was 
mentioned by just over two-thirds of both groups as the most enjoyable 
feature of teaching, and a chi-square test showed that the over-all 
intergroup difference was no·t Significant.4 The pressures felt by 
.I 
3 See Appendix H, Question .A 1 (b) and (,'1). 
4 x2 = 4.55, df = 3, p> .1. 
':7 
Teacher;) in trfinl~' t.o hanG.le £1.1] the t;Jxtre. e!e!'leaJ. 8,nJ. -('outjJl'~ tasks 
over and above the c;reat deal of programme p l'lhn'Lng recl1drecl) Wil" the 
area of teaching lelat enjoyed by both gr'oupc,; B('haviour problems con-
eerned more nr,vluat·;~s than other Tef'ch~rs, e~(l t.here is en all·-over 
Ii 
significant intergronp difference."' 
At this ti,ne too, the same Year One Teo.ch~rs were asked whether 
6 teaching to date !tad been as they expected, and Ta,ble 36 8hm,ls the 
resultG. 'l'lr.:"3e-quartel-S OJ.~ more of both grm),ps found teaching was 
TAB.LE 36 
Is teaching ",l.1at you expected it to be 'I 
Totally 
Largely 
Partlyb 
. b 
To a small extent 
Not at allb 
'£otal 
Ex Graduate Course 
Students 
(n = 32) 
100.0 
a Percentage choosing this category. 
b '£hese categories were pooled for 
the calculation of X2. 
Ex Three-year Course 
Students 
(n :: 34) 
14.7 
70.6 
8.8 
5.9 
100.0 
X2 :: 3.31 
df = 2 
P > .1 
5 x2 = 7.95, df = 3, p <.05. N.B. This and the previous cal-
culation of X2 involved too rnany expected frequencies less than 5; however 
no meaningful pooling of categories was possible and the resu1ts must be 
treated circumspectlr. 
6 See Appendix H, Question A 2. 
111.).l'gely" 01' "tv IJally" ~G GY)Ject.ed, ~11l'lt.hll oliff' orunco bet,'tfesn groups 
Four br')ao areas in uhich teaching diff'cl',JU from exp8ctations 
stood out from (;()mmen:'s Yea.r One TeacheJ:'fl .... '8:..·(3 1:,1so askod to makC'. Abvut 
one-third of each group felt tl'aching wat: meN) demanding in terms of the 
e",rtro.-c;urri(;l;.lar- ta.sks they hadoeen L~a11ed on to do, others found :i. t 
more reward:Ln~ (GI'adu:1tes 17 per cent., otbel's 14 per cent.), a few had 
received less h3lp from Senior Teachers i"han expo~ted (Graduates 10 pal' 
cent., others 5 pOI' cent.), and 13 !)8r car,t. of Gl'aduates mentioned 
gl'eater control protloms (none of the other Teachers mentioned this). 
othe:c commer/vS ranged \rl.dely. 
(3 ) Future in Teaching 
Antecedent data reported earlier included a set of Student re8-
ponses,indicating their degree of confidence over the choice of teaching 
7 
as a career. As any indicator of Year One Teachers', as well as 
students', commitment to teaching was considered likely to be of value, 
8 the earlier question was repeated under "course outcomes". However, 
the scale was expanded to five points to give a littl'3 more refinement, 
and the results are given in Table 37. Graduates were significantly 
more likely to leave the field of education in the near future than were 
Three-year Course Year One Teachers.9 The likely reasons given by 
those contemplating leaving education were (a) overseas travel (Gradlmtes 
56 per cent., Three-year Students 43 per cent.), (b) "domestic r.ensons" 
(17 per cent. and 35 per cent.), (c) a change to another occupation 
(19 per cent. and 5 per cent.) and (d) further full-time study (8 per 
7 See Table 11. 
8 See Appendix H, Ctuestion A J. 
9 Note that, uhereas the earlier question (the results of which 
are summarized in Table 11) referred to the Students' future in teaching, 
this questicn referred to their future in the 1;Jider field of education. 
It has been reported earlier that many Graduates looked t.oHards ::3pecial-
ised fields within education (see Table "18). 
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l'ABI.8 :/1 
HOH 8·11'8 aro yon at this sta/je abcut yot'r choi~e ot a career in 
education ? 
---'J---"'" fl-~ 
_ .'3c.~J.e 
Graduatu Course 
.students 
E"-x: Thrce·-year Course 
Students 
Shall definitely i)Ot )1 
change from the field 
of eO.ucntion in the I 
near futur.e 5 
Unlikely to CIW!lge in 
the near futuro 4 
May possi.bly 'Jh8.nge 
in the near fut;l,.l_re J 
Shall probably change 
in the near future 
Definitely intend to 
change in the near 
future 
Mean 
1 
(0. =- 32) 
4 
14 
5 
7 
2 
].34 
(n := 34) 
17 
10 
6 
1 
F = 11.80 
p < 0.01 
cent. and 11 per cent.). Five per cent. of Three-year Course Students 
indicated a likely change to a non-teaching branch of education (even 
though likely movement vIi thin the field of education was not asked for) ~ 
Oare, hOl-rever, must be taken in generalizing from these results. 
They do not show \.J'hat actUL'l.lly transpired, nor do they sho\<, the likely or 
actual return rate of teachers to education after, for example, overseas 
travel. These are seen as useful areas for further research. 
2. STUDENTS' VIEH OF TfmHSELVl~S AS TEACHERS 
(1) Relationships Hith Children 
The same Year One Teachers were asked to judge their own relation-
ships with children over the first term of teaching,'iO ~d the responses 
are shown in Table 38. Ex Graduate Course students differed significantly 
10 See Appendix H, Questions B 4 and B 5. 
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Do you :.:'e01 thL'.t yon get on ':lell 1,.1i tl: your cla,3::; and with other children 
in the schoo::' '? 
====- -----.--~ ~.-------~~--
rEx Graduate C·.)urs8 
= 
Stl1dent~ 
Ex ThrE eo-year Course 
Stucle"llts 
(n = 34) I (n = .32) .-~.---~~--------- ~---.---Current relat~.onshj 1)8 
\·Ti th children good 
Have exporien0od major 
I 
4.50 
control problems J .03 2.68 
still concerned about 
control problems 2.34 1.71". 
F 
3.22 
0.8'1 
a Nean on the scale>: II strongly yes II - 5 ** p < 0.01 
IIProbably yes ll - 4 
"Uncertain ll - .3 
"Probably no" - 2 
I1Strongly no" - 1 
from other Year One Teachers only in the concern Gtill felt about control 
problems, the latter group beine more emphatic that such concern no longer 
existed. This is in line with the earlier finding that behaviour problems 
were cited by more Graduates as the least enjoyed ~spect of teaching (Table 
35), and that 13 per cent. of Graduates mentioned greater control problems 
then expected, "/hereas this was not mentioned by MY other Yea.r One Teacher •. 
(2) Class Lev91 Preferences 
Class level preferences of Year One rreachers were also sought, and 
these are COilli.Jared in 'rable 39 with their current class, and with the class 
level they had desired at the end of their College course. 11 Of special 
interest here is that, whereas there is a very close correlation on inspect-
ion between the proportions of Three-year Students desiring each level for 
their Year One positions and the levels actually received, there was a 
tendency to place more Graduates in the intermediate school level and lower 
11 See Append!:.'( H, introductory data and Question A 4. 
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TABL.ii: 39 
haV8 you got and, at this stage, which clnss l,wel .. 'otud you choose for 
n.ext year ? 
= 
Year One posH.ion desired 
whilG at Coll~ge: 
Ex Graduat.e Students 
(n = 3/Ja ) 
Ex Three-year Students 
(n ::: 42) 
Total 
Year One position received: 
Ex Graduate Students 
(n = /j-O) 
Ex Three-year Students 
(n ::: 38) 
Total 
Desired position for next 
year: 
Ex Graduate Students 
(n = 39) 
Ex Three~year students 
(n = 52) 
44.1 14.'"1 
40.5 28.6 26.2 4.3 
31.6 25.0 34.2 9.2 
- . 1 5. 0 30.0 27 • 5 27. 5 
29.5 28.2 25.6 16.7 
15.4 17.9 33.3 23.1 
1.9 32.7 26.9 26.9 11.5 
,i 
q 
o 
C) 
(\) 
U) 
r-l 
rd 
+:-
G 
H 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
7.7 2.6 100.0 
100.0 
Total 1.1 25.3 2~.1 29.'716.53.31 .• 1100.0 
a . Number represents the class levels mentioned, 
b 
not, in thin table, the number of teachers 
responding to the ite~ (viz. a composite class 
group is entered under each separate class 
level). 
Percentage in this category. 
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b.IT all ~ho!'i ties that. Grad1)E.tes shouJ.d be placed in Int,01'ioedla te S(; 11uols 
where the:1.r si,JcGLl.list, qualifications ma.y :)f"~ '(lott.lr u,::ed. Or it lIla.7 
simply have been 8xpedient to channel Grlld,lf(~,c'fl into 8reaa of tho ~~ch.ool 
for which '0here H3.re fewer applicants. Iii is dJ.fficult to uuderst&no. why 
so meJIY of the Gr".dua t,es were pla.ced in I C1.re r' u'tundards against their 
wishes. Vlhute'/er. the reason, it could be a ba'i start for a young ~(\acher.· 
'GO find himself t.euching at a level other thun that. for !{hich he hn.s bel~n 
preparing and feeloS comfortable in. Also, there is a possible inherent 
conflict situation here between the teacher aIld -I,h6 school. 
About half of the Graduates placed in th8 lower standards d:i.d not 
intend to remain teaching at this level, and -('hiG, in conjunction ",'ith tho 
10 per cent. of Graduates who intended to teach at a. secondary or adult' 
level, represents the biggest expected change. It is interesting to 
speculate "lhether the concern with control of some of the Gl'adu".tes and 
their relatively less enjoyment of teaching was associated with this 
"misplacement". 
(3) Curriculum Areas of Confidence fu,d Concern 
Year One Teachers' attitudes towards various areas of the curricu-
lum were sought through a set of open-ended questions uhich asked for 
areas of felt confidence and concern, together with the reasons. 12 For 
each item Teachers yere able to nominate one or more subject areas, and 
the responses are sho\m in Table 40. The areas of confidence most men-
tioned were Language, Mathematics, Phys:i,cal Education, Reading, Science 
and Social Studies. On inspection, more Graduates were confiden-;.:, in 
Mathematics, and less in Reading and Physical Education~ than Three-year 
Course Teachers. l1athematics and Reading were the subjects causing great-
est concern across both groups, with l1usic and Social Studies also concern.-
12 See Appendix H, Questions B 1 and B 2. 
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TADLE 40 
\-fIlieh St'.bj8ct, or' 1:3.1'-0;13. of the cUl'ricuIUJll, (d hnve you. felt. mOi3t c.onfident. 
in and (b) b..:'l.S n!lused you most concern so far ? 
===--~- ---=:: 
I=l 
o 
or! 
+:1 
crj 
CJ 
~ 2 rs 
or-! 
~~Qi ~ ~o w CJ OM or! .£l OM til 'c~ 
___ L_~_H_~~_~_., __ ~ __ ~_>._~ 
A.T'ea of Greatest. I 
Confidence: 
Graduate Students 
(n == 33a ) 
Three·-year Students 2 
(n == 41 ) 
Area Also Confident: 
"p 
.<.4 18 3 3 18 
15 7 7 10 37 
9 15 
7 15 
6 '3 1CO 
1100 
Graduate Students 12 8 12 8 10 5 12 17 - 7 3 7 - 100 
(n :; 60) 
Three-year Students 12 18 10 1 14 7 12 19 1 4 1 1 100 
(n == 74) 
Total Areas of 
Confidence: 
Graduate Students 8 14 14 7 8 10 11 16 - 7 2 4 1 100 
(n = 93) 
Three-year Students 9 17 9 4 12 17 10 17 1 3 1 1 100 
(n. = 115) 
Total e 1 5 11 5 1 0 14 11 17 1 4 1 2 1 1 00 
(n = 208) 
Area of Greatest 
Concern: 
Graduate students 
(n = 35) 
Three-year-Students 
(n == 33) 
Area Also of Concern: 
Graduate Students 
(n = 34) 
Three-year Students 
(n == 22) 
Total Areas of 
Concern: 
3 26 6 34 9 17 3 - 3 - - 100 
- 49 18 - 2"1 3 3 - - 3 3 100 
3 9 9 21 6 18 6 18 - - 3 9 - 100 
5· 9 18 9 5 23 18 5 5 5 - 100 
Graduate Students 1 6 17 10 6 26 7 17 1 - 3 4 - 100 
(n = 69) 
Three-year Students 2 4 36 15 2 22 9 4 2 - 2 4 - 100 
(n == 55) 
Total 2 5 26 12 4 24 8 11 2 - 2 4 - 100 
(n =-.: 124) 
a Numbe= of subject areas mentioned by this group. 
b Percentage in this category. 
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ing ~ nmnbrcll.· of t,,'D.Ch8rs. 
SoclaJ. studi(ls c:\)nc8r!i~d lhore, :mel. Readillg concernod more Grl~.dua tes than 
ThT8e-Y88.r COUl'se '.:'eachers taking only the "A1'e.o. of Greatest Concern il • 
St,idellt:3 gL1.V j 8. wide va:dety of :r-ea.;:3ons fer tl'.eil' J~eelings of 
confidence in the various sub,i ects, a.nd tr,8se 1,.1ere grouped under four 
hroad headingtJ - tl.q student I s ow'11 ba.c.kgrou.rld~ the contribution madE1 
by the College com'se t special feat.ures of ~ub~ects themselves; nnd 
the orgl:J.nisat.ion withjn the school which h9.d been fotmd supportive. The 
reasons are !.let. out in Table 41. It is of special interest to note that 
only 1,.2 per cent. of Graduates cited their clegx'e8 snbjects as a source 
of confidence, and tbat there was no differfJllce between groups in the 
proportions mention;; ng their own interest and Imowledge. 1-ilien these 
findings are couplou with the fact that only 6.7 per cent. of Three-year 
Course Teachers believed that they drew strength from College Selected 
Studies, the question follol,.TS whether Teachers' College Lecturers and 
others over-rate the relationship between the student's own field of 
higher education and his area of teaching strength. This as a pot en-
tially useful area of research has been mention~d in Chapter IV, and 
relates to the very low proportion of Graduates looking forward on 
College entry to using their subject strengths in the classroom.14 
A very simil~r proportion of both groups drew strength from special 
features of particular subjects, but only half as many Graduates as 
Three-year Course Teachers mentioned College courses, and twice as many 
Graduates mentioned factors from within their school. 
13 Graduate Students were sho\-ffi to be better at 11athematics than 
Three-year Course Students on entry to College (mean 5.'16 versus a stand-
ardised mean of 5.00 on a stanine scale), which is probably the reason for 
their feelings of greater confidence, and feelings of less concern in 
this subject. 
14' See Table 14. 
\ 
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Give rea130nfJ for :your feelings of eonn,denc'3 'I,n telH:hiag the sC'bject::: 
or. areas of tte ct\,:C'riculU1J1 you have mentic'ned. 
= -=~- -==== ....; -:=. -~ 
Ex GI'adua~e E:;< Three-year 
Course GourfJe 
StudentG ~tudents Total 
(n = 48a ) (il :: 45) 
student's Ot-m Background: 
37.51) Own interest and knowledge ,37.8 37.6 
Degree subjects 1.,.2 2.1 
TotaJ backGrou11G. 41.7 37.8 39.8 
College Courses: 
General 001lege programme 6,3 11.1 8.6 
School postings 4.2 4.4 4.3 
Selected St.u.dies 6.7 3.2 
Total college courses 10.5 22.2 16.1 
Special F~atU:'es of the 
Subject: 
Children naturally 
interested A.2 11.1 7.5 
Good results seen 12.5 11 .1 11.8 
Scope for activities and 
direct er.periences 2.1 2.2 2.2 
Structured nature of 
programme 6.3 2.2 4.3 
Clarity of needs and 
objectives 2.2 '1.1 
Total subject 25.1 28.8 26.9 
Organisation Within the 
School: 
Ample resource materials 8.3 4.4 6.5 
Help from other teachers 6.3 2.2 4.) 
Time spent in planning 
and preparation 8.3 2.2 5.4 
Small class 2.2 1.1 
'l'ota.l school 22.9 11.0 17.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
a Number of reasons expressed. 
b Percentage in this category. 
'jo6 
to iy!dicattJ tho 
1 ~ 
F.l.ret' or :l.n-servlce trainin~ thf'Y HouIG. most; appre,::iate, ) 
and the r8sponsfls l.[ere gronped,as shown in 'l'able .'~2, 1nto tho eight 
C:ollege S:rllcblJ,s Studit"1s areas, and all other arc~<s of aSfdstance rie'Ji:t'cd. 
Once again, Hathematics and Reading are the a?'~a8 the greatest proportion 
of both groups H."I.ntEJd help in, a i'act f>pecie,lJ.y noticeaLle on first 
choices of in-~~rvlce course. Music and So~ia \. Studies are the next it:! 
frequency. The main group difference is that tuicE'. as many Grwluc;.tes 
express a need for help in Social Studies,;fhich again reflects the 
IOhortness and hladequacy of the College ~ourse in this subject. 16 
(4) ,stu,dents' Own Co.11ege Course 
Graduates alld Three-year Course 'l'eacbers Iorere further Cl,sked after 
three months' teaching to judge in retrospect the length their respect~ 
ive College courses should have been. 17 Three per cent. of Graduates 
said under one year; 71 per cent. said one year; 13 per cent. said 1t 
years; and another 13 per cent. said t'Iol0 years. This generally re-
inforces the time they actually spent at College,18 although over a 
quarter of the teachers felt that they needed more than one year. 
Forty-four per cent. of the Three-year group chose two years, another 
44 per cent. chose three years, with most of the rest in between at 
2t years. 
15 See Appendix H, Question B J~ 
16 See T bl ')/ a e~. 
17 See Appendix H, Question B 6. 
18 Note that of this 1973 Graduate Group, approximately 75 per 
cent. spent one year at College, whereas 25 per cent. (the tuliversity 
studentship holders) completed a two-year course. 
Should yon ha.v;~ '~hc c}vmce to att,f'nd an in~Ser7ict'l course ritiht now, 
what aspect (of tAf:l.chillg ~!olLlcl. you mOl)t l:lhc som"! help in ? 
Art 
Language 
Music 
Physical 
Education 
Reading 
Science 
Social 
Studies 
Audio-visual 
Aids 
Classroom 
Organisation 
Control 
Hethods 
Developmental 
Evaluation 
Exceptional 
Children 
Health 
Education 
Heeting Other 
Year One 
Teachers 
Heeting 
Parents 
Planning 
Programmes 
Questioning 
Skills 
Spelling 
Total 
7 
10 
10 
3 
100 
4 
14. 
10 
·17 
4 
4 
4 
4 
100 
3 
10 
7 
17 
3 
7 
3 
J 
10 
100 
.a Percent.age in thi::l category. 
5 
20 
6 
15 
1 
J 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
100 
26 
J 
3 
3 
6 
6 
3 
100 
12 
15 
15 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
8 
100 
5 
9 
100 
2 
18 
8: 
7 
1 
1 
1 
6 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
100 
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4 
19 
7 
11 
1 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
J 
100 
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CourDe Si,ude'1 ts on their ataff s as Year One T8.'lc hers, were asked in Hay, 
197 4 t t ' t h . , h ' 1 Y ) " C) • , (j coml)ar~,; 118:=>8 eac erG ,oUr, o'C'.e:> ear 'DOS •. The criteria 
used were ths f.:am:, as t,ho.3El eiven to Assoclate TeaC':hers in the previous 
,year,20 c:.ncl the S~'ffie five-point :::Jcale was t'.s8d. The responses show that 
most Principals t8nde:i to see Graduates as about the stilne or better thad 
ot.her Year One 'I'eaCJ1SrS in all criteria (see Table 43). This outcome j.n 
important. -::t :,:'eflects attitudes by Principals of acceptanc~ of Grarl.-
uates, and e,ren though some Principals mentioned their reservations about 
this form of teacher education when requested to comment,21 it probably 
also shows a measure of acceptance of the cotITse itself. I The wide-
ranging comments of Pri,ncipals included mention of the high calibre, 
maturity and per0eption of their Graduate, but some perceived a lack of 
confidence, planning difficulties and a lack of background in some subject 
areas. Only two specifically said the course should have been longer. 
Further research is needed here to tap attitudes of other teacher 
groups, and to actually assess the teaching effectiv8i'css ofGradua~e 
Course Students alon.gside others in their Year One teaching position and 
beyond. 
4. COLLEGE PRINCIPAL'S AND TUTORS' VIEVl OF THE COURSE 
(1) The College Principal 
In February, 1975, after the 1973 Graduate Students had completed 
their first year of teaching, the Principal of Christchurch 'reachers' 
College was asked to make a judgement on the Graduate Course for primary 
19 See Appendix I. 
20 \ See Table 21. '. 
21 See Appendix I. 
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TABLE 43 
Compared wit.h nlc:3t Three-year (;01' .. l'se Y8,o,r One 'j'ep.chers of your experien~e, 
h)w does yoUt' ex C:.:adu .. 9.te Course Year One T8ach~r(~) rate on the followill;: 
criterIa? 
t--------------.---
Entht,siasm for tea.chi..1"lg 
Initia.tive 
Personal qua.:UJ 3S 
General helpfulness and 
,...b 
I 
9 
6 
co-operation 7 
Response to ad"dce 7 
Ability to talk and mix 
with chi.ldren. 7 
Warnth and encourage-
ment towards children 9 
Understanding child-
ren's needs 7 
Classroom control 6 
Quality of planning and 
preparat.ion 9 
Originality in planning 3 
Setting of realistic 
and specific objectives 3 
Flexibility in evaluat-
ing and modifying the 
plan 6 
Use of blackboard and 
other aids 4 
9 
12 
10 
9 
13 
5 
4 
12 
7 
5 
13 
10 
8 
5 
13 
7 
1/;. 
13 
8 
15 
14 
7 
11 
9 
11 
14 
2 
17 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
8 
4 
3 
J 
6 
a "Much better" is regarded as 5 on a five-point scale. 
b Number of responses in this category. 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
J 
4 
3.68 
3.55 
.3.52 
3.18 
3.33 
3.33 
J .21 
3.27 
3.22 
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to&chers. 
iloutc.:oT'le"} on tho A.,s&nmption that what waH I::l1irl woulJ '.lave beE:n -'.nfluenced 
hy(;he rG;'Jults of the 1973 course and its Dtudents. 
The PrjnclpA.l 3pok<:l of the earlier ac1rrini3trative pl'oblemswith the 
Grddua.te Cow'se, and of ree-ent improvemenijs resulting from better select,-
ion p:roceduruD ann greater lmderstanding of Ciraduates' needs. 22 He-
identified GraQ'lE~t0 strengijhs in their "acactemic potential II , their 8.biJJ.t.y 
to '·lOrk indepenclently to great effect, their social consciousness Md 
t.heir desirE; lito q'.18stion statements of doubtf'.Ll vididity". Howev8J:', 
Graduates were seen to have difficultie::; in establishing relationshiDs, 
and to reveal an "inflexibility in thinkillg", a superiority in attitude, 
and a reluctance to depart from formal classroom procedures. Finally, 
he expressed his doubt that one year of professional preparation "TaS long 
enough for students to make necessary adjustments and prepare themselves 
adequately for teaching, and a hope that oither a concurrent or- partially 
concurrent B.Ed. system llould develop in the future. 
(2) The Course Tutors 
Early in this study it was decided to avoid judgements by the two 
Course Tutors, as the writer's position as one of them was seen to be too 
close, and evaluation, therefore, likely to be too subjective. However, 
8.S the exercise was designed to obtain judgements from as many involved 
in the course (directly or indirectly) as possible,23 it was felt later 
that a gap ,.lQuld be left if those most clo£'e1y involved with the .Graduate' 
Course were not dra"m upon. Accordingly, the Graduate CourDe Report to 
the Principal, of December, 1974, is included as an a.ppendix to this 
study,24 on the basis tt~t it was written by the Course Tutors very much 
with the over-all assessment of the Graduate Course in mind. Although 
22 The full statement from the Principal is includ'3d as Appendix K. 
23 SeG Chapter III, Section 1. 
24 See" Appendix L. 
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it te s. report. on die '!974 COUl'se;, it mar al:.:;o bf r8gard8d herB A.S a 197.'3 
with the knowleJ.g'o o~ the progr0Sf!. of Gt'adlllitas ns YI;la!' :)ne Teachers in 
'1974, for.'T\ an imy'oI'tant backdrop to it. horenver, the report looked 
ahead, for tho first. time, t01~·d.l'ds desirabJ.e cml:c,sc changes as S8en by thE:! 
two Tutors • 
• \ Humbel' of significant aspects of t.he C(r..tl'se seem to emerge from 
the 'l'utors' report. First; they sound II note o.f: optimism regarding the 
Graduate Cours1) ano cxpres:3 satisfaction !.rith t.he quality of its ~t.udent9. 
They mentton tae 8.dditional selection proCedtfref?5 as h~ving been helpful, 
and of r3pe~ial interest is their suggestion that (a) College teaching 
staff wp.re be80ming increasingly committed to the course, and (b) that 
their own role .. -lith the group .. ,as a vital one, both making for bett~r 
26 group "tone ll • 
However, some concerTI was expressed over stUdents' school postings. 
There were too few good Associate Teachers available, and Graduates could 
not afford to have even one posting where strong support and encourage-
t 1 k ' 27 men was ac ~ng. The Tutors uere also concerned that Graduates had to 
apply for their Year One class levels after only two s0hool po stings. It 
is possible that some Graduates altered their minds after their final 
posting, which i-lOuld account for some of the IImisplacem8nts" reported 
I , 28 ear ~er. 
Third, and closely related, was the felt need that, throughout the 
programme, theory be viewed through practice, and that schools be bX'ought 
in much more as a partner in teacher educatior.. The "pressing need for 
25 See Chapter IV, Section 2 (3). 
26 Graduates too felt "group atmosphore ll had been important at 
College (see Table 29). 
27 Students too had been concerned about this (soe Chap~er V, 
Section 1 (1). 
28 See Table 39. 
~oLi.G:inuin3' inv f)'i.v8ment" of the~.)11ege (-lith Joung teo.chui.~& WFl.f) ,:I fou.rt.h 
aspect, tOg,)th.8.':' \d tb tr10 likely value of 8a:r.-lLe·~· contact \f~.th new 
st.udent::, bo;'ore t;18 Gollego Y8E11' begins. Finally, a need is expres3eo. 
for the 3.ppolntmcr.t. of a co-ordinator for all IJJlOrtnned.:!ourses for 
primary teachers and for the programme of college students on university 
studentshipu. 
5. SU~IHAnY 
Ther~ h.::..cl been an apparent tendency t·o place Graduates in class 
levels o;jher than those they desired for 1974, but this ".'as not so In th 
Three-yeH~~ C011rse S~udents. Graduates had enjoyed their n.rst three 
months I teachJ.ng significantly less than other Year Onos, but there ~rfls 
no significant difference between groups on whether or not teaching had 
been as expected. Graduates were significantly more likely to leave 
education in the near future. Possibly the "misplacementll had created 
some problems of adjustment for the Graduate Students. 
The length of College course the Graduates had undertaken was 
generally supported, although a quarter of Graduates felt they needed 
more than one year of preparation. Hore Graduates than other Year One 
Teachers were confident in teaching Mathematics (though many felt they 
needed further help), but less were confident in Heading, Physical 
Education, Social Studies and Music. More Graduates than other Year 
Ones were still concerned over behav~our problems in children after a 
term's teaching. 
The College Principal saw Graduates to be strong in the academic 
and social-consciousness fields, but believed many of them to be some-
what inflexible, superior, formal in teaching and to have some difficulty 
in establishing relationships. He had doubts that a one-year College 
course was long enough, and had some reservations about a one-year end-on 
course, expressing the hope that some form of professional tr~ining con-
current with academic studies will be devol oped in the future. The 
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GOlll'l:le Tv r01'3 eX;:>l'nsse,l Hdtisiactivn over t.It\; ~utJlity oi" Grildllate 8tu·len·c,1:, 
and felt liptimiei:,jc.: t.owards this Rlternative fClm of toacn.3r educati.on. 
}j()wevcr, they exp.28ssed concern over t.he la.ck ot.' goorl Al:.~sncir:i.te 'l'eflcher~~ 
avai18.ble:, aIld t!:.€, fac t. that Graduates chose ~ea!' One class levela af ~er 
too litth' 8Iperionce. 'riley stressed the imp:..1r·!:-anca of the practical 
nature of the ccurse, the !."ole of the schoel .in tho training progremme 
and the need for on ec.trller association ane. coct.inuing contact with 
Students after the year at College. 
Despite some of the qualms that both the CoJ.leg3 i'11t.ors and the 
Golleg3 Prip.~ipal nad about the course:, moat of the school Principals 
with "'hom the Graduates were placed as Year' One 'i.gachers s rated the 
Graduates as good as, or a little betteJ.~ than, TJOst products of the 
normal three-year training course. 
1 • CONCLUSIONS 
cnA.pTF~ VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECmL"ID'WA'I1IONS 
This study prasents evidence t}~at the 1973 Gra.duate Group at t.he 
Primary Division)f Ghristchur~h Teachers' Col10ge had n' number of special 
strengths. :::;'ir.:it, Gralluat.es were rated sign.ificantly higher by the 
8eleJ!ticn Com,lli ttee than were other incoming s tuclents, and the extra and 
special selection prOCed1.U'8s for Graduates tend.ed to support their 11igh. 
initial ratings. The academic background of Graduates is shown to have 
been particularly strong, and the College Principal also commented on this, 
together with their ability to question educational issues perceptively and 
their social consciousness. Teachers' College Lecturers believed them to 
be better in attitude and attainment than either First- or Second-year 
Students, and better then Graduates of previous years. Their high general 
quality was spoken of by their Course Tutors. Teachers with whom they 
were first posted preferred them to, and saw them to be better than, First-
year Students, and these Teachers also mentioned their greater maturity and 
perception. Finally, their Year One School Principals rated Graduates as 
about the same or better than other Year One Teachers after three months' 
teaching. The question is therefore asked, why were only 29 of an allowed 
quota of 40 (excluding returning university studentship holders) accepted 
for the 1973 course, and \-Thy were so many obviously suitable candidates 
turned away when the number making application exceeded 70 ? 
The anSH'er to this question probably lies in the a.ttitudes of sus-
picion regarding Graduates' motives, and the ambivalent position of College 
authorities and the Selection Committee regarding the need for highly 
qualified Teachers on one hand, and reservations about this form of teacher 
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ton, abont the eOlllJ,litmont of Graduates to pl'ifol&.':Y teaching, 8.:"'ld tbis 
study does ohv,,( thc,t the 197J Gradu'lt'3s wer6 s:J..:;nificantly ,nore uncOI't1:i.ii: 
8.bout their futv.I'c in taaching than were TIn'ee-yea.r Course Students. 
But only' a marginally greater nambey' of Gr'lduat,~s cited. as a reo.8011 for 
entor:tng teachill~ that it offered a stepping stons into another career 
(see Table 9), anq more Graduates thm Three-Ayc-;lr Student~ ' . .Jere looking 
tOi.Jards specialist positions in educat.ion (~ablfj -i8). 
Uncertainty also exists over tto value of a university education 
for primary teachers. Non-graduato primary student and teo.cher groups 
SGemed l83s eonvinced than Graduates, Principals and Teachers' College 
Lecturers of the place of university education in primary teaching, yet 
non-graduate St.udents believed that a degree played a more significant 
part in the promotion of primary teachers than did Graduate Students. 
Also, groups differed significantly in their support for end-on teacher 
education after a degree - Graduate Students and School Principals 
supported it more strongly than did First- and Th~rd-year Students, with 
Teachers an'd Lecturers in between. 
Regarding the One Year Course itself, further evidence presented 
here suggests that certain changes seem to be desirable, and that certain 
areas for further research are potentially fruitful. These are now 
identified. 
2. RECONHENDATIONS 
(1) The length of the Teachers' CoJJ..eg,e course for universitl 
gradu~~es should be varied for individual students. 
l-10st Graduates, after three months' teaching, believed that one 
year at Teachers' Collego was long enough, but others felt a need for a 
longer period. The maj ori ty of School Principals, 'reachers, Lecturers 
and Three-year Course Students believed that two years was the min.imum 
time needed for adequate pre-·service preparation, and the College PrincipaJ, 
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expr8S~38ri douots that Orle year .1"'.S Ion/!. onou,r;h. 
concern ove!.' be.bFl,v::.OU:C rroblems, t·.!€; relEltiv\.J.ly less ~mjo,yJll'mt of tca.ch~ 
ing and the Rl'eaS elf c1.uTicul'Lun conce:r'n of sC'J\€ I.lraduates, ma~r }1E:.ve ar.i.ser. 
because of~hf; laclf of previous claC{sl'oom expel'.i,enc8 and leo.ck of know-
l'~dge in SO:Jle ar'ec:.s. students vary, and it is suggested that the College 
course leng i:.h be lilOre flexible to a110\., 1'0\' tJ.1e, lG variatJC)n:~. Fo'l' SOUl8 a. 
year n1ay be Ifmg enough, for others -911 additional term) two terms IJr a 
year may be henefici81. 
(2) 1'h8 tl:t2.::,ieoT _Q§!'_iod before Gra9JlL~L90urse Student~cei ve 
~hek DipJ.omf~~ ilLTeaehing, should b.~ vi9wecl as it sin{{,~ unit, \.[h8n the 
course is d8signGd. 
The Gx'aduate Course Tutors expressed a desire thl3.t the College have 
continuing contact, with students after their one-ye1 .. r college course, and 
they wished to extend their tutoring role into the students' first year of 
teaching. Graduates reported significantly more help in schools from 
lecturers (Le. the Course Tutors) than did other students, and less 
enjoyment of teaching and more concern over behaviour problems and some 
areas of the curriculum than other Year One Teachers. They were also 
significantly more likel~r to leave teaching. For'these reasons, and 
taken with the need to vary the College course length, it would be desir-
able to view the two-year period as a unit, instead of two quite separate 
and rather inflexible years as at present. For students to have a 
continuing association with staff over a longer period may avoid some of 
the Year One :9roblems identified here, and it \.fQuld allow for variations 
of the college-school postings pattern (for example, a student may spend 
two terms in college, followed by one term in a school, a further term in 
college and the final two terms in a school). 
(3) More time should be allotted to school_practice and care 
should be taken in the selection of Associate Teachers. 
The total time spent in schools in 1973 should have been longe~ 
acconding to all stud8nt, lecturer, teacher and r;chool principal groups 
asked. Horeover, all other groups felt the duration should have been 
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s:i.l3nif:Lcant ly l-:ngRX' than the ti~d suggG stedby 'l'etl chers I College 
Lee Lm':jrs. 
allay the Conrse Tl.ltors I concorn over GradUDtds Ilaving to a~')ply for Yea:!.' 
One teachl.n/:-· posi tiona with too litt18 expel'j el1ce to draw upon .. 
Rega:rd~ng Lhe quaIl ty of schoel po~;tiI1g s, only one trd -cd of G;:ad-
uates hed f8l-(-' a(;c8pted !is professional cr~118a~,les in ill. schools, and 
only a half repo"tcd help and encour6.geLlent fr·~~m all Associate Tear-hers. 
The sel~cti,)n of Associatf-:s is a crucial area llecause a .1uIllber of primur-y 
teachers in this study had reservations abr.n.lt. th'3 place of a univ~rsity' 
education in teachar training, and they alsoc,ended to believe that a 
degree gave unwarranted advantages in prolll0t~on. It would be unfortun-
ate if a Graduate St.udent were placGd with a tee.cher who had latent 
feelings of hostility towards a university education. 
(L~) '1'h8 tutor-stud8nt-school link should be maintained. 
Ambivalent attitudes towards those with degrees from some teachers 
are still to be expected. It is of importance, therefore, that those 
teachers' college lecturers who have a special commitment to the Grad-
uates (viz. the Course Tutors) should develop and·maintain a close working 
association vith Associate Teachers. Moreover, the shortness of the 
school practice periods makes it essential to have a continuous link 
between the College and schools, which can only be maintained by the 
Tutors themselves visiting the students in schools and discussing their 
work uith ASfJociates and Principals. A more positive approach to the 
group and to the course may be expected to develop. In part, the favour-
able view of Graduat.es shown by th') Normal School Teachers (see Tables 20 
and 21) may have been due to the greater contact they had with college 
staff. 
(5) The Year One classes g:!-ven to Graduates should closel.'Lmatch 
the class lev9l2 they desire. 
An inherent conflict between a ;>roung tea~her and his school may 
exist if he finds himself in a class other than that for which he has pr0-
pared. Also, any problems relating to children, or in the handling of 
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tIle CU:rr:iclLl.l)m, oxe likely to be heightened. 
(6) t!'£!'\;, ....:s.\.lz1 .. L.§b_oulcl be allott81_~~Ft,ain.J3;Y.:lla'hus St\l~~i8'::~ 
.£9 .. :!J.r s e s l'.):1.'ll! __ ~(='l''::_ • 
L<\ngl).:lga i H~lthematics and Social St,udip.8 courses ;::;hould be longel' 
thi..U1 they Here 1n 1973, and these th.ree, \rith Reading, should bo given 
more t5.me tlJM th", other .syllabus sturUes '~ourC\3~. !'I.1so, for- some 
reason, i.·hree of Lhe courses had not fLllfillFJd ·:;,r.e needs of Graduate Year 
One Te<:c11e1's as a preparation for teaching, whel'sas other Yea.r One Teach-
ers reported. '~,h8 same courG,}S as having been of cons.iderable value (see 
Table 26). Gen3ra.:~ly J the c0l18ge lecture13 .~ere the same for both 
groups, S(I the difforence is probably best explained in terms of diffel'-
eness i~ the courses. It j.s possible that the time allotted \:as too 
short, or tim;; SOIDe other aspect of these COUl'ses was inappropriat~. 
(7) Tho Teac1!ers' College and the primary teaching .E,orvice need 
to clarif..r. the vlace of a university educ§.tion in teacher training. 
All in all, this study presents evidence H'hich suggest some ambiva-
lence about the place of university education for primary teachers: (a) a 
Si~lificant proportion of Teachers' College Lecturers expressed a prefer-
ence for teaching Three-year Course Students over Grad~ates; (b) oyer 13 
per cent. of 41+ Teachers' College Lecturers responding to the questionnaire 
said they were uncertain that a university education nw.kes a better 
teacher, an~ another 9 per 'cent. in fact said it probably did not; (c) 
only 29 out of a possible 40 Graduates were accepted into the course: 
(d) the College Principal expressed uncertainty about the place of' Grad-
uates in primary teacher training; (e) Primai"'Y Teachel's were uncertain 
about the value of a university education to them, and most felt that 
!laving a degree should not be a factor in promotion; and (f) the two 
Tutors have been seconded to the Graduate, Course only on a year-by-year 
basis, implying a tentativeness in the College's approach to Graduate 
training. Noreover, when a Graduate with a Bachelor's degree leaves 
college, he receives over $1,600 less at the top of the basic scale as a 
primary school tea~her than his counterpart in a ,secondary school. 
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It Hould seem, th;:H'efore, t.hat E\ c·:'adtic>?tiol1 of the vfllup. of u 
univer':li ty degreE; il1 primary teaching is (f/oru'..18. Either it is dasir-
abJ.e to havfl Grach'.8.te primary toaehers, or it is not. If it is~ tp.e 
College may nceu. to approach the planning of its shortened course f<.;r 
university graduates with more commit.ment) and to recognise that t.ha:re 
is a pool of' grcd"J.at3s I:l.vailable who D.re pot.entially very a.ble teach ere 
and .. ,ho can be placed in classrooms in a Y63.r I a time. The alternatives 
are to relY:l for their influence on the qLU'.li ty of pr:Lmary teachil~g, or, 
the small propurtion of Three-year C!ourse ;3tude;'lts, who eventually 
graduate throt~h concu.rrent, part-time Cl,nd extra-mural study, or to 
develop a Bae.helor of Education course for most 3 tudents. 
3. FURTHER RESEARCH 
Finally, cert.ain aspects of the One-year Graduate Course at 
Christchurch Teachers' College have been identified in this study as 
being worthy of further research. These include (a) a further examina-
tion of the att.itudes of various teaching groups towards Graduates and 
the One-year Course; (b) the assessment of actual teaching success of 
Graduates compared with Three-year Course Teachers in their first year 
of teaching and beyond; (c) continuing evaluation of the criteria used 
in Graduate selection and. the procedures adopted; (d) st.udies which 
assess the relationship, if any, bet\oTeen degree subjects passed and the 
subsequent teaching strengths and interests of Graduates; and (e) con-
tinuing studies which follol,./-up the numbers of Graduates and others 
leaving teaching, '-rhen they leave, their reasons for leaving and. the 
likely and actual numbers subsequently returning to teaching. 
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APPENDIX A 
FIRST ASSOCIATE TEACHER QUESTIONNA1RE, !1ftRCH 1973 
strictlY confidential 
Tick the appropriate t~x in all cases. 
Your school • • . • • • • • . . . Heat.on 
Elmwot)d 
1. How·many years of teaching have you. ccmpleted ? 
2. 
One year 
Two years 
Three years 
Four years 
Five years 
Between six and 10 years 
Between 10 and 15 years 
Over 15 years 
How long have you had students posted to your "class 
school or elsewhere) ? 
This is your first year 
This is your second year 
This is your third year 
This is your fourth year 
This 1s your fifth year 
This is your 6th - 10th year 
Ten years or more 
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(at this 
3. Prior to this year, have you ever had a student from the Graduate 
Group (Primary Division) posted to your class at this school or 
elsewhere ? 
4. 
Yes 
No B 
Have you ever had a First-year Student from the three-year course 
posted to your class at this school or elsewhere ? 
Yes 
No B 
6. 
1'2/~ 
Allot her things being c.-mal, ,.ho Hov.l<l yon pr6.f81' ~o be pl"'sted 
;;0 sn,. class - a stoieni from the Grartu"t. (,roup? ~~I 
a First-year Student? 
or:, yuu have no prefe.!·cnce at. all. 
(9.) HO'"r do lOU tl:1inlc the Graduate StDdf"!'.t( s) nOH \.Jith you cO~PIJ.rAs 
llith motit. ~t""Xe8.r Students on theje first pORting? 
~i 
'd 0 
0 .,-1 
H 0 H 
Q) (]) QJ) Q) 
+> @ ~ +> Ul M (]) Ul cd 
Q) ..a >. +- <D Q1 
Enthusiasm for teaching 
Initiative 
PertJonal qualities (voice, bearing, 
manner) 
General helpfulness and co-operation 
Response to advice you give 
Ability to talk and mix with children 
Warmth towards and encouragement of 
children 
Understanding of individual needs of 
children 
Classroom control 
General quality of planning and 
preparation 
Originality in planning 
Setting of realistic and specific 
objectives 
Flexibility in evaluating and modify-
ing the plan 
Use of the blackboard and other ,!.i.ds . 
+> <D 
rJ) rl 
..a +l 
+l 
..... ~ ,,-I 
() :-I 
o-i ~ ~ 
[I 
-
,.q +l ~ +> 
'8 Q) 
~ o· 'r:1 ·rI 
~ +l () 0 Q) Z I=l 
I I 
,-
(b) Write down any other differences you see between your 
Graduate Student(s) and most First-year Students on their 
first posting. 
Your name: 
I 
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M'PE~IDIX 13 
FIRST STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE, AP!{IL 1973 
ALL THIS INFOlutti.TJ.QiL FILL BE 
KEPT STH.ICTLY CONF1DElI.1'IAL 
College 
Year 
Instructions: 1. Answer all questions. 
one, -write "NIL". 
'l'ick 
Sex 138-3 
Whero your answer is a nil 
2 J I-fllen asked to "rank", do so by writing "1", "2", 
etc. alongside. 
A1. Prior to enterjng Teachers' College, what types of employment have 
you had ? 
(i) Part-time work while at 
school. 
(ii) Vacation work while at 
school. 
(iii) Part-tlma work while at 
University. 
(iv) Vocation work while at 
University. 
(v) Other part-time work. 
(vi) Other full-time work. 
Position Duration 
, 
\ 
A2. SincG le(.wing sellon].., Hh8.t ('ourses of ;:;bJcl;.r h~'le Y0U cor'lpleted 
(othe.r t.han a~j 'l'eache~'sl Colle5e) '? 
(1) Full-t~.me University stud,v·. 
(ii) Pnrt-t,iroe TJnillE:l'dty sbtdy (idcll;de units 
completed .1hile at Teac;lers I Colleg.;l). 
(iii) li'ull-t.illlt1 study at ::;owe other instHut,ion. 
(Institution: ) 
(i v ) Part-time ~tudy I:l t ;:;O\.oe other ::'nstit/lltlon. 
(Institution: ) 
Durv.tiol.' .. 
A3. As far as you C&.n remember I when did you de:!ide on 11 teaching 
career 'J 
During your pI'imary school years. 
Dur:tng your third or fourth fonl! years. 
During your fifth fol'L'l year. 
During Y0ur sixth form year. 
During your seventh form year. 
During a subsequent year. 
(Stipulate tho year; -
Tick one 
) 
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A4. (a) What were your main reasons for choosing a teaching career ? 
(Place an "X" beslde any statement not seriously considered. 
Rank the others in order of importance.) 
You enjoyed working with children •. 
Teachers' salaries appeared good. 
The long vacations were an attraction. 
Teachers appeared to have a reasonably high 
standing in the eyes of the public. 
With your type of academic qualifications, there 
appeared to be few other alternatives. 
You were attracted by the job variety offered 
within a teaching position. 
You were talked into teaching by a friend or 
relative. 
Your close friend WdS going teaching. 
Teaching offered a possible stepping stone for the 
type of position you would really like. 
(b) Hrite down any other reasons. 
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A5. HOI," SUTG :i)"8 you abou,·, yom' ~hoice of tCllching as a career ? 
I shall dEfinitely not chango to un') Gh',:r.' occupation. 
I [lm not J.:tkely to change. 
I Ifl,1Y ;'()ssi bly chanee. 
I shall PJ~o bc>.bly f,}hange" 
A6. (a) At the -i-,ilne of applying to enter 1..eachlng, who ge.ve you most 
encollre.~ement ? 
A friend 
A teacher 
Your moiher 
Your father 
A brother or sister 
Another relat:i.ve 
(Stipulate: 
Yourself 
(Other: 
(b) In what ways did they encourage you? 
) 
) 
A7. (a) At the time of applying to enter teaching who tried to 
dissu.ade you ? 
A. friend 
A teacher 
You):' mother 
Your father 
A brother or sister 
Another relative 
(Stipulate: 
(Other: 
No-one 
(b) What "'ere ·t,heir reasons? 
) 
) 
Tick ~ 
9T ID:)rCL. 
I 
Tick one 
or more 
AS. ~lri t,~ dOVlll all the aFerm;ti1le CarRel'S ;ilJi seI'ionsly cOfl'Ji.cl.ered 
ut tho tlmo of appl~ing fOI' College. 
(i) 
(11) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
1':)8 
A9. (a) Fro~ where did you get i..""lfo~.·mation about -:-,eacher training ? 
University 
Education Bo?rd 
Rec.ru.i tm~'nt OEfJ.oer 
Ne'.fspa}JertJ ' 
Radio 
Television 
Teachers' College 
Friends 
(Other: ) 
Tick one 
or more 
(b) To what extent did information thus obtained give you a true 
picture ? 
Completely correct 
Mostly correct 
About half correct 
Not very correct 
Not correct - misleading 
Did not contain any correct 
facts at all 
Tick one 
(0) \~hir-h aspects, if any, were misleading or insufficient? 
A10. Name any close relative(s) or family friend(s) who has been a 
teacher. 
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A11. (a) \·n1at SOl .. t Col' cOliL'lHmt;; he,d you henr:'! about, the PriIJ(H'Y D:l.vis~.oJ1 
of TeachF.H'S' college befor'.; applying f~)r entry ? 
Comfficntr3 
-----
(1 ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(b) 'fo -what p.xtent, so far, have you found these commant.s to be 
true? (One tick for' each line) , 
Comment (i) 
Comment (1i) 
Comment (iii) 
Comment (iv) 
Always Often 
True True 
-, Som:o:times Seldom Never 
. True True True 
-
A12. (a) \(hat specific strengths and shortcomings have you found in the 
College courses so far this year? For any course undertaken 
by you, tick the most appropriate remark. 
Education 
Course 
Mathematics 
Social 
Studies 
Language 
Physical 
Education 
Maori Studies 
School 
Posting 
All as- Most 
pects of aspects 
great val useful 
ue to you 
-. 
About, Few A com-
half was aspects plete 
of use were waste of 
useful time 
(b) Write down any other comments about your College course so far 
this year. 
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A 13. So f'11:' tl1:l.G real', ba" e the Gol18ge C.'Jut;l!~ fJ .i.n y:erwral i:n.'ovidecl ~r,)u 
.Ii th onough " 
much ,-- About the I Hcy!:. enough 1 
, riz'.it anlotmt ! t------t,--.~-·-~--r--~I 
Too 
Lectu.:ri'lg? --+~ j:---.~--
I-----------l----------.-L---r~----------~. Ind i vidu.<:-.l hel.p in I Group Ct2scu8sion'? 
subject mat.tei:? __ .__! ________ ~----_-_ _I 
Personal as~lstance --~ 
from your College Tutor _____ ~______________ ~~ _____________ , 
, 
Written assignments? 
Contact "d. t.h childr8n '! 
I----------~r--------------+_-----------~ 
'Ylork? 
(One tick in each line) 
A1L~. If you .rare given the following choicen on Col].ege entry, which type 
of College grcup would you prefer to work as a member of ? 
A group put together quite arbitrarily (e.g. alpha-
botically by surnamos). 
A group which, as far as possible, contains people of 
similar academic and cultural interests to yours. 
A group, all of which are interested in teaching at 
the same general level of the school as you are. 
A group which ~s purposely planned to include people 
with different academic and cultural interests. 
A group which is purposely planned to include people 
interested in teaching at differing levels of the 
school. 
Tick one 
A15. (a) What College clubs or student activities have you become 
actively involved in this year ? 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(b) How many N.Z.E~I. Branch meetings have you attended this year ? 
None 
One 
Two 
Mora than two 
Tick 
(0) How often do you intend going to N.Z.E.!. Branch meetings in 
your first year of teaching ? 
Never 
Sometimes 
Regularly 
131. Ind1.0b.te tne arpr(lx.L."1at(~ ".;ocial ".evol" of 89.ch c)~'cup::t.tiol1 by 
writirJg ~ llP:nbcr from -1 to I) oPlJu:::1t.e itJo 
Wr1 te 1 ~f 1011 think it bulones to tho lO' .. Jest levol (in e. haR 
t.be Ie.mot prestige or :.3Oc1:-..1 irn!)o:c.·1,~U!C6), 
2 if tt falls betl,cen (,he lOl,{3~lt find middle levels, 
3 if j.t f.'ills A.t the middle of ths ::,od"al bierarchy, 
4 if it falls between the middle and highest levels, or 
:) if you thiilk it has a very high p,'estig€l or so01al 
iJr..portil.nce. 
QuulifJ.ed carpenter (own business) 
Manager of city department store 
Prirnary 8(:hoo1 teacher 
Salesman in a clothing shop 
!tjll~.Jrsid8 T../orker 
ACCo·I.Hl.tan1i (own business) 
D8ntist 
1/1emrY:lr of ?arliamer~t 
Secondary school teacher 
Airliu0 pilot (NAC captain) 
PersoLaJ secretary to company manager 
Hillister of Religion (protestant.) 
Wemen'::; hairdresser (female) 
Newspaper reporter 
_._-
-----
B2. (a) In general, do you believe teaching is a profession ? 
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Tick one 
Yes 
No 
Not sure 
(b) Write down any characteristic(s) of teaching which you feel 
makes it a profeDsion. 
(c) Write down any charo.cteristic(s) which you feel tends to deny 
teaching professional status. 
B3. Are teachers -
too well paid? 
well paid? 
reasonably well paid? 
poorly paid? 
Tick one 
B'+, (a) vThi~h or.o cf tht~ following aspoct...) of ~';0o,Jhin?; wiU. t'~lve YOll 
pe1'scmo.lly "\..ho g.ceatost i:3atbfaction " 
Tcuchil.\g the subj ect U18 tter of sptlcia1 
i ... terest to yeu. 
!\tD.ch1,r.g an understanding of 'Lhe needs and level 
of (!OIlcept development of the r .. hi..ldren in your 
class. 
-1 
-1 
vIol' king with enthusiastic child.ren. 
Sedng children develop in kncH1E'dge D.nd skills 
Q~der your guidance. 
(b) VITi te down any other aspect of teach:lng Yhich you think will 
give you great satisfaction. 
B5. Assumine you had the qualifications to teach at any of the following 
levols, \-Thich would you choose ? 
Pre-school 
Junior School 
Middle School 
Intermediate School 
Lower Secondary 
Upper Secondary 
Adults 
Rank 
B6. (a) Why did you decide upon primary rather than secondary teacher 
training ? Tick one 
Because you were more interested in children 
of primary school age. 
Because you felt more confident working with 
primary school children. 
Because you did not wish to do the necessary 
university study. 
Because you felt you ,.,ere not capable of 
doing the necessary university studyo 
Because your particular academic qualifications 
were more sui ted to primary t,eaching. 
Because you preferred the Primary Division to 
the Secondary Division of Christchurch Teachers' 
College. 
Because primary teaching offered better 
prospects for promotion. 
(b) Hrite dOlID apy other reasons. 
or more 
--
B7. AOSlmd'r'l8 :rOll tI.r8 to te:.:v::h i.n an j,n/:,(jrmbd tat.8 schoo:. [HId iJ18 
P~."incipo41 gA,\7d you a choico of claus, whic}l \</ould you ehoOGe i! 
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A t.op atreaID -l 
An averagb stream 
A 101,01 stream 
A mixed ability d.ass 
.~ 
B8. Assuming your employing Education BO'::;.I'd gavE: you the fullowing 
choices rlft:~!.', say , five ;ve~Jrs of teuching, \-il1leh \-fould you take ? 
A g('ns:cal teac,hiug position 
A remedial teaching position (in a subject of 
spechll interost to you) 
Teaching a class for intellectually handicapped 
children 
Teaching a clnss for physically handicapped/children 
(e.g. deaf, cerebral palsied, blind) 
Teaching a class for emotionally disturbed children 
Teaching a class for gifted children 
Tick one 
B9. (a) Assuming you are still in the education service, what position 
do you hope to hold after say -
Position Description 
Five years of 
teaching 
Ten years of 
_teachinO' 
(b) If you are still teaching nfter ten years of service, where 
w.ould you like to be ? 
In a country school 
In a small to\m school 
In a city school 
B10. In your first year of teaching you are likely to be confronted by 
the following kinds of situation. Indicate your feelings if you 
were faced with them now. (Tick) 
Very worried A little Confident that 
about fncing diffident you could 
the situa- but not un- handle the 
tion duly con- situation in 
cerned most cases 
It is a rainy day and your 
class is very restless by 
mid morning 
----
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31',,) .. (Con+,'cl) 
rvery W'orTip.dTj~·;:-tt.l~,]'-;ni'idEntti;~~t~ 
- about fadt<~ jdlffident ,~rou could 
tbe s:l -/:'U3.- I but not un·· h811d18 t,i19 
tl011 duly con- situation in 
. ___ -___ -____ ._. ____________ -t _____ ~_~+cernI3d , __ rQ.ost cuneL..._J 
A pare!lt ask~ yoP. to , 
justify a course of 
actio!) ,.r.i-j,h Wilich he' l 
c>troni.r.J~{ diB>:I£rees +- -l 
You art? askeJ aJ~ short '---'--t---------J .£1-8 S S vuJ.,s ide _..£QL.§J22!_t~ _________ _ 
A child in your class per-
sistently (I.efies you in 
notice to i~ake a Form 1 i 
front. o1'..12-s dllssma.te s -I--'------t-~---__ -I 
A cllild faInts ill. your 
.£ lAo:3 sr oom 
---'i-'-------------.--
yr)u suspect a child in 
YO'.lr clans of st.eallng 
from a cl~~5.~.t~e~·b~'~1~un~c~h~ __ ,~ ___ ----------~--.-----J--~--------:------~ 
Your Principal asks you 
to abidt3 by a polnt of 
school policy with which 
you cannot ag~,~e~e~ ________ _4------------~----------_4--__ ----------_; 
You are asked. to address 
the next P.T.A. meeting 
on a current unit of work 
Z£ur class is doing 
You feel you cannot Ifgat 
on withlf a fellow teacher 
yet h,9.ve been asked by 
the Principal to present 
a combined repor'~ with 
him/her on some aspect of 
school work, to the llext 
~s~t~a~f~f~ru~e~e~t~i~n~g~ ____________ ~ ________________________ ~ ____________ . ___ 
B11. Most young teachers have a particular model Qr style of teaching that 
they would like to emulate. Rank the following teachers in the order 
that they app6<ll to you. . 
(i) A skilful guestioner who sees himself 88 a guide, and 
his pupils as experimenters and adventurers exploring 
various paths. Exploration, follmled by discovery 
and verification is the way he best likes,to operate. 
(ii) An .£ntertainer or performer, who seeks pupil reactions 
uhich primarily satisfy his own needs. 
(iii) fA. proll!'l2ter, whose pupils are the actors on the class-
room stage. He is mainly concerned to 'foster the 
child's imagination and creativeness. 
\ 
\ 
'---
Bll. (Cent'd) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
A !lLD1!.iP~;'L1!,or of children' fJ beh8.viou.:c, he instructs 
h:\'.'3 'subj ects .in thobe social a.j'ld il~tellec Gual 
81:1118 Hhich h8 febls need to 1Y3 ab~:orbed by 
chilJ.I'e~L in their m.rtl be:, :'i il1t0:rests. 
SfO.6S l.lims81f as a -l:.utq,;,:, or int,errn.'f;teJ:'. Through 
dialogue and rBflection, the dJi10. develops 
uncler.3tandilLgs a':ld kno\lledge" 
~\ teacher-pupil £§:.rtnersh:hJ? :l fj emphasised. By 
full pupil po.rticipaGion, 1:1 sen;:;e of rcaponsib-
ilH.,v is doveloped. 
He is e. model whose behaviour lJ!3·tterns are to 
be imitated and praci~isec1 by his pupils. 
!\. therapY.h \"ho is primarily conoerned "dth his 
pl~!Jils J mental health and 1,rhere th8 teaching-
learning situlltion is seon as one of pup'll 
adjustment. 
, 
'. 
--'.", , 
-I 
-I 
r1 I_J 
APPENDIX C 
SECON.I) .ASSOC).ATE TF.AGHER QUESTIONNAJ.'RE, .JUl,Y 1l)7J 
Your Name; 
YOlir School: 
-~-"---------
TICK THE A:!)PY0.P1UATE BO::£ 
1. How many yea.rb of teaching have you complet.ed ? 
One yoar 
Tl.J"J yeurs 
Three years 
Four year~ 
Five years 
Between 6 and 10 years 
Between 11 and 15 years 
Over 15 years 
2. How long ha,ve you had students posted to your class (at this 
school or elsewhere) ? 
3. 
4. 
This is your first year 
This is your second year 
1'hi8 is your third year 
This is your fourth year 
This is your fifth year 
This is your 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th or 10th year 
Ten years or more 
Prior to this section, have you ever had a student from the Graduate 
Group (Primary Division) posted to your class (at this school or 
elsewhere) ? 
Yes 
No 
Have you evel" had a second-year student from the three-year course 
posted to your (~lass (at this school or eldewhore) ? 
Yes 
No 
t' 
.i. 
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1\,11 0"['her thiLlgs oelnt-; ::'lqnal, ... ,he lJould y(.l! prj~'el' '~o be po;::tdd to 
;rOUl' (~lasf:j ~ 
a 8t~1dG'ilt from t.h·.3 Gr.ad'J.E'.t<.~ Group? 
a second-year i:1tlldE.tlt iron t.he Ul!"'~c­
year course? 
or, you ha.ve no prefeI'3n(~0 at all. 
6. (a) .90H do ;'1011 thJ[lk '~be Graduate Grc1up stnrlent. no\.; with you com-
par·;;:s H,i. t.h most Gecond-,year_.ll~rrIJJ.? 
Huch I A Jtbout Not I DOci.;edJ better lit,tle the quite Ily better name a .. f?.-.BoO:!: ~eEi:?J. 
--- -
. '10.:.._ .~ 
Ent.husiasm for teaching 
In~. tia t.i ve 
Per-~onal qualities 
(voic(J, bearing, manner I 
Gen,,;·ral belpfulness and 
co-opeJ,'at.ion with you I 
and other t.eachers 
Response to advice you 
give 
Ability to talk to and 
mix with children 
Ability to hold child-
ren's interest 
Warmth t.owards, and 
encouragement of, 
children 
Understanding of indi-
vidual needs of child-
ren 
Classroom control 
General quality of plan-
ning and preparation 
Originality in planning 
Setting of realistic anc 
specific objectives 
Flexibility in evaluat-
ing and modifying the 
plan 
Use of blackboard and 
other aids 
- -
(b) Write down allY other differences you see between your Graduate 
Student and most second-year stUdents. 
I 
I 
'. 
--I 
j 
1 
~ 
--
.-
.. 
APf'EN"DJX D 
SIX-AUDIE~!CE QUESTIONNAIRE, NOVE21l3EH 1973 
STmCTLY CON1?IDti:NTIi\L 
SEX: 
AGE: 
Hal~ ~_,--= 
Fell18J.8 L 
Under 20 
21 •. 25 
26 ,- ,30 
31 - 35 
36 -, 40 
41 - 45 
46 - 50 
Over 50 
, ,--~-
YOIDl 
CATEGORY: B, Associate Teacher 
Sf!hool Principal 
College StafI' f.ler.l~jr 
YOUR 
UNIVERSITY 
c. 
D. 
E. First .• year Studant 
F. Third-year Student 
G. Graduato Group Student 
BACKGROUND: No completed units 
1 - 3 completed units 
4 - 6 completed units 
7 - 8 completed units 
Bachelor's degree 
Part l1aster's degree 
Master's degree 
(including Hons.) 
Higher or double degree 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANS~~"'ERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE: 
1~ Please answer al1 questions if at all possible. 
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2. If any question quite obviously does not apply to you, please clearly 
mark "N.A.l1 
.3. For the sake of uniformity, use a clear tick wherever there are 
boxes. 
4. Make all comments explicit, and use the reverse side of the page to 
comple"lie your alll~W'er wherever necessary. 
Thank you for your help. 
A 1. In N9V Ze::J.181~r1, as in othc::::c :levnlor.:.ocl CU'Glltt'ir::.s t 'lihe t!"encl ever 
1.'8C0.l1t Y0a!'" Las bfJen t.o\o!ards 8 long"r t'r'd.ining pOTiod and a hisher 
level c:f t.eL.1c.twr e(J.lca.t.ion fo!' prira aJ.';S' i..ellc:hel'n. 
(a) Do ;YOll bt:-Jlieve that the tlJ.:cee-year 0O\liSF.l for Most students is 
bf:"':.t.e!', :l.i!. ~~mere.l, than thF'; pr~Vi0"28 two-year course? 
. (b) ALL OTHER 'J'HINGS BEING EQUAL, d.o yo\'.. believe that. to haV8 a 
universit.y education makes a person a better teacher? 
'--------~----------~~----~,_--~~~--t-~--~j II Strongly Probably Fncertain Probably Strongly ~Y~e~s ____ -+Yes __ ~N~o _______ ~~N~o ____ _ 
L.--.-........ -----..... ----....... ------'-----
(c) AL:C OTHFJl THINGS BEING EQUAL, do you b'3lieve that uni versi ty 
gr!l.duates should have better promotion prr)spects over non-
graduate~ in the New Zealand pri~ary school system? 
strongly Probably Gncertain Probably Strongly 
Yes Yes No No 
(d) ALL OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL, do you think university graduates 
at present have better prospects of promotion'? 
Strongly Probably Uncertain Probably Stro 
Yes Yes No No 
A 2. The concept of rec~~lng university graduates to train for one year 
as primary school teachers seems to have become an accepted praetice 
in New ,Zealand teachers' colleges over the las"t two or three years. 
ONE TICK FOR EACH QUESTION 
(a) Leaving aside the quostion of course length meanwhile, do you 
agree in principle with such end-on training after a degree 
is completed? . 
-
--Strongly Probably Uncertain Probably Strongly 
Yes Yes No No __ 
(b) Hhat strengths, if any, do you see :tn such a scheme? 
(c) ifuat problems, if any, do you see in such a scheme? 
(Use other side of thi:3 page if necessaJ'Y for A2 (b) and (c)) 
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A J. At. pr8~ell"t Lho teach()J"S I c.()~_lege C'JJUl"rw fo;.' U"C iv.crt;,:Lty grad1lates 
(and a. smsll ;IUJ~bGr of nerJ.x·ooGraclu.ac,es C01~lp18LiT.g i.helr -L'inul lmit) 
Hho wish -(,~) Ellltr.::X· p::":i.m:lry teaching \ 5.8 of 01\0 ye'ir I::; duration. 
Ass·..uning that. ar, end-on cou:rse for univI:l',::ity graduates is accept-
able, (>;)\OT J,lnE; dJ y~1U thir,k it should i>e ? 
A I-'et, CQUX'GGl length fur aJ.l of - l With sorne flexibility of course length, allowing for indi v:1.dual student strengthR 
anri WOci."ta18S":leS, but:.-! 
------+-- -------~I 
Le63 More j --_._---
than than About. ,Avout About Abour u rr-_--r_2.Y_rS 1_3 _iD-'_S ... I_3 _IT:-s ~'.4--,--,-1 ~ t:s I ~l~ 
Crick One OnU) 
Ai+o Tiis year, students of the ono-year graduate course sp8nt thirteen 
of thcii1 thirty-nine \,leeks (one-third of the total course time) 
a;:;signeCi to CLasses in schools. 
In your vie\l, approximately \loot proportioll of time should be spent 
in schools ? 
S C S C S C S C S C S C S C 
39: 0 35: 4 32: 7 29: 10 26: "l3 23 :16 19:20 
[ I _, I ] I 
s c s c S c S C S C S C (Tick One) 
16:23 13:26 9:30 6:33 3:36 0:39 
I (S - schools c- College) 
A 5. This year the graduate course in-college time \las allotted as follows: 
about t\lo-thirds (68~{,) to the eight syllabus stUdies and the primary 
sehool curriculum in general, 
just under one--sixth (13%) to studies in education (viz. 'rhe School 
in Society; Hental Health and Classroom Climate; A study of Child~ 
ren; HO\l Children Learn; Special Education), 
and the rest to various other studies (audio-visual education; work-
shop courses; Maori studies; etc.) and to group meetings and forums. 
(a) In your vie\l, \las the proportion of time spent j~ syllabus and 
curriculum studies -
Too much About right Not enough Do not know 
r I 
(b) . Was the proportion of time spent in education studies -
Too much About right Not enough Do not know 
J 
I (~1 
,II. 5. (Col:c.'d) 
(c) \'lrlto riown any other major or mino~~ I~tu.die~ not listed I.r11ich 
YOll HO;J,ld includo i.n the one"ys(t!' er'lldLla t,e r:ourS(j. 
A 6. CIU'istchurch T81luh8rS I College organ:i.sos stlldies of th8 }I:11rnary 
school cun'ic'lhWl into eight. subject 3J."a~.l.s (lt2,y11abus Studi0S"). 
This year the grHduate group spont 25 k)u't"s each in most of these 
courses, but Jonger (up to 40 hours) in SOJl9. 
Alo."lgside the eight subj ects indicate the ~.mportance you attach to 
each in a one~'year cours~ of te3cher ,Preparation, by placing a t.ick 
under the preferl.'ed course length. Ldd an:r ·~the~> cnrriculwn area 
relevant to the primary school which you fe81 warrants a course in 
its own right, and give it a time allocat~')n too. 
ART 
LANGUAGE 
HATHD1ATIUS 
MUSIC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
READING 
SCIENCE 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
-
-
E 0 u r s 
20 ,20 25 30 35 40 45 4"3 
I 
I 
A 7. For the first time in 1973 two course tutors bave been charged in 
this College with the planning, oversight and general co-ordination 
of the total gre.duate prog:ramme, and they ha.ve been closely associa-
ted with its students throughout the year bot.h in College and in 
schools. 
(a) In general, do you believe that this arrangement has been' a good 
one? 
~- Probably uncertaintrrObablY Strongly Strongly 
Yes Yes No No 
(b) Please list any rea.sons for your belief • 
.. A 8. Please write here any comments you would like to make about the 
genera+ function and natura of the onc··year course of primary teacher 
educa,ti.on for 1.Uliversity graduates. 
(Use other side .:i.E necessary) 
.4..PPENDIX E 
GPADlTATI!' G~LOUP QUES'rrONNAIHE, NOm:1j,.~rL 1 n.3 
G 1. There is a spGcis.l. need in a une·-year course for a .high level of 
relevancy to t.he -r:-riruary school, and fer Htudent:.s to gain as much 
as possiLlo 8 s ir.d.ividuals from eVf2ry f.'l.';0t cf.' the programme. 
Tick t~e stateraent which most closely 7.'8flect"3 your vie,,; of the 
general qllali t,y of your profe.ssioni:".l pr8pc ration this year. 
All compul1Cmtn of the courS/j \-Hlre .")1' a high quality. 
Most component.s of the course Here of a high quality. 
Some parts of the course were of a nigh quality. 
Only a very few parts of the course Herc of good quality. 
None of the course was of good qua.lity. 
G 2. During this :rear the amount of time you were scheduled to be 8.t 
College rangod from thirteen to twenty hours per week. 
(a) In general: The amount of class time was about·right. 
You would have preferred more free time 
during the day for your own study. 
Some courses could have been longer, even 
if this meant more scheduled hours in 
some weeks. 
(b) Any other comment about ·the amount of time you were required to 
be at Collega? 
G 3. An attempt was ~~de this year to structure the course so you knew 
where you were going, and yet, to allow enough flexi bili ty of planning 
to cater for your emerging needs. 
(a) Do you feel that this year's programme was: 
Too rigid to cater for your needs? 
A little too rigid at times? 
About right in balance between structure 
and flexibility? 
A little too unstructtU'e~l a.nd flexible? 
Far too unstructured and flexible? 
G:. (Cont'u; 
(0) D:.; YO'l .r,~el th'it :roUl' re"lu'ask ovp-r th~~ Y'3a\': 
-1 Always received R~te~~ion~ 
U~ualI.1 re·.;dved r.,c,tenl:.ion'? 
SOLletimes rece:l ved at +,p.rd:,JI."'n'? 
Only occasionally rec8i\1ed attention? 
NevnT rec6iv6d a .. tent.ion? 
--I 
-I 
i 
--of 
G 4. T:-ds Yf)ar gruup meetin6s were usually held \-le0kly, and you ·hl:id 
personal contact with your tutor as requlr(d. 
(a) Do yon think gro1Jp meetings Dhould be held: 
(b) 
More than once a week? 
Once a. week? 
Once a fortnight? 
Gnly as req~ired? 
Would you pl'efer meeting your totor individually, to 
YOllr course tmd/or any specific problems: 
On a regular basis (weekly or fort-
nightly)? 
Only as required by him or by you? 
j 
I 
dis6~l,SS . 
G 5. To follow are the stated objectives for the eight syllabus studies 
courses undert0Jcen by you this year. 
After each - indicate how realistic and appropriate you believe these 
objectives were, 
- evaluate how successful you believe your course was in 
achieving these stated objectives, 
- indicate any particular strengths you saw in the oourse, 
- and, finally, indicate any particular shortcomings you 
feel should be corrected for next year. 
(Please be explicit. Use the back of the page if space is insuffi-
cient.) 
(i) AR~ 
To lIopen up an area largely neglected at secondary school •••••• 
develop an understanding of art education's contribution to 
the child's mental growth •••••• explain the possibilities 
of the art syllabus •••••• give knowledge of appropriate 
materials and teclmiques •• & ••• study lesson plan..'1ing and 
organisation in the primary school". 
(a) Objectives realistic and appropriate? 
Completely Mostly In part To a small Not at 
extent all C·--rl-: =---r~ ,-=---r-]---. [~ 
(b) Were the~Q obj0ctlves achi8vod? 
C,)mplet.ely Mostly In j).J.rt To a small aot at 
extent t~ll 
·-r-~·--·----I- ---! 
l _ _L-_-1 __ ..J 
(0) PHrticu1.nr strengths: 
(cJ) Partie·1.l1ar shortco'llinge: 
(ii) LANGUAGE 
To "look at the irJplications of the syJ.labus •••••• relal:.e 
language development to the child I s overall grO\.rth .••••• 
show the inter- relation of the skills of language, and 
their exercise and extension through-the school day •••••• 
provide practical knowledge of rarticular aspects of 
teaching language". 
(a) Objectives realistic and appropriate? 
Completely Hostly In par·t To a small Not at 
extent all 
(b) Here these objectives achieved? 
Completely l10stly In part To a small 
extent 
] 
Not at 
all 
L .. _--l.-----'----= __ .l-.-I _'-----'J 
(cJ - .Particular strengths: 
(d) Particular Rhortcomings: 
G 5. (Cont'd) 
( .• ,) ·IAT~TG'1!.~"'TCC 221. £:. ... ,~._!.:.!:~:;,,_~ 
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'Io t'le&rn. tJ}) pt'rp0ses of the n .. ,", ma~;hli:l1atiGS 8.S it grows 
through the syJ.J.abus •••••• bi.ild 1,p confidence;, in Imow-
le;:1f-;e of' matE:'rial, in free cl:tW!llfJsi ')n :md in present:>.tion 
•• r , •• JllDXO students al·lare Gt cJ I'l.SS~ 'oom techn:i.ques '·'.nd. 
vis'.l81 aids in pre senta tion •••• 0 ~ fHH1 to gain some euj oy-
ment· from "Torking in the fiAld of !lll1,tho'-lItlatir::s". 
(a) Objectives realistic and appropri~te? 
Cumpletely MOfltly Ii') part To a small Not at 
extent all C I~-r--'r-J 
(b) Were these objectives achieye<.i.? 
COIT(?letely Mo~ ely IIi part. To a small Not at 
IJxtent all [ r= J=--J.= 1_--,--1=_-] 
(c) PRrti~ular strongths: 
(d) Particular shortcomings: 
(iv) HUSIC 
To "introduce students to the playing of a musical instrument 
which can be used in the classroom, and to one other aspect 
of music teaching". 
(a) Objectives realistic and appropriate? 
Completely Mostly In part 'fa a small Not at 
extent all 
I = I ____ I· ': 
(b) Were these objectives achieved? 
Completely Hostly In part 
[ T 
(c) Particular strengths: 
Cd) Particl.ll,ar shortcomings: 
To a small 
extent 
Not at, 
all 
(" k 
-' ). (Cont.'d) 
To .lcr(~J.te <.1'1 entht.siastic iHLel',:,ut tIl phys ~(;[J.l education 
tilr'iu.gh the enj ')YJllen t of pra(~tical s(-jssions at College 
•• • • •• introduce a rallge of t6aehirl15 units to help stud.:;n t g 
uecl'Dlc fb.mil13.r \.lith the pri..r:ary school syllabus •• , ••• 
provide the opportW1ity to \·b'ierve I.!hildren partic:i.pat.ing 
in physical education claSS83 , .•. ' ••. in~ulcate the appr'e-
'.:::i.aT,ion of the vaIn", of phyoic.::.l activity while growing aid 
as [.t. healthful pastime in adu.l"~llOo<:.1". 
(a) Ob;j ectj,res realistic and appl'op:riate? 
Completely Hostly In pa!'t, To a small Not a.t 
extent !:l.ll L L~_ ~ ~=r---l 
(b) Hore these objectives achieved'! 
Completely Mostly In J1art To a small Not at 
extent all --.---~ '---,- --l 
(c) Part·icular strengths: 
(d) Particular shortcomings: 
(vi) READING 
To "introduce the students to the content of reading through an 
examinfl.tion of the processes, skills and attitudes involved 
in learning to read, and to develop an awareness of the 
skills involved in adopting a diagnostic approach to the 
teaching of reading, whether using an ability group or 
individualised type of organisation". 
(a) Objectives realistic and apI-ropriate? 
Completely Mostly In part To a small Not at 
extent all 
I I ] 
(b) Were these objectives achieved? 
Completely Hostly In part To a small 
extent 
Not at 
all [ l 
(e) Particular strengths: 
1/,.7 
(d) Pa.l",jicula r ~'hortco[J1.il1gS: 
(vii) SCIENCE 
To II hI'!).? studento apprec18, te tile 1'):1 j~llre of science and its 
relevance for chi.ldren •••••• D.f..'si3t stun.ants to ga:ln an 
ui1d€ll'~,tanding of knowledge 8 P.I'JE)pl'iate to teaching 
science in the primary Gchool, a:ld. provide a feeling of 
COlllpetence in te:lchin[ science .G •••• equip students 
wi th ~ffio\.Jledge of tr.s.di tional and developing methods of 
teaching the subj ect •••••• 2.nd provide a backgroU11d of 
..L,he structure and intent of the primary' syllabuses" •. 
(a) 
(t) 
Object1.ves realistic and appropriate? 
Completely Hostly In part 
;tJere these 0 bj ecti ves achieved? 
To a small 
extent 
Completely Hostly In part To a small 
extent [ 
(c) Particular strengths: 
(d) P~rticular shortcomings: 
(viii) SOCIAL STUDIES 
Not at 
all 
I ~! 
Not at 
all 
To "introduce students to the backgrowld and scope of the 
syllabus and explore some of the possibilities it offers 
•••••• highlight the importance of providing direct and 
indirect experiences •••••• and prepare selected teaching 
units appropriate to the student1s preferred class level 
next yearn. 
(a) Objectives realistic and appropriate? 
Completely Mostly In part To a small 
. extent 
Not at 
all 
(b) HerB these Ob.j8c:tiv f)s ac~ievod.·l 
Completely Hoatly In pal't To 0. small Net at 
ext.ent all [--=--r-. I=r~--~l 
(c) Part.icular strengths: 
(d) Par~ir::llElr shortcomings: 
G 6. Ho", did you find the out-of -class wor6:-1oac. for each syllabus study 
(genere.l r86c1illg, assignment writing, lesson preparation, etc.)? 
ART 
LANGUAGE 
Far too 
demanding 
A little 
too de-
mandinO' 
About the 
right amount 
of 1Jork 
Not quite 
enough 
"lork 
Far too 
little' 
work 
MATHEHATICS ------+-----+------+-----t-------I 
HUSIC 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
READING 
SCIENCE 
SOCIAL 
STUDIES 
I--------------+----------~-----------------·-
G 7. Studies. in the theory of education fell into four parts this year. 
Comment on the relevance, strengths and shortcomings of each. (Usa 
the back of the page if necessary.) 
(a) The School. in Society (Term One - Mr Pentecost): 
(b) A Study of Children (Term One - Messrs O'Rourke, Stevens, 
Murdoch) : 
\ 
(c) }1enta1 Health and Classroom Climnte (Terms One and Two -
Mr Gibson): 
(d) HOF C!l~jld . .rcn Learn ('l'erm 11;/0 ~ !13s,s.t.'s h'right, GiLson, 3mith, 
iatl·jck) : 
G 8. In the Third Term a study was made of provl~ions in New Zealand, 
and Christ ..cbu:!'ch 1n particular, for specL.l education. This 
course included speEkers and visits. 
(a) In lOur view was this course -
Excellent Very good Good Of limit- A waste 
-
ed 1,'a1ue (~ r 
=..1 I =_. I ~ I L. 
(h) Any comment. on the course? 
G 9. Also in the Third Term special provision was made within the broad 
field of curriculum studies, and especially in preparation for next 
year, for a number of workshop, lecture and discussion options from 
which students chose. 
(a) In satisfying your Ol-Ill particular needs, was this course -
Excellent Very good Good Of 1imit- A waste 
ed value of time [ I ] 
(b) Any comment on these options? 
G10. Your first school posting in Term On0 this year WaS just over four 
weeks and was split into two; your second, Term Two, posting was 
of four weeks and similarly split; and your final posting of just 
over four weeks was taken essentially in one block. AssQ~ing a 
similar total for the year of thirteen weeks in schools, indicate 
your preferences on its allocation. 
TERM ONE 
TERH TWO 
TERM THREE 
Less than About the 
four wks same as 
thi s year 
(T·ick one in each row) 
More than 
four wks 
Split 
into two 
Blocked 
into one 
--) 
(Tick one in each 
row) 
'1'50 
G11. (a) Ir:.. t,0r,,-u'a1 1 did YOlt f(J8:;~ an(!ept<:d ':>.:"J a co:lloagu8 by the stE\"f 
:i,n t.he .. !:leee schGols to which youlier'f: post.ed'? 
171 all thi'ee In two of In on ly :me In none of 
.)f 1':h9 the schools of th~ t.h!? schools 
(b) In gt)[wral, did you get a rea80nable amount of help and encour-
agement from your associate teac;!1ers? 
In a..U t.hree 
of t.he 
In t vl0 of' 
the schools 
In only ,':me 
()f tl19 
In none of 
the schools 
schools schools 
C=~~[-" _L-_--'--'--_ ] 
(c) Any comm8nt abuut the role of the sc.;r.ools and associate tea.chers 
in a tralnlng course such as yours? 
G12. Hany students had the opportunity to record a,short lesson on audio-
or video-tape earlier this year. 
(a) Did you take - an audio-tape lesson~ 
a video-tape lesson? 
neither? 
(b) At an early stage of a Qne-year teacher education course, do you 
see value in video-taping mini lossons with small groups of 
children and analysing them later? 
Of very great value 
Of some value 
Of little value 
A waste of time 
G1). (a) To what extent have you felt part of the corporate life of the 
College this year? 
To a great extent - prob~bly as much 
as most third-years do 
To some extent 
To a slight extent only 
Not at all 
(b) List all College clubs, organisations, activities, etc. beyond 
the requirements of the course, with which you have had some 
association this year. 
i51 
G1J. (e) CummUf!~ on +J19 l':)v81 or invo.llcment ()f tile Gr,ldlL'1to Grou[) 
il1 ColJ(>~o ([ffnil's ~lhicL you think is df;)cir'")'ole f.!.lld pos::~iblo. 
G 1 Ir • VlhlJ. t change,s did you experience l,;heil you moved from tho university 
enviro"J:nent to bE::<!OLlfJ a ::;turJ,ent at. Colloga? iPna twas differont 
(;l,bout hf.ing L\ student at Col1388? 
G15. Comment. on the f3electior1 procedures you went through last. year at 
El.mwod Nurmal School. 
(a) What did the experience mean to you perGonally"? 
(b) How do you see these procedures as part of the College Select-
ion process'? 
G16. How sure are you at this stage about your choice of a career in 
education? 
G17. 
Shall definitely not change from the field 
of education in the near future. 
Unlikely to change in the near futtITe. 
Hay possibly change in the near future. 
Shall probably change in the near fut.ure. 
no 
I 
no 
on9-
G18. Please make any other evaluative comment on this year's graduate 
course, using the additional page if required. 
Once more p thank you sincerely for your help ! \ 
\ 
Cl)1LEGE STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE, NOVEH.3ER 1973 
D 1 ~ Hhich Col10go r:;'epartment are you most clo~\;;ly associated witn at. 
prese.nt'? 
Art Educ Eng Ha ths Nusic Phy~ Science Soc Spec Admin 
Ed stud Ed. [I=--~~L.=I ===-------__ J ----,---I ~---,--I __ L~ 
D 2. (a) Havo you he.d any teaching contELct with the Gradu .. 'lte Group tIJie 
year? 
'lotaJ. Group Total Group Part of Group PIl .. Ct of Group No Teaching 
OVer 2 HI's Under 2 Hrs Over 2 Hrs Und.er 2 Hrs Contl'lct 
(b) Have you had any teaching cont.act with the Graduate Group in any 
previous year? 
Total Group Total Group Part of Group Part of Group No Teaching 
Over 2 Hrs Under 2 Hrs Over 2 Hrs Under 2 HI's Contact 
(0) Have you had a graduate tutor group in any previous year? 
D 3. In terms of atti·t,ude towards preparing hirrlself for the t.ask of teach-
ing, how does the graduate course studl'nt this year compare with the 
typical -
First-year 
Student? 
Second-year 
Student? 
Third-year 
Student? 
Graduate 
Studen.t of pre-
vious years 
linch. 
Better 
A Little 
Better 
About the 
Same 
L 
Not Quite 
as Good i 
Decidedly Do Not 
Infe:dor KnO\i 
- -
i=-
D 4. In tw~m~3 of 1l.,~hi(wCDlf~tri:, .tn yOUT' ilub,i eel, .~1(JW (\(,08 the grlld:w.te 
conr,.,.~ Gtud\~nt ttL~:J :'Gar c~!1'.pL:.rc \.11 th thA typicul -
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Huch A Little Ab()1Jt the NC)t Qui to Decidedly Dv Nc'~ 
B.9ttt:'r Br-)tter Sal'~3 As Uood Infe:cior KnOt; 
..-'-~ '-~--r--"----I' ]-------r:--,. -·-~~.1 
First-year.'" ~ 
Student? L i-------------11-- ___ 1.- --,---
Second-year J. 
Student': t--
Third-year t-----f------t-------,--i------l+__ -.-
StL:dent? t 
Student of ~,)r'3-Graduatd ----____ '-_-~_.~~-_-_-_-_-_-~_-_-_~:-_-_-_~-_-_.~~-_-
vious YSD.rs', ___ .+-___ _ 
]) 5. (3.) In general, vhich student group would yull prefer to work with ill 
yow.' pat>ticular su1::j ect field -
Graduate Group Group of 3-;.rcar- No Preference 
eourSEl Stud(~nts 
f I 
= ~ l " (b) Reasons please, if you have a preference. 
j 
15/~ 
AP?ENDIX G 
THIRD ASS(ICIATF. TEAClmR QUESTIONNAIL1E, NOVEHDER 1973 
THIS PAGE IS TG B~ 80HPLETED ONLY BY THOSE TEil.Crr~RS \'!1IO HAVE JUST lliO A 
GRADUATg COURSl:; 8'l'UDEFT OlLJiI:§Zkm FHIAL SEC1'IOU, (October 29 - Dec0mber 7, 
1973) • 
R 1. Ho\.{ many ~rear8 of teaching have you completed? LL 12 yr.]4 XI'S ,5 ZES 16-~-YLS 111 - 15 lI'S ,over 1i 3 
B 2. How long ha.ve you had students posted to your class (this school and. 
elsewhere)? This is your - ' 
1st.~r~~~~~~~~~~~-r'~~~T~6~t~h~-~10~t~h~_~~r~~~~~~~ L~---,-------,---L---....L._-"------' 
B 30 Have you ever had a Primary Division graduate course student posted to 
your class before~ 
Yes No 
CD 
B 4. Have you ever had a third-year stUdent (final section) posted to your 
class before? 
Yes No 
CD 
B 5. All other thingn being equal, who would you prefer to be posted to 
your class -
racluate Course Student? Third-ye~r St1J.Jent? No Preference 
1 .' I' , ,J)
B 6. How do yOi.~ think tho GradUi',to Cirour ~ltddcnt \1','),) 11'1:0: j)}.st. lx'en H::\,t,l) 
(a) you cOlllpal'8~: '.(1 t.h fUOS;, Urircl-_~CQQr~ld0!ltQ an thdr final For::ting? 
BOvt,81 Bettor ... ,1.DW ,),S (Tood 
---,-"",-~,-~, ~~" 
1ueh _ A Lh~l"L~I""~ :hO[t ,.IUHe J]OCidGdJ.~ 
Inf.Eir:i·o!,_ 
Ell thu.si3.s:.tl foT.' teach-
:lag 
Ir~i tia t.i va 
Person81 au.a:i ~.t.ies 
(vcice t ll~a.r1rlg, 
munner) 
General helpfuln8s~ 
anu c:o-o.::>eration with 
you and other .I,sach-
ers 
Response to ndyice 
you give 
Abili.ty to talk a.nd 
mix with children 
Warmth 'towards, and 
encouragement of, 
children 
Understanding of ind-
ividual ne€ds of 
children 
Classroom control 
General quality of 
planning and pre-
paration 
Originality in 
planning 
Set ting of real::!.stic 
ru1d specific object-
ives 
Flexibility in eval-
uating and modifying 
the plan 
Use of blackboard and 
other aids 
I ---~J=-- l' .. ,._._,J I L-_.- , 
I -~ , 
l_ 
- --
: 
/ 
1-' 
-" 
I 
-
(b) Hrite doun any other difference you see between your graduate student 
and most third~year students on their final posting. (Continue on 
other side of this page.) 
\ 
\ 
(Please answer Question 6 even if you have had few or no students in your 
room previously.) 
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APPENDIX H 
YEfR ON1J~ TEACHER~UES'l'IONNAIRE, .'li~llnJ 1')71~ 
Ph;ase answer ~l:i. questions. ("N.A." if dnfin~.telY' not applicabl,3) 
Read each qUflstion carefully, fJIl.d answor ~/,U.h a clear tick in the appro-
priate box or with a concise and clear stat.ern.8nt.. 
Male 
Femalfl 
Present class (if 
composite, ,/:,ick 
more than one box) 
Class hoped for at 
the end of last 
year 
B College Course: 
Lower Upper 
Infants Infants S.1 S.2 S.3 
-
One year 
Three years 
S.4 F.1 
A 1. (a) In gener'al, have you enjoyed teaching so far? 
All the 
Time 
Most of 
the Time 
Part of 
the Time Seldom Never 
I J I 
(b) What single thing have you enjoyed most about teaching? 
EJ 
F.2 
(c) What single thing have you enjoyed least about teaching? . 
A 2. (a) Is teaching what you expected it to be? 
Totally Largely Partly To a small Not at 
Extent 8.11 [1 I ~I 
(b) Comment on any way in which teaching is dJfferent from Hhat you 
.oxpec:ted it to be. 
.\ J. (e,) HoI,! ',1',l'8 :'H'e you fl.t 1;~lir.. staG8 abou'~, YOUT cll()~l~(' of a carOI)r 
iL ec!uc.,),,",ion? 
,Sha 11 definitely not ~h:J.uge from th~ fiold of 
Educat,ion in thu llOcI"!' futul's 
TJrl.lUcely to change In the nc.s.r futuro 
Hay po~silJly c:bange in the near fut.ure 
Sh1111 pro'habl;r chauge in ti)8 ne?r fUtU1'8 
Det initely tntend to change in '"he nea"l' future 
(b) Do YOll :int8nd to'be teaching in Now Zealend -
nr~xt year? 
in two years from now? 
in three years from,now? 
in fou:- years from no\o,? 
in five years from now? 
(c) If it is likely that you will give up teaching in New ZealWld 
within the next six years, what will be ,the probable reason? 
Overseas travel 
Further full~time study 
Change to a non-teaching 
branch of education 
Change to an occupation 
outside education 
Domestic reasons 
O'~her (state: ) 
---
A 4. At 'chis stage, which class level would you choose for next year? 
Pre- Lm .. ,"er Upper S.1 S.2 S.J S.4 F .1 F.2 1o\1er I Upper Adult 
!School Inf. Inf. 
-
Sec. _Sec. 
B 1. (a) much subject, or area of the curriculum, have you felt most 
confident teaching so far? 
(b) HrHe down any other subject area(s) you have felt confident 
teaching. 
(c) Give reasons for your feelings of confidence. 
B 2. (.9) '.ville!l ;;:ubj<:('\;, OJ' m'en. of tllf. cllrd.cv:iuru~ (if nliY) htw c~Ju:~oc:1 
you n:l)lJ+ concern :0:0 far? 
(b) Na'!JG a!lY oUlbr i3tcbject ar'3.9.(s) (if any) whlch harJ caus81 you ~ 
fuir Cilll'J'mt. of anxinty. 
(c) Gi va reo. :'lons for Jlm.il' fee lings 0 f aTlY.ioty. 
B 3. Should ,YIJ'...'. ha-lie the cnance to attend an in-,service cou:cse right no'..', 
what aspec),~ of teaching would you most. lib~ :,:orus help in? 
First choice: 
Second choice: 
Third choice; 
B 4. Do you feel t,hat you get on well with your class and with other 
children in the school? 
strongly Yes pro~~ Yes Uncertain 
I I I 
B 5. (a) Have you had control problema which have been difficult to deal 
with? 
stron:lY Yes P"Obabl~ Yes Uncertain Probably No· stron:l~ 
[ f hi , I ~ 
(b) Are YOll concerned right now about your ability to control 
children? 
strong~ Yes tro1>!tbly Yes Uncertain Probably No stronelj [ - I _ I [ I 
B 60 Knowing what you do nO\1 about teaching, and about your own strengths 
and shortcomings, how long should your collage course have been? 
Less than 1 year 
1 year 
I 1 
Any comment: 
About 1t 2 years 
years 
About 2t 3 years More than 
3 years 
\ 
'. \ 
B 7. Describe the style of teaching which ,<leems to suit you best. 
C 1 ~ No\.' I.h<:"t yon h,'J,vI:; you.!.' cla,s3 i)rogr arrun8 :i.n '"he vO.J,'iOil;1 eu.rricd.'Uf.l 
a!.'e[~r lmdcL \wY) h~~", ~JuccfJosful do yo;;[ feel Yt)Ul' c0l1oge CO,ll~iJG W8.3 
in P:'.'Elp-",:cir.g you for t!'>is tack'? Co.Ller,e preparaticr.. waB -
, 
Of ,nU<h~ ct "erne lor a little Of n.)! ~f very ~=1 Evalue valL''-_ vdue j va:". ___ ( ..... ",-' ART 
HAND( 'lUTING 
HEALTH :GDUCA~J.ON 
LANJUAGE 
HATHEHATICS 
HU,sIC 
•• t --1-._,--, 
~ = I '- t~-~--i 
=t= -~ -- . = 
PHYSICAL EDUGA'l'ION 
READING 
SCIENCE 
SOCIAL S'rUDIES 
SFELLINn 
SCHOOL SPORT 
Any comment: 
"-
r---~. 
~ 
(N.B. If another teacher~takes any subject for 
you, or if you are not involved in sport, place 
a tick in \-lhat seems to be the appropriate box 
but write 'N.A.' alongside it.) 
.-
j 
C 2. Indicate in the folloi.fing way how you see the I'elative importance of 
the stated curriculum areas. Assuming that collego course length is 
directly related to its quality in pl'eparing teachers, indicate the 
length you consider desirable for each of the follm.ling courses IN A 
ONE YEAR PROG!lM~. 
Of.B. In 1973 the one-year graduate course students spent 25 hours 
each in most of these, but longer - up to 40 hours - in some.) 
Hours 
AR'f 
HANUlRITING 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
LANGUAGE 
HATHEHATICS 
MUSIC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
READING 
SCIENC.E 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
SPELLING 
SCHOOL SPORT' 
• ,20 20 25 30 35 40 45 45 
, 
1 (:·0 
C J. Jii).;(;): YOIl'C £i:c .. ··r, t'_~l"\l as a 1..38.,' One rl'e~.ch0i', hOH buc'~e~;i~ful de YO'.l 
lJO:-r f<.sl Y01.7..!' t'Jt.hJ. col1uge COUl'S';' \.[c.l;J In P:C('.lJ:I.l'inS you fdr 'jhe 
follo' . .r;i.ne, aqJcct::; of ·Le2.chlng?' GollGge p~c(;parat:l..on \;e.8 -
UndfJr~~taLldi:ng t~1f; ne(lds 
and interests I)f child-
ren at your c I;:; ;,;s I sage 
lev,)l. 
The skills of t oaching 
(questi0nin;~ atc.). 
'rechniques cf control. 
Plwlning programmes of 
work. 
Use of bla¢kl.'oal'd and 
other at:.d:lo-visu-.ll mat-
erials. 
Classroom E.dministra-
tion (roll, P & A Reg-
ist.er, duUes, class 
routines, et.c.). 
The legal aspects of 
teaching. 
Knowledge of speciaJ. 
provisions for ex-
ceptional children. 
Knowledge of advisory 
services available to 
teachers. 
Understanding arlmini-
st.ration within your 
school (role of Princi-
pal, V.P., Sn.Teacher, 
etc. ). 
Understanding the ad-
ministration of schools 
(Ed.Dept., Board, 
School Cemm., etc.). 
Understanding the teach-
er IS relationsW.p with 
parents (through P.T.A. 
and informal). 
iillY comment: 
'Of vor,Y 
great value 
-----~-
----
Of' lllc.Acn Of SOffit) 
~!:2iJ.1JO value 
~ 
~---l I 
.. 
--~ t--~ 
--~.~-----
L_ 
. 
, 
Of a little Of n0j 
value y~.'luI3; 
-
I 
"---~ 
-j 
-
.---1 
: 
--
, 
I 
I 
.-~-
• 
\ 
~ 
"1'·/ 
I J I 
C Ll <> HOH rNCC0[i:;f'~t, 1n gtJ!wrf.l.l~ we!'!:;! Y0ur $Gh:>l.l .pouting~ o.1.u·j])g ;Jc;.~r 
colleg8 COUT'S€' , Dl ~erlIW o{' -
lor vr-,ry '01' r';l.'cl II Of SOIDe or i). Ijtt1o\Of 1101 
great value I v,'llG'e 'FfJ.lllO VAlue 'v,olU81 
Having t,fe.-::hbg tech-
niques Jemv~strate~ to 
you? 
Giving yon tho oppor-
tunity to pract.ise 
teaching skjllo? 
R€:,::eivhLg sv.pportl en-
couragnment and con-
'strvctlve criticism from 
associate teachers? 
Receiving support, en-
cour:o.gement and con -
structive criticism from 
college staff'; . 
Helping you in planning 
programmes of w'o1'k? 
Helping you to better 
understand children? 
Helping you understand 
the 1'o:e of the school 
in the community? 
Any comment: 
-~---~-~ ~. - ~--.---. 
I -~ ~ . > I 
--1---,. l I 
~.---. i 
i-' .-
_. 
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c 5. (a) The proportion of time spent in schools last year by the one-year 
graduate course students was 13 \oJ'eeles compared with 26 weeks in 
college (viz. on3-third of the total til!le was in schools; three-
year course students spent just under one-fifth of their time in 
schools). 
In your view, approximately llhat proportion of time IN A ONE-YEAR 
COUHSE shou1d be spent in schools? 
S C S G r S C S G S C S C 18 C S C 8 G 8 C 8 C 2 :10 ~2.9;n 23:16 '19:20 16:21 13:26 9:30 6:33 13 :36 0:10 . 28. • 9. / 2g : ~1 0 ~;":":4"'''::'':'-=4~. r
'---..:...,...-..! 8 ;;; Schools G ;;: College) 
(b) Any comment on the length of each posting and its placement in 
the course? 
c 6. Hoot specific aspect or component of your college course stands out 
as having been the most valuable to you pe:i:sonal1y? 
G 70 (a) 1.1 gfmr~;'~:il., ~.,r(llL:..i ycu .~tJ.y thc~t yo'!t' ::OLLq:~e o (',1.'1' SO 1-i.G.3 a 
l'ed~~orlc.bJ.y full and dS'lllD.l1cing on>:)? 
(b) 1'.1 r.;erlf)r-ul) should you have bad more 6che,lu~ed tj.me during which 
you uere required to at.ter .. d college classes? 
[
strollel)' ;[<;§ I Pro b, bl:Cv,....;8:;.:. 0,,-' t-I...;u;..;;n.;;;(-,~ 8"",,~'tain -rJ:!0 ba blLl1.9, 8,1 rong.l,y nO
i 
_ . -L_.. I I 
(c) Should you ~lave been given more 1,j'or!~ ~w8ignmeL1ts or guidnnce for 
your out-or-college study'1 
(d) On reflection, did you try to g~t tl''3 best out of courses while 
at coll(1ge and make the best use of collese resou.rces? 
Probably Unce:ctain , 
(e) Any reasons or comments on ;your answers to the above questionl\3? 
C 8. (a) Note any specific aspect or component ot; your college course 
tpa,t you no\.,r feel, above all others, should be changed. 
(b) Describe how you would change it. 
c 9. Have you any other comment about your college course which would 
help us, in light of your teaching experience to date? 
APPENDIX I 
SCj'!OOL PEINCIP j\..L QUESTIONNAIRE, HAY -19'7 i l. 
8T.!1-10TLY COHFIDEFiTI11 
You have at present on your staff a Year One Te[:l(:Jher who was t.rained ,~t 
Christchurch Teache.l:'s I College in the o~1e-yf(ar COlLl'H3 for University 
Gz'aduates. . Please indicate how this teacher comp~\res Hit11 those who 
{l;"nre gone throuzh a thi'oe-yenr COUl'se. Be quite fX'ank, use the full 
f:.ve-po.in"t scale und please answer every item of cl;1.eh question. 
Compared with most tbree-yoa.i'-trained Year One Toa.'~hers of' your experienc'3, 
hO'l-1 does you!' ex-gradUE,te course Year One Teacher( s) rate on the following 
criteria:-
gnthusiasm for teaching? 
Initiative? 
Personal qualities (voice, 
bearing~ manner)? 
General helpfulness and 
co-operation with you and 
other teachers'? 
Response to advice you 
give? 
Abili ty to talk and mix 
with children? 
Harmth towards and en-
couragement of children? 
Understanding of indivi-
dual needs of children? 
Classroom control? 
General quality of plan-
ning and preparation? 
Originality in planning? 
Setting of realistic and 
specific objectives? 
Flexibility in evaluating 
and modifying the plan? 
Use of the blackboard and 
other aids? 
Iluch A little 
Detter Better 
1--' 
(Please tick one 
About Not ~2uite Decidedly 
the SaIDe as Good Inferior 
, 
...... 
box in p.ach rO\-l) 
Any comment yo~ wish to mru~e about .the preparedness for teaching of your 
Year One Teacher from the graduate course? (Continue on other side if 
necessary'- and thank you sincerely for Ion!' assistance!) 
APF~IWIX J 
NE'.lHAH-KEUL2· TESTS (';[0' 1\ POSTERIorU DIl"'FEf{li']fCES 
BETHEEH ~m.\NS 
TABLE. 44 (a) 
Do you believe that the three-year CO"!,.lrse f~r most students is 
in general, than thQ pr'Owious tt.,ro-year course ? 
=-.... ..... :: ==;:_ ......... ~= ~:::L 1::£1 
III III 
+' 1:1 C/l s::l 
~ c.' a> 
s::l 
'B 'd a> ~ 
'l:J .f-> +' 
AUDIENCES ~ U) U) ~ ~ til U) ~ ,..; 
a> a> a> til uJ 
~ ~ ~ H 0.. ~ I <U 'M ~ 'd ..Q fj Ul .~ C) s::l til H cd .r-! 
H .r-! .Q <U H 
d r>:.1 E-I E-I p.. 
Heans 3.20 3 .L~9 3.95 3.95 4.27 
Graduate Students 3.20 .29 .75 if* ** .75 1.07 
First-year Students 3.49 .46 .46 .78 
Third-year Students 3.95 .32 
'I'eachers 3.95 .32 
Principals 4.27 
Lecturers 4.72 
1'=2 r=3 1'=4 r=5 
Q.99 (1',330) 3.64 4.12 4.40 4.60 
~ ~rror. Q.99 (r,330) .55 .62 .66 .69 
** p 
better~ 
'-"'"="'I .... 
m 
H 
<U 
a 
+> C) 
(J) 
H 
4.72 
** ** 1.52 
*If 
** 1.23 
** .77 
** 
.77 
.45 
1';'6 
4.76 
.71 
< 0.01 
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'CABLE 1,4 '~ b) 
All othe,i' thingc bRing equal, do yon believe tl"u.t to IJ£we a university 
~--~- .~~.;.-=':'~~~"--~-~-~~-~.:==::~. ~,- A_·====:~~ . (/). w , 
~ +') I (/) s:: p 
i ~ (\) (l) q rd '0 (I) ~ ~ 
'g .j.:) ~ (I) (I) 
AUDIENCES ~ (I) ~ ~ {/) 1 {!l Q) Q) ~ {/) H +' ~ " H (l) 
,g Q) ''; ~. +' 'U .r.: 0 P {!l H {} ~ +) 
'" 
H }j (lJ 'M 0 H ''; Q) H Q) 
r5 rr.. (--I [-I p... H 
~-
l"~ee.ns 1.96 2d2 2.77 3.5/jo 3.75 3.8S 
: 
'1.96 .36 ~,* ** ** If# Third-year StudentfJ .81 1.58 1.79 1.90 
** 
- *f~ 
** First-year Students 2.32 .45 1.22 1.43 1,54 
** ** ** Teachers 2.77 .77 .. 98 1.09 
Graduate Student~ 3.54 .21 .32 
Principals 3.75 .11 
Lecturers 3.86 
r=2 r=.3 r=4 r=5 r=6 
q.99 (r,334) 3.64 4.12 4.40 4.60 4.76 I HS !)~roi. q.99 (r,334) .58 .66 .70 .74 .76 
-----
** p 
\ 
\ 
< 0..01 
Tl1BLE /14 (d 
All ottl0.:o thing:J using equ81, do yc,u bBlicnl':, thu .. t Ull.iV81':3ity graduate I' 
should ]!ave bett8r promotion prospects QVtlr non-gruduate., in th3 New 
Ze~land prima ry 8<- :1001 SY8tem ? 
~ .. ~~~~w.Jtu:#:,-=-m~-'-~~=~~ == "--I til Ul +l _}:l 
Ul d ~ (]) (l) -t:l 
'lj rl,j ~ 
E ~ Q) +> N AUDIF..NCES U) CIl 
~ ~ !Il U) ~. til Q) Q) rfJ H (]) ljo ~ H Ii) +l G:! 'M ~ ~ '0 +> ,.L/ 0 ~ til 0 ,;:: .p 'r.1 H oj oM 0 oj 'M fl) H (I) {j E-< r:,.~ (-I -~ H 
Meanfl 1.75 2.30 2.37 2.97 3.23 3.27· 
.62 ** ** ~.* Third-year Stude~lts 1.75 .. 55 1.22 1.48 1.52 
• 67 *-« . *l'} First-year Students 2.30 .07 .93 .,97 
~60 6** ** Teachers 2.37 .8 .90 
Principals 2.97 .26 .30 
Lect'lU'ers 3.23 .04 
Graduate Students 3.27 
1'=2 1':::3 r=4 1'=5 r=6 
q.99 (r,331) 3.70 4.20 4.50 4.71 4.A7 
I HS erial' q.99 (r,331) .63 .71 .77 .80 ,83 n • 
*". .  
< 0.01 p 
All othOl' '~hings bt,ing equal, do YOll think. univel'sU,y gre.eluates at 
present. nave better prospects of promotion ? 
=-.===-=:_-=~"_",,,~-===-<i'_ 
, [J) 
I +=' ! s:: I (]) E (f) lllTDIENCES 
T~L~~~S== __ ~uz::=:=.a::s::r::za:=c =sz-
til til 
+=' +:> s:: ~ 
0' Qi 
rr:i rg ;:j 
+=' .. .:I (J) (J) 
til ~ ~ r-l fIl (1j [J) Ill, ~ III 
P-. h ~ Q) po. 
-r-! J: ~ ~ +~ u ,.., , .... s:: u J-" til 
-r-! m -r-! () h 
H Qi ..r~ Q) 'r-! 
i-L< 1:-. E--i H r:.:.. 
Heans 3.10 3.54 3.75 30 89 3.93 1 ... 05 
Graduate stu.<lmrts 3.10 *n 065 ** .69 ** ** ** .41~ .73 .85 
Principals 3'.51 .. ** ** ** ** .21 .35 .39 .51 
Teachers 3.75 ** 
H} 
** 
.14 .18 .30 
Third-year Students 3.89 ~f* .04 .16 
Lecturers 3.93 *,f .12 
First-year Students 4.05 
r=2 r=3 1'=4 r=5 r=6 
q.99 (r,334) 3.64 4.12 4./J,0 4.60 4.76 
j ~lS er~or • q.99 (r,334) .07 n .08 .09 .09 .10 
\ 
\ 
TABLE L;'~ (e) 
LeavinG _1.sif..e t},.;, (1 ~testion of COlU E e leng·,h li'."<tUlwhl Je, do you. agree in 
pr5.ncipls with ••• t;:nci-on training after .:I. degroe is completed? 
=-=..=-~..a;;:..~~'".!~~-- ---- ""f= -:"'.-"=-=~- :- --- .= 
I Ul III +.l ~ I !-1 (I) ill <U .j..l rg '"d ).:! ~ Q) 
4:"'> .j..l '1.::1 
(f) (f) ;:j 
AUDIENCES .f.l ~ ~ I7.l til OJ ....-t 
Q) Q} ~'I (I) cd Q) ~ ~ Q) ~. p. ~ ~ 'rl '"d .j..l .c: u 
~ C/l +' () ;j '"d 
:8 ~ C) til uj 'rl Q) Q} ..,. H [-; ILl ,...:I E-l p... c.'.> 
. -~-.---"~ '--. 
Heans 3.20 3.64 3.79 3,.79 4.08 4.35 
*..v. ~f* 
'I'hird·-yet~r students 3.20 .44 657 .57 .88 ~ 1.15 
.3.64 ** First-year Students .15 .15 .44 .71 
Lecturers 3 .. 79 .29 .56 
Teachers 3.79 .29 .56 
Principals 4.08 .27 
Graduate Students L~.35 
r=2 r=3 r=4 1:'=5 r=6 
q.99 (r,332) 3.64 4.12 4.40 4.60 4.76 INS ~rror 
• 
q.99 (r,332) .57 ,,64 M69 .72 .74 
._---
*~. 
< p 0 .. 01 
\ 
= 7==-...:.=""=c:. ... ===. ____ .~.-o-_-~"'" 
AUDIENCES 
----.---~.---- -----y-----------------.-~ 
Means ~.36 3.00 3.02 
Graduate StlIDents 2.36 .66** 
Third-year Students 3.00 .02 
First-yeRr Students 3.02 
r :: 2 r :;:: 3 
q.99 (r,139) 3.70 4.20 
N.S e:cEQ!. 
~ 
q.99 (1',139) .48 .55 
n 
** p < 0 .. 01 
1'70 
"Soc:L3,l levGll! of f.1J1 A.l.cJine PiJ.r)t ULA.C. Caph:.n). 
~":"=-~;='·"'~·---=·-l·-=~=~'~·=~~;===-~ ~"===~~.~ 
~j (v +> (l) . 'd Ii) 
I 
~~ ro~ H~ AUDIENCES <1:l ::J ~1 ::l '.--1 ::J H +- .,-1 +) .c: -.> 
c..'1 U) !-"'l (I) E-l U1 
----~--- -.. . . 2::flli.rJ .3. 2_8 ______ ...k08 _~ ___ ~;_dQ ___ 
*'."f Graduate Students .52 
First.-year studant.s 14.08 .02 
'I'hird.-year ~t,u~ent~l..::::'::'_'I _______ _ 
.---~---~ 
r=2· r~.3 
3.70 
.05 
TABLE 44 (h) 
"Social level" of Secondary Teacher. 
========;==========;=== ----
AUDIENCES 
Heans 
Graduate Students 3.47 
First-year Students 3.'$4 
Third-year Students 3.9'1 
INS ~rr.2l: 
3.47 
Q.99 (r,134) 
q~99 (r,134) 
.37 
3.91 
** 
.44 
.07 
r=3 
4.20 
.--~----------
** p < Q.01 
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HOH' fficmy Ho(~ks r:hould One-yei.-l.T' GTaduatc COtH'De SturleL!ts $il8Hd in Sc.hoo:Ls ': 
, __ • ___ ~ ___ •___________ ~_. __________ ~A 
Third-year 
Students 
Graduate 
St'lc1en"tH 
Ex-Graduate 
Students 
School 
Principals 
Ex-Three-
15.25 
18.7'1 
18.86 
Year Students 18.91 
First-Year 
St'l.ldents 
Associate 
Teachers 
19.09 
20.28 
q.99 (r,387) 
[1'1S :1'ro1' .q.99 (1'1 387 ) 
.61 .99 
.38 
.09 
r=2 r=3 1'=4 
3.64 1~.12 4,.60 
2.84 3.21 J.59 
1.04 
.14 
.05 
r=6 
4.76 
3.71 
\ 
'. 
1.22 
.32 
.23 
.18 
1'=7 
4,.88 
.3.81 
< 
'1,,80 
1.51 
1 .. 37 
1.19 
1'=8 
4.99 
3 .. 89 
0.01 
',~ABLE .~I+ (j) 
fu you believe t.l\C1t. the arrl1ng8:r~tmt of two '~Oll;~se tutors c}.arged '..rith 
thl") p] anlling, oV8r2ight. and gun oral co-ordl.l1nti,)n tIl' the graduate pro-
grarurno has been a good oue ? 
-- ~~ .. 
-·';'=1==~· ~ -==1 c::;,-" - --=-_. = 0= 
CIl 
..p 
I 't:J 'D ~ 
• ~;:l Q.) 
I g 0 13 
AUDIENCES +> H H fI.l U) 
Qj ttl fI.l ~ Q) (D H ~, Q) :r- 'I' Q.) p. +> ~ <D -.-I ~ +> 'd ..cl () 
I1l .~ +> () .~ '"(1 .~ ~) ro ai ,.1::l (li Q) H lj ~ E-i H E-i ~ 
.---
~ 
Heana 3.72 3.72 !".. '19 I~.27 4.34 I •• S'l 
-. 
1:·{} if* 
.62 ':t* *~. Fil'st-year St.udents 3.72 d47 .55 1.09 
** ** 6 ** ** Third-yeB.r students 3.72 .1":1 .55 • 2 1.09 
,.62 ;f* Lecturers 4.19 .08 .15 
** Teachers 4.27 .07 .. 54 
Principals 1~.34 ** .47 
Graduate Students 4.81 
r=2 r=3 r o"'4 r=5 r=6--
q.99 (r,304) 3.64 4.12 4.40 4.60 4.76 
/ HS eFro£, 
n . 
q.99 (r ,304) 033 .37 .40 .41 .43 
*~f < P 0.01 
in terms of ~ttitl~a ~ 
COHPAll.ISON GllOUPS 
Third-Y('Jar StudE-rita 3.08 
Second-year Students 3.73 
First-year Students 4.00 
Previcus Gre.dua to I 
students 4.24 
q.99 
fiser.ror 
. q.99 n I 
(r,91) 
(1',91) 
TABLE L.4 (1) 
-173 
r"-2 1'=3 1'''''4 
3.70 4.20 L~. 50 
0.74 0.84 0.90 
*l!- < P 0.01 
HO\1 does the Graduate SLudent this year compa,re with other Students 
in terms of achievement ? 
-= -=--.=:1 
~ ~ Q) Ul Ul Ul Q.) I1l Q) Ul 
~~ , +'I ~ +).p ~+'I '0 Q o ~ I:l I ~l 
"d Q) ~ (ll .,-i ~ (D +> a> J..t'D 0 H 'd >"d'd 11l'D 
CO}WARISON GROUPS .,.., ;:I () «I ~ (l) o.j ~ H ~ 
..Cl+> <D a>+> H ~-l +> .,-i +> E--1(1) U) >,,(1) (:4 t~HI) r'Lf CI) 
Hen.ns 2.50 3."-7 3.72 ~.82 
-
nl\ -;:}-H 
** Third-year Students 2.50 .87 1.29 1.33 
Second-year Students 3.37 .42 .46 
Previous Graduate 
Students 3.79 .O/~ 
First-year Students 3.83 
1'=2 r=3 1'=4 
q.99 (r,72) 30"/6 4.28 4.60 
I ths erI2..T.7 q °9 (r,72) 0.83 0.94 1.01 n . . . /
** p < 0.01 
APPBHDIX K 
S'rA'l'ENEN'1' "F'IlC,t,i 'l'HE PRINCIPAL, GhIU~)TCHURCH TF.ACHERS I GOLLl!.GB 
Decause of t,f:'0 shortage of sec0.:1dary t08.cb()1'~, little OJ' no effort 
was made unti.l qUJ.te recently to recruJt univecs:i.ty graduat'38 for primary 
tea.ching. P. few graduates did find thGir ·w8.y int.o the Primary College, 
but provisions ,nade for theill were far from saU3fnetory. Difficulties 
em'8 f?d by tjJJH,diD.bling and staffing for a small group were al'Uost L1Sur-
mountable. In turn this led to the development. of a. rather sceptical and 
deprecatory attituu.e about graduate trainees. 
However, with the introduction of a gradu&te quota in the primary 
colleges a much closer study of the problem has resulted in a better tmder-
standing of the issues involved and a very positive change in attitudes 
from both college teachers as well as from graduates themselves. This 
has been greatly as::;isted because of the large numbers of graduates apply-
ing for entry and the need, therefore, to be more knowledgeable about the 
nature of the raw material involved and of the special needs of graduates 
in teacher prer~ration. This has led to specially dasigned selection 
procedures which are much more rigorous than those for other applicants. 
It has nO~l been possible to make special provision for the graduate 
group and to assign tutors almost wholly concerned with the designing and 
teaching of gr8.dua.te programlIles. 
Experience with larger groupo of graduate students over the last 
few years has revealed a number of general characteristics displayed by 
this rather selective group of able young men and \-lorn en that appear to 
either facilitate or hinder their professional preparation. 
On the positive side, most graduates haYe considerable academic 
potential, can \fork independently, are highly prllductive, are aW<lre of the 
social problems of the day and have an ability and a desire to question 
statemento of doubtful VEtlidity. 
HOT.,feV01·, !l llu!Jlb8r bIt by no means £ 11, :rluve c1.iffiiwl t:i. es j11 
mak:Lng personal 1'8.1 ati)n8hi~)s p:3.1·ticuJarl;.r with thOS8 in a~rt-,hori ty. 
1nr 1-' 
They may alse' rAveol un infle;dbiJity in t,hi!1kine, be superior in atti-
tude, and throuc;ll a reluctance to depart from form;;.l classroo:n proceduro 
take, or encQurag,) ~ a passi vo rather than ~.cti ve sludent role in the 
teaching sittta.+,ioi!. 
Hitn the V.3!'Y obvious strE;lncths they have, gj·adua.tes makEJ a dete:;:'-
mined effort to pr6pare themselves fori;,he cle.s31'oom in the limited 
period of tir:cw a ve.ilable. Even so they appear to be at a disadvantage 
compared to t.he better tlu'ee year students and h9..ve more difficulty in 
establishing themselves in the classroom. It seemc that one year's 
preparation is too short to guarantee the necessary changes in profess-
ional att.ltudes and the development of teaching skills that make for ease 
of entry to the classroom. It should be said, however, that after a 
longer period of settling in that graduate trainees uevelop well as 
teachers. Time may ShOH that with their higher level of general educa-
tion that they are tetter prospects than many of our normal entrants. 
I l;Tould liks to find some ..,ay, e1 ther through a concurrent or 
partially concurrent B.Ed. system or by an extension of the college course, 
to see an increase in the professional component of their teacher pre para-
tion. There are a number of other possibilities that I won't detail 
here that could be attempted. 
Finally, I would like to give support to the extension of graduate 
admission to teaching and at thfJ same time encourage the development of a 
thorough going research programme to look at uuch matters as pre-training 
preparation, degree structures, selection, length of professlonal prepara-
tion, induction into the teachlng service, lengt.h of service, and progress 
made In both the :ohort and long term. 
.J.F. MANN 
10 Harch, 1975 
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APPBNDIX L 
G~\.AfYUATE COURSE REPOllT, DECBi'lB.cJi. 1 q7t'~ 
1 • stud,")ntfl 
Of the thiJ.''(".;r stUt~ents accepted into1jho C01Ll"Se, tlfenty--eight 
cradu9.tcd. Cne stlldent resigned and B.ll,)ther Htudentship was 
deferred. 
1.1 Compusi1iion of the Group: 
~Ilasters' Degrees :2 
Dachelors' Degrees 24 
Unde,r'graduates 2 
Total 28 
~"'{ Division'S' 4 
1.2 F'or tutorial purposes the group Wf:.S divided into two. 
The division 'was an arbitrary one D~d proved as workable 
an arrangement as e:ny other considered so far. 
1.3 The '].'utors note with satisfaction the quality of the group 
as a. \.[hole. The tone was, they belieye, assisted by: 
• 
selection procedures which found suitable applicants 
but which did not cull out colour or diversity from 
the group • 
the increasing commitment of staff generally to the 
graduate students. 
the opportunity given to Tutors to personally 'assist 
this particular group of students. This has proved 
to be an integral part of the course, and the Tutors 
feel that the quite considerable time so spent has 
been worthwhile. 
1.4 In general, graduates were discouraged from continuing 
university \<lork. Two ex Div. 's' :3tudents read their final 
unit to complete their degrees. 
2. Professional Studies 
2.1 As in previous years, the professional studies component 
received greatest emphasis, witb the eight §Y-llabus Studies 
occupying most of this time. Tbe length of Syllabus 
Studies courses were -
• 
• 
Science: 40 bours 
Reading, Hathematics, Language, sOcial Studies 
and Husic: 30 hours each . 
Art and Pnysical Education: 25 hours each 
2.2 
2.3 
1Tl 
1"1'0[,1 an eV(J.luat.ion of thn p.\."WiO~8 yeaX'! S Cc)i.tl'se;:.; J col1cj:i;-;l 
departm2nts 1-1<':;':0 given EI.i.1 anD.lyc.l.s, in february of t.his 
yoa.r, of studer:t judgement;:;, (If (u ~ eours8 ob,j CCtiV8G u.nd 
(h) tJle decree of ob,j ective Cl.t.:hi0V fJment, ::'0 D.ssist in 197.'., 
C0urs,,,, p18nntng. It is hOj)ecl that, benefit ",.qs ga.i..ne(). from 
th.i0 llDterial, and I.l simiJIl': tw.:.ll'3.Gion of '1974 courses i-fC!.S 
carried out en 3 December. 
C'-:i:"£:CiClllu;:l Studies, taken by tho c.Qurse TutOl S, \·laS vi·-cn,Jed 
1).13 n.o;,::t important. To ShOH ~t·u.r3cfi1tS fJver :iUR'!:. one year ~.:.he 
u...lity of the total CUI-riculum anl1 to convince thew of tho 
importance of S01ll1d and adequate pe:('s~mal prepcH'ut.ion, 
remains one of the grea. test ch2.11onL.~8;::; of thi s course. 
Hm.1ever, the a.mount. of effort directed here ill 1974 borB 
fruit., and it is felt that the qU";l.llty of \lork during the 
sustained teaching experience of the final posting was com-
parable I"ith most third-Yl'!ar stu,jent:.:. The cours:') ,,,i11 be 
fl.rrthm~ strengthened by involvin;'~ t.he Ag group Hith tllO 
units of the third year Cu.rriculuIU Stv,dies prograrrunt.'; in 
1975. 
Foundl3.tion studies in EdUcation continued to cause some 
concern this ;fear - in the Hidel,V varying backgrounds of 
students and in the dis1ll1ity \.1here many staff are brought in 
to conduct short courses. Next year it is proposed to 
offer students alternatives under the themes "The Nature of 
Primary School Children II, "'1'he School in Society" and 
"Special Topics" (1975 Evaluating Learning and Educating 
Exceptional Children) in an attempt to overcome these 
shortcoming s • 
Notable aspects of the 1974 courses were the visits to 
independent schools and special edueation facilities, and 
the "position papers" students were asked to present on an 
issue of c'U.:crent debate in New Zeall.Uld education I,.Thich they 
felt close to. 
2.4 The Studies of Teaching course conti.nued to develop this 
year, and a programme is evoJ.ving wld.ch seoms particularly 
appropriate to short course univeTsity graduates. As \.,rell 
as assisting the development of specific teaching skills 
(e. g • questioning), the use of rnicl'o-teaching ,,,i tIl video 
facilities has proved to be particulexly usefu~ early in the 
year to re-orient thinking from subject teaching to. the 
teaching of children. This year's course went well~ It 
included an eight-\.,reek Hini-course using children in Heaton 
Intermed.iate School, follo\-18d by a close examination of and 
practice in inquiry teaching in Social Studies. 
3. School Practice 
3.1 Students spent ti-10 periods, each of two weeks, in one class-
room in Term One. The return to a class after further 
colleee work proved beneficial. 
The second posting was of four weeks in the middle of Term 
Two, ~illd most students had contact, l.Jith their Associate 
Teachers' throughout the term. This "!as not a "home school" 
idea - merely a longer association with one Teacher to allow 
for additional teaching episod.es in Sooial Studies and 
Science related to Colleg,"l course worle. 
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3.1 FiV(j ~le8ks in 'I'ceL~ Throe He:..':) spcm tJ ill ft ClaSG ao cJ.0801y 
ali.plc'xl as pOG.d.ble to the JJlwly cIus;:; lO'fel for "'9 r/5. 
3.2 The pi."oblem remains oL' find::nl' gooc'. AS80cia.t8 'l'eachf'Ts r'o~' 
all s~U\hw.ts. UnfortlU1a.tely, a nt11J1bor of pcstil1t;o this 
ye[4J' 1,~f~:;,'e Llllsa ti:3faeto.1'Y, a: hJ U](j result.ing loc S of c0nfi-· 
dence by the students concerned .;l8.~; dj fl'icult to restore9 
It. i.E. ~articularly important for oae-yen:c ~,tJudents to 
recel Vl'- strongly support! ve rUl.d 8fl-.:'ouraging postingi3. Thi,,; 
ren.ects the cliffi·:::ul ty, par~Ji.cuJ i1l'ly in Torlilf.J THO [mel 
T:1:cee, of finding suitablo ,~)Goc·;.atGs ... rho are not involved 
in jn-8ervice courses. 
3~3 Anot.her recurrln:?; pl'oblcm iB the student having to elect a 
Year One teaehing level l.Jefo),'(~ ho.ving hed e:;~p8rience in a::'J. 
ma;j or sections of the primal'y f;choo1. The Co11ege may ne2d 
to consider three separato posti!~g3 before the end of Term 
TH'O In tho futLU'e. l1ea.mihile, for next year it is planned 
that tho first split posting be at two different level;! of 
the junior school, folJ.Q\18d by e1 thQr a middle or upper 
posting in Term Two. This \.;111 give a little more bre'J.dth 
of experience. 
I 3.4 The course 'Tutors are more conv.inced than ever of their need 
to spend a great deal of time in schools working with both 
studeYLts and teachers to proYide gOI)d Gollege~school liaison 
and to help build better understandings of university grad-
uate student teachers. Both Tutora Here frustrated this 
year in not being able to do all that they Hould have H'ished 
in this direction. Nevertheless, each sawall his 01.ffi 
group teach at least once 1,.lhl1e tron sectiontr; saH all teach 
small groups on a number of other o·~casions; and \OTa.S able 
to brief Associate Teachers individually before every post-
ing. 
4.1 11 .. 3.ori studies: The group spent D. semester joining ,·!ith the 
third-years in the Haori Studj.es proL~ram!Oe. The benefits 
of '.forking 'i.,ri th the third-year studonts were conside:rable, 
and the increasing acceptance of the graduate student into 
the third-years' circle gives satisfaction. 
4.2 A.V. Education: A twelve hour course \.tas mounted by Hr J. 
Lewth'vTaite, A feature of the 1974 course 1-TaS the large 
number of students who sat for projectionist's certificates. 
4.3 Teacher Planning Workshop: In response to requests from 
the 1973 group, provision was made for this year's graduates 
to join fully in the T.P.H. course. This move was very 
successful, and T.P.H. will undoubtedly become an integral 
part of the graduate course agEdn. 
1+.4 Tho Tutors feel that SOllle COllT'SeS have become an established 
part of the one-year graduate programme. These should be, 
in tIlEdr opinion, more formally re.::ognised in discussions on 
lecture load, and notes in Goll~,ge tre,nscripts as \.,rell as 
departmental records. It is hopr:d that the discussions will 
be initiated in 1975 to clarify the position and have Eoard 
of Studies ratify those COlU'SOS deemed fit for recognition. 
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5.1 T\·rc, course Tutci.'::O, i1es31~S H.T. l·iUl':lfjch urd H.S, SteclJuan, 
work(~d wlder the Dean of Pro:'~'f·:,:sior:"E.l Studies, l,~r C.J. 
~[ri{~]lt). 
5.2 Each Collego d8partment is 1'0:3])011 81011'3 for tes.ching itu O\m 
SyllD.bu3 S'Gudy, and. the P:cineipccl Lr::l~'i:,urcr Teo.clting Practice 
,:n·Y'C'.!l~eS school postings, but the (:\.>1trse 'l'utorn keep clo,so~y 
in touch loTi t~l these tylO [',reas. 
5-3 L::!.1.irJuIl with schools has been !'ea~ion8.bly effective, but 
1'Ut.Ol'S recognise there is rOOD! fOT improvement. Of inter-
Ast has been the I-Iorthwhile visits fI'ora teachers, incJ.l.lding 
the follOl1ing: 
Mr D. HA.tthews, Senior T'eac:'l,e:c, ElmwOud 
HI'S C. Rosd-ter, Senior Teacher, Heaton 
fLi.ss D. Jelley, Year One Tcachr:!.l', HareHood 
HI'S E. Shamy, Senior 'l'cach8t' J.e., Northcote 
HI' D. steuart, Principal, Hu<»ley 
111' D. Bond, Psychological Service 
These visits were apprecia·c,ed by the stUdents. 
504 Beside.'] professional resources, community fad.lities were 
used by the graduate group. Visits were made to a variety 
of places, including Battery Point, Governors Day School and 
e. wide range of facilities involved in care for the handi-
capped or spacial education. 
6. 1_o12dell House :'Torking Party; 
6.1 Both course Tutors joined a Lopdell I10use working party from 
5 to 9 August, 1974, which was set up to evaluate the one-
year course. AJ.l colleges were represented, and the delib.-
erations were most ably chaired by til' H.L. Francis, Vice-
Principal, Auckland Teachers' College. 
6.2 On 23 September, a brief report was made to our staff, out-
lining the main thrusts of the Working Party. These in-
cluded -
The need throughout the one-year course to 
view theory through practice. 
The importance of the t.raining rttriad rt ('student-
lecturer-teacher), strong on all three fronts. 
The pressing need for continuing involvement of 
colleges I,.ri th young teachers in their year-one 
position, especially those from the one-year 
course. 
The need for more formal and effective research 
on the one-year gradU8.te eourse. 
The general feeling of optimism towards this 
alternative form of teacher education; the 
type of stUdent, entering the course; and the 
quality of teacher being turned out. 
6.3· Doth Tutors stress the great value the week at Lopdell House 
had for them, and wish to express their lolaI'll appreclation foX' 
the special case made to have both att.end. 
'7. 
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1,ookin<, ;\heD.d __ ___ ~<....<l __ -,-,, __ _ 
7.1 1'118 (me-ye·:::.:' cOl.rcse for 1.wivotTit.y r~radll<l.tes has hecm in tl">j.s 
(;C)111':1gd ~:in(;e 1966. 0vp r tne :oinc ~.'e<lI'S i~, has bE,en mo(li·-
ii;;;] und changed in an 0fforL ·~,o best meet. the needs of 2. 
DjJ3c;i .. 9.1 ~l'oul>. YAt y provision}; made ha.ve tund0d to be 
iiltc',:,im ones, and t.he Tutor~; b81Jev8 that ·tho time has 
a!':ri'/ed for t~l1j,s Colle::se. 1:.0 1001;: .:.~.h'.}ad mors positively 13.[,(:. 
:i.solnte aI'eas of u.eGirE.'d chcmge ~'Ihi(~h CM be worked tOH.:trdf;. 
Foul' such e'.l'eu;:;, l:lhich seem to wc..l'rant early attention, 1U'C 
nOH j.dentified. 
'7.'2. Sol~.S'!:J~Ol1 and EDxlY_Qon tact Hi t..h. SJ!2:lc1.:mts: The Tutors 
appr:o:;ciat8d their invol voment in ~,h(J select.ion of students. 
They feel th:J.t 1 in the futm'e, ;~()Jlje consideration may be 
given to the possibility of earlier contact ... lith succBssful 
'3,1JpliC(iYAtS. By meeting student.s soon after select.i.on, t':',8Y 
would hope to better orient those ahle to come in to Collt"'gb 
blie.fly before i.,he holidays, T,owll'ds Gollege and the ona~ 
year pr0granuil8. 
7.3 ,Qsmt.:.~:n..1.!:.i..lillf\ssociation ",ith Col.lo.lI.Q: The "HcHillen Repor'l:,lI 
on Furm 1-2 education in New Zealand (February 197/~) ex-
pressed ::!oncern over the general '\.feakness of one-year (;ourse 
trainees in class managemen'l:, and teclmiques of teaching, 
suggdsted thait these should be strengthened in the College 
course end recommended that "the po,~sibility of combining a 
proportion of Year One with flL1:'ther practical instrucliion in 
teaching techniques under College guidance sho1.Lld be investi-
gated!' (pp. 19-20). As already reported, these aspects of 
the C01.U~se have been strengthened, but Tutors also feel this 
real noed for continuing contact by College with Year One 
Teachers. Hith the Tutors' detailed Immrledge of students, 
the expressed vishes of current Year One 'l'eachers and in 
order for Tutors to ge.in a better understanding of yOlmg 
teachers' needs, such a continuing (l.ssociation \'lOuld be of 
mutual benefit. It is hoped that 1975 Hill see Tutors, in 
collaboration with Inspectors, being able to meet ex 1974, 
courso gr8.duates in the Christchurch area on a regular bas.iso 
7.41 
• 
• 
• 
It is felt by one course Tuc,or th8.t the responslbil:i.ty 
for both one-year Ell1d two-ya8.r courses for university 
graduates and near graduates, and for continuing con-
tact with Division'S' students ,.)'hile they are at lU1i-
versity, should be delegated to a Senior Lecturer 
appolnted for this purpose. 'fhi::; would -
Make for greater efficiency in the day-to-day l~ning 
of the one-year Ag. course. 
Relate the needs of one-year and t,.;o-year students 
more closely and allml for some common COlU'se compo-
nents to develop more easily. 
Enable closer continuing association with College of 
students on student-ship. 
Give greater course unity (especially to Division'S' 
students) by havinG one senior staff member respons-
i ble for all three groups, and \.fQuld a110\-1 for more 
contact between these diffeI'o';)ut groups, and thus make 
for bett.er integratiorl into the total College. 
.. 
Lef,:'len tile day-i:.o-d;J.Y a.clrninL;trat.i vo load Oil -the De',ll 
(or hh: su~ce~;sor und:::l' the I'8H Gollege structl.u.·e) 
.?nd the PX'incipal L8CtL'Y'f:)l' .1n J~duca t:l.on. 
\-lorldng in a team ",ith the Sonior Lecturer "muld be 
COl~:S8 Tutors whoirould maint.;J.in the qualit:r of ro-
latioll;jhi.p Hith studentB HId Gh 111-1.s be8n built l'.p over 
t.h8 last tHO years uith t}h-l Ag. group. A defirablo 
staff (Sen.i.or Lecturer uno. l'nto!'s) J,;·o stnclLmt ratio 
is seen as approximately 1:12. 
Altern£l.ti vely 1 in the v.i.ell of wother Tutor, the 
present arrangement of tHO 1.ecturonJ \Jorking in co-
0:,:-,e.ration. has aclv~i;ages \{~ich need to be recognised. 
Particular vimrpoints and ide,<tO are d:LscuGsed and modi-
~'iod on em equal footi~1g \orit.h Lhe worthwhile personal 
involvement of both Tutors. 
The studenl:.s do not necessarlly look to a leader, Lout 
S'.30 the Tutors as but part of the total College team 
1.lorking toeether. This tends, it is argu8d, to 
reduce the possibility or an "in group" of graduates 
\>iithin the College • 
Clearly administrative details I-TQuld be tidier 1,olith a 
senioX' appointment, and any appointee to D, position 
should be m.,rsre of the pitfnlls in leading such a 
group. The preSe!lt., rather cumbersome, arrange;;ient 
would not be D. good long term one. HOH8ver, the 
strengt.hs and advantages of t:-IO Tutors working to-
gether with a group need to bo noted. 
Both 'l'lltorf;l feel that, despita these reservat,ions 
a.bout a ~~8nior position, the possible solution sug-
gested i:3 c. good one. 'l'hat is I that a Senior 
Lecturer be appointed to take over-aJ.l chE'.rge of the 
short cour,ses, being I'osponsitle t.o the Dean (or his 
new equiva.lent) on one hand and responsible for Tutors 
on the other. 
Of importa.nce to the students is the quality of school exper-
ience. As in p:cevious year,;, t.he Tutors see their role in 
1rTorking with te8,chers as vital. Appended to this j,'eport is 
a working frame\·lOrk for 1975 school practIce, ~l.ed of particu-
lar note is: 
• 
. . 
The special provision mn.de for 'Tutors lito Grand more 
time in •.••• schools alongside students" in Terll) One • 
To group "home schools ll and other posting schools in 
Term Tvo into t\OlO circuits, \-lith one Tutor having a 
special liaison responsibility for each. 
It is :.1.1~0 hoped tha.t, in '1975, pl'ovision may be made for 
group ::'eetings of Assi)ciate Teachers Lmd Principals \-Iho will 
:l1avo COilt.uct \.;ith graduate student~~. 
II. s. Stedman R. '1'. Nurdoch 
